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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
State employment security agencies use Bureau of Employment Security 
procedures to make estimates of area unemployment. At the local labor 
market area level these estimates are converted into unemployment per-
centages to become the basis for area participation in certain federal 
programs. Indicative of their importance is just one program !or which 
specific unemployment rate levels are used to determine area eligibility, 
the Area Redevelopment Act; 1 it 
••• makes available to urban and rural areas with high un-
employment a range of special Federal assistance: Loans to 
create new private enterprise and expansion of existing 
firms in such areas, financial aid for public facility im-
provements that will increase industrial or commercial em-
ployment, and technical aid to help develop new products, 
markets, and resources, and new uses of old resources.2 
As o! October 1, 1963, the area redevelopment administrator had used 
total unemployment rates as all or part o! the basis for designating 633 
of the nation's 1,070 redevelopment areas.314 ,In Oklahoma, they provided 
1
~ Redevelopment ~, Public Law 87-27. Passed May 1, 1961, by 
the 87th Congress, 1st Session. See Chapter II for its provisions. 
2John Fitzgerald Kennedy, "Manpower Report o! the President," ~-
power Report 2!, ~President~~ Report .2}l Manpower Requirements,~-
sources, Utilization, and Training~~ United States Department£!. 
Labor {Washington, 19631":' p. xvii. 
3summary ~ 2!, Redevelopment~~ Eligible~: Public Works 
Acceleration !Ei, October 1, 1963, UoSo Department of Cormnerce Area Desig-
nation Status Report No. 10 (Washington, 1963), pp. 6=56. 
4until November 1, 1963, the small areas with labor forces under 
15,000 could be designated based on current total unemployment and the 
1 
2 
the basis for designating 30 of the state's 33 redevelopment areas.5 The 
implications of such designations are substantial. By October 31, 1963, 
1,148 projects valued at $206,085,000 had been approved for the nation, 
6 
and 59 worth $18,725,000 had been approved for Oklahoma. 
Furthermore, redevelopment areas are also automatically eligible to 
7 participate in the Accelerated Public Works Program. As of October 1, 
1963, these areas had obtained the bulk of all projects authorized by 
that program: nationally, redevelopment areas received 5, 477 of the 
nation's 6,611 projects, 8 in Oklahoma, 187 of 199.9 
In view of the magnitude of the public grants and loans based on un-
employment rates, the accuracy of the area unemployment estimates becomes 
very important: 
The size and complexity of the country's economy and the fact 
that local area estimates are used in administering public 
programs costing millions of dollars affirm the need of a 
large-scale effort to develop reliable reporting of labor 
market conditions in States and localities.10 
use of insured annual unemployment in lieu of t ot al annual unemployment 
rates for those years in which adequate dat;a,,.,uiputs were not availat>J.e 
to make total estimates. This Department of Labor procedure was ended by 
~ General Administration Letter 1.lh (Washington, October 16, 1963). 
Also some areas were jointly eligible f or reasons other than unemployment 
submitted simultaneously by other agencies. As of October 1, 1963, two 
of Oklahoma's 30 areas based on unemployment were joint ly based on other 
standards: Summary~ of Redevelopment~, pp . 38=39 . 
5summary ~£!Redevelopment Areas, pp. 38=39. 
6~ Redevelopm~nt Administration Directory £! Approved Pro.jects ~ 
2f October 21, 1963 rwashington, 1963), P• 3. 
?summary~£!. Redevelopment Areas , p . 4 . 
8.rable 4, "Accelerated Public Works Projects Approved by Type of Area 
as of October 1, 1963, n Accelerated Public ~ Program Directory £!. !e,~ 
proved Projects (Washington, 1963), p. 9 . 
9rbi d., PP· 103-107. 
lOPresident 's Committee to Appraise Employment and Unemployment Sta-
tistics, Measuring Employment~ Unemployment (Washingt on, 1962), p. 24. 
3 
A search of the literature reveals the existence o! concern about 
the accuracy of the estimates. It also reveals that little has been done 
to test their accuracy, less to identify the sources of any inaccuracy, 
and nothing at all to find the effects of eliminating the possible sources 
of any inaccuracies. This seems paradoxical when: 
Data derived from an uncertain estimating procedure can prove 
very expensive if, as a result of faults in the procedure, 
decisions are made to allocate or to withhold Federal funds 
on the basis of incorrect information.11 
Purpose of the Study 
The present study will attempt to fill, in some measure, the gap left 
by this lack of scrutiny. One part of the analysis will involve an attempt 
to discover any indications that the area unemployment estimates are in-
accurate. Another part will entail efforts to identify some of the 
possible causes of any indications of inaccuracy. A third portion of the 
study will cover the effects of using various procedures to eliminate the 
indications of possible inaccuracies. A major hypothesis of this study 
is that the introduction of these procedures will make such changes in 
the totals and rates of area unemployment as to change the number of areas 
which would be eligible for designation as redevelopment areas. 
Methodology 
First, the nature of the BEsl2 and Decennial Censusl3 estimates of 
11Ibid., p. 194. 
12
~ is a term generally used in the literature to represent the 
Bureau of Employment Security. 
13Thr~ughout this study the terms Decennial Census and Census will 
refer to the Census of Population. 
4 
area unemployment will be examined. This examination is designed to es-
tablish the extent to which definitional, methodological, and procedural 
variations might explain differences between the two types of unemploy-
ment estimates. Other methods o! evaluating the BES estimates will also 
be considered. Second, an empirical test will be ma.de between April, 
1960, BES unemployment estimates and 1960 Census estimates to determine 
the actual level o! any such differences in selected Oklahoma labor 
markets. 
Third, the study will attempt to identify and quantify the causes of 
any such differences in the Oklahoma labor markets by (1) correlating the 
degree o! differences with various area characteristics; (2) examining 
the nature o! the data inputs used in the estimating process; and (3) re-
computing the area estimates with alternative types of data inputs and 
then rechecking the correlations and differences. Fourth, the study will 
attempt to quantify other possible causes of the differences. The main 
procedure here will be to set the BES estimating procedure and inputs in 
equation form equal to Census unemployment and solve for the modifications 
in various procedures or inputs which would be required t o yield that 
total. 
) 
Fifth, the modifications suggested by the causes identified above 
will be incorporated into the BES unemployment estimating methodology and 
applied to the 1958-1962 annual estimates of Oklahoma labor market areas 
covered by this study. And finally, the effect of applying such method= 
ological modifications on each labor market area's ability to quality for 
designation as a redevelopment area will be examined. 
Scope of t he Study 
Nineteen Oklahoma labor market areas, selected because of the 
5 
\, 
relatively large amount of p~rtinent data available for them, will be 
analyzed in the present study. The areas range in labor force size from 
14 229,500 to l;860. They represent all sections o! the state and range 
from highly urban ·to hi&hly rural. Two o! the areas are standard metro-
politah statistical are&s; the rest are countiesQ Thirteen o! the areas 
had been designated redevelopment areas as o! October 1, 1963.15 
The study will be iimited to the time period 1958 through 1962. This 
time period encompasses the annual unem_plQyment estimates and rates used 
through 1963 to qualify areas as redevelopment areas as well as the esti-
mates o! April, 1960, which will be compared to the 1960 Census estimates. 
Plano! Presentation 
Chapter II will provide an analytical backgroundo It will examine 
the construction and use o! the unemployment estimates and rates as the 
basis !or designating labor market areas as redevelopment areas. 
The third chapter will consider various possible tests of the accu-
racy of the BES area estimates o! unemployment. Particular attention 
will be paid in this chapter to the comparability of the BES and Decennial 
Census unemployment estimates. 
Actual comparisons between the Census and BES estimates !or the 
nineteen Oklahoma labor market areas will be made in Chapter !Vo 
In Chapter V, attempts will be made to identify the BES procedures 
causing the observed differences and the characteristics of the areas 
where the differences are the greatesto 
14As o! annual average, 1962, according to the Handbook o! Labor 
Force Data !or Selected Areas of Oklahoma, 122Q=,1962 {Oklahoma-Cit;y, 
1963),pp. S-89. ~ -
15summary ~ .2! Redevelopment ~, pp. 38=39. 
6 
Various procedures to eliminate all or part of the observed differ-
ences will be presented in Chapter Vlo It will also consider the effects 
of applying these procedures on area eligibility for designation as re-
development areas. 
A summary and conclusions will be presented in the seventh chapter. 
CHAPTER II 
AREA UNEMPLOYMENT: ANALYTICAL BACKGROUND 
Identification or areas eligible for designation as redevelopment 
areas is based on unemployment rate levels set in Section 5a or the Area 
Redevelopment Act and on certain other standards to be determined by the 
area redevelopment administrator. 1' 2 Section 5a specifies that redevelop-
ment areas shall be designated: 
(1) where the Secretary or Labor finds that the rate of 
unemployment, excluding unemployment due primarily to 
temporary or seasonal factors, is currently 6 per centum 
or more and has averaged at least 6 per centum !or the 
qualifying time periods specified in paragraphs (2); and 
(2) where the Secretary or Labor finds that the annual 
average rate o! unemployment has been at least -
(A) 50 per centum above the national rate for three 
or the preceding four calendar years, or 
(B) 75 per centum above the national average !or 
two or the preceding 1three calendar years, or (C) 100 per centum above the national ayerage for 
one of the preceding two calendar years.3 
The following annual unemployment rates we.re used through 1963 for 
1rhe other standards were initially published in the Federal Register, 
XVI:ccx (October 24, 1961), pp. 9935-9938, as Title 13, Chapter III; 
Amendments were published in XXVII:ccix. (November 27, 1962), p. 11635, 
and XXVIII:iii (January 4, 1963), p. 2242, of the Federal Register. 
2summa:r;,y ~ 2! Redevelopment Areas, p. 2, lists the following 
criteria for designation as of October 1, 1963: Areas of low income; 
median family income (Population Census of 1960) is $1887 or less. Areas 
of low farm income; median farm family income (Population Census of 1960) 
is $1415 or less. Areas of low production farming; 60 percent or more of 
commercial farms are "Class VI" (Census of Agriculture, 1959). other 
standards cover rural development counties, areas in states which would 
otherwise not participate, and Indian reservations. 
3~ Redevelopment!£!:., Section .5a, p. 2. 
7 
the purpose of determining area eligibility: 
TABLE II-1 
ANNUAL AVERAGE UNEMPLOYMENT RATES USED TO QUALIFY REDEVELOPMENT 
AREAS 
8 
50 Percent 75 Percent 100 Percent 
Calendar National Average Above Above Above 
Year Unemployment Rate National National National 
1958 6.5 10.2 
1959 5.5 8.3 9.6 
1960 5.6 8.4 9.8 11.2 
1961 6.7 10.0 11.7 13.4 
1962 5.6 8.4 9.8 11.2 
Source: "Area Eligibility Report, 11 U oS. Department of Commerce form ARA-
47 (Washington, June 18, 1963), p. 1. 
Area Unemployment Rates 
Each area's unemployment rate is the percent that the area's unem-
ployment is of the sum of the area's employment and unemployment. The 
Department of Labor's Bureau of Employment Security and its affiliated 
state employment security agencies assemble data and process them as 
4 
needed to compute the rates. The procedures which these agencies use to 
derive the rates are found in the BES handbooks Estimating Unemployment5 
and Estimating ~Employment o! Self- Employed, Unpaid FamilY ~ Private 
Household Workers~ Nonagricultural ~e6 A condensed version of the 
4statistical Reporting Under~~ Redevelopment~ 2!, 1.9,Q,1, 
Attachment to~ General Administration Letter No. 650 {Washington, 
August 28, 1962), P• 2. 
5Estimating Unemployment, BES No. R-185 (Washington, April, 1961). 
6Estimating Area ~loyment 2l, ~-Employed, Unpaid Fampy, ~ 
Private Household Workers - Nona ricultural Total, BES R-187 Washington, 
July, 1961); as revised: BES R=l87 (R7~63 (Washington, August, 1963). 
9 
appropriate procedures !rom these publications is presented in Handbook 
2a Develgpment 2!, Basic Labor Market Informa'tl2!1 !2.!: Small ~· 7 This 
handbook also contains a method for estimating area agricultural employ-
ment. The other publications do not discuss this item. A summary of the 
procedures they describe follows. 
~ Employment. = Employment is defined by the BES as 
Persons ••• who work for pay or profit during a week or, as un-
paid family workers, work 15 hours or more a week. Also in-
cluded ••• are those who, although not work~ng, had some job 
attachment and were not looking !or work. 
Estimates of total area employment are constructed by adding together 
covered employment and an estims.te o! noncovered employment. Covered 
employment is the private wage and salary employment reported under the 
state's unemployment insurance program. Noncovered employment refers to 
individuals who are engaged in various types of employment not covered 
by the state insurance program. It includes the wage and salary employ-
ment of firms too small to be covered (3 employees or less), railroad 
and government employment, employees of nonprofit organizations, agri= 
cultural workers, domestics, the self=employed, and unpaid family workerso 
Estimates of the size of each area's noncovered employment are obtained 
by totaling the amount of employment estimated for each of the above 
components. 
The components of the employment estimates are obtained by the BES 
and its related state agencies in the following manner i Data on em= 
ployment covered by state unemployment insurance programs are compiled 
?Handbook 2,U Develo~::.ai g! Basic Labor Market Information f2!: Small 
Areas, BES No. R~l8lfTWashington, May, 1960). 
8Estimating Unempl~n.J,, Po 10. 
10 
as a by-product o! the employer reports required by the programs.9110 
Estimates of employment in firms too small to be covered by the unemploy-
ment insurance programs are obtained periodically as the sum of employ-
ment reported on old age and survivor insurance reports by firms with 
three or fewer employees. 11 This amount is reduced by an estimate of the 
employment of the small firms which have voluntarily elected unemployment 
insurance coverage under the state programs. Interim small firm employ-
ment estimates are made by assuming that this component changes as covered 
employment does.12 
The BES procedures !or estimating agricultural employment involve 
extrapolating each area's 1950 Census o! Population estimates of (1) 
agricultural wage and salary employment and (2) agricultural self-
employed and unpaid family workers. The following steps are involved in 
t . t ' 13 the es ima ion process. First.11 the state 1950 Census of Population 
estimates are divided by comparable items !or April, 1950, from the 1954 
Census o! Agriculture . Second, each result is multiplied by an adjustment 
9Employer reports are ma.de quarterly. And there is a further time 
lag before data are processed and available for use. Current estimates 
are obtained by extrapolating periodic benchmarks based on the reported 
estimates by the results o! a mail sample of employers . 
10Handbook 2!! pevelopment 2! Basic~ ~l Information !.2!: 
Small~, p. 13; and Estimating UnemploYffient, p. 23$ 
11Handbook 2n Development £!. ~ L~bor ~~ Information !2£ 
Small Areas, pp. 13-14; and Estima~ UnempJ.oyment, p o 24. 
12Handbook on Development of Basi.c Labor Market Information !ru:_ 
Small Areas, p. lb.--= == - - -
13 Ibid., pp. 22=26. 
11 
14 factor supplied by the BES. The adjustment factors attribute "pro-
portionall.y to each State the adjustments needed in the State seri.es 
!or the differences in the national totals o! the AMS and MRLF o r,15, 16, 17 
The results are called estimating factorso Third, these factors are 
multiplied by the AMS state figures for each of the two types of agri-
cultural employment. Fourth, percentages are computed by dividing the 
resulting figures by the state 1950 Census of Population estimates. 
Fifth, these percentages are multiplied by each area's 1950 Census of 
Population estimate to get estimates of its agricultural employment. 
The BES presentation of this procedure is accompanied by the suggestion 
that it "should not discourage any state agency from conducting surveys 
for developing other methods for estimating agricultural employment.rrl8,19 
14According to Handbog!s SIB ~velopmen!:,, £!. ~ ~ ~rket ,Infor-
mation f2.!: Small Areas, Po 26, the BES derives the factors by dividing 
the ratios of the Agricultural Marketing Service to Month;IY ,!leport £!1 ~ 
Labor Force estimates by the ratios of the 1950 Census of Population to 
~950 Census of Agriculture estimates. 
15ttandbook on Development£!~~ Market Information t2J:. ~ 
Areas, p. 23. 
-
16Agricultural Marketing Service is generally referred to in the 
literature as AMSo 
17MRLF appears generally in the literature in reference to the 
Monthly Report .2!! !d!! Labor Force. It is published by the Department of 
Labor and contains data on national employment and unemployment. 
18Handbook ~ Development 2.!. Basic~~~ Information £2£ 
Small Areas, p. 22. 
l9According to Mr. Wesley Wilson, research and planning division, 
Oklahoma Employment Security Commission, the state of Oklahoma, at= 
tempting to improve the accuracy of its estimates, has realistically dis= 
carded this procedure in the face of apparent non-proportional changes 
in the agricultural sectors of the state. Instead, agricultural estimates 
are made of area residents by local representatives of the state employ-
ment security commission based on their own observations, as affected by 
local requests for agricultural employees and emplo;yzoont, and other such 
data as are available$ 
Area ttall other" nonagricultural employment is the swn of domestic::;, 
nonagricultural self=employed 9 a:rrl nonagricultural unpaid family workers o 20 
Estimates of this item are obtained by a proced.u.re which uses each area I s 
21 1950 Census of Population estimate o.f total ''all other" employmento . 
First, each area's 1950 estimate is multiplied by 1.20.22 The resulting 
figures are extrapolated by the changes in wage and salary employment 
from March, 1950, to the desired time periodo These figures are then 
modified to allow for any changes i.n this item's relationship with wage 
and salary employment which may have occurred since the 1950 CensusQ The 
factor used to modify them is obtained by dividing the March, 1950, 
Current Population Survey relationship of uall other'' employment to wage 
and salary employment by the Current Population Survey relationship for 
the desired time period. The final figure for the area is then divided 
into domestics and nonagricultural self<=.>8mployed and unpaid family workerso 
The division is accomplished by multiplying the final total by the percent 
that each of these items is o! the area's total i.n the 1950 Census~ This 
breakout is necessary because the unemployment estimating procedure assigns 
2
~andbook ~ Q~~-~~n! £!, }3-asi£ ~ ~§J',..!'.~ ~~tion fQ.~. [_mall 
Areas, pp. 19=.21., ~.:Y,wa.J:,in.,K !,~aAif!ElOY,!I:l?Q.g, ££ ~~~~ !11t,eaid 
Famil;y:, ~cl J:!~ vate ~§,.!;!P.Old }'{Q,tk;~s = Nona ricultur~ !9l?!11, BES No o 
R~l87, pp. 3=4, and as revisedg BES No~ R=lS'i R7=6°JJ, PPo 3=4o 
21!?g,,-tJmating !} ... r'!r~. ~Js!!!l.smt ~ §_§;J;:tc!m~~j J!..1:J..P£1 Effeld:kY, and 
Private ~ )forker§ = Mgn~i.c.!l!:..~a.l I,qtal, BES No$ R=l87 (R?:63)., 
is the August, 1963, revisicm o:f BES No~ Rl87 o It uses 1960 Census data 
inputs while the other uses the 1950 Census da,ta~ 'I'here ware no change:::; 
in procedure"' The discussion i.s presented in 1950 terms because the BES 
estimates for 1958=1962 were ge.ne:rally based on the earlier release. 
22This is a BES correction factor which attempts to talce into cOl!Il= 
sideration the fact that the Current Population Survey estimate for this 
sector was 20 percent higher than the 1950 D@cennial Census estimate. 
See Handbook on Development of Bas.ic Labor Market Information for Small 
Areas, p. 21; "'"and!~JJinat~ Area-~rw:n:-ent~E;J1;i:ifu..~, !iPilct._... 
family, ~ P:ri vate ~hold r{OJ:~rs O ~,l~i_,~,l,:turai J'otai, .BES No. 
R-187, PQ 5., 
1.3 
different rates to the two componentso 
Estimates o! nonagricultural wage and salary employment for which 
current area data are not available are taken from the 1950 Census of 
Population~2.3 The employment of nonprofit institutions, governments and 
railroads is involved., 24 The u.se of this Census data is to occur "onq 
when more current basic information cannot be clevelopedon25,26 
~ UnemElo:yment. """" An area's unemployment estimate rris an un ... 
duplicated count of the unemployed residing in the area. n27 According 
to the BES, it is: 
2.3Handbook 2.U Development g!, Basic Labor Mar~ Information £2£ ~ 
!re,-2, P.• 14. 
24The Census o! Population data sources are listed in Handbook on 
Development of~ Labor Market Information~ Small Areas, po 11:-
All data are from Table 43, "Economic Characteristics ot the Population, 
by Sex, for Counties g 1950," [o§,o Ce,n8£.!3. o{ fQpulat,J;_ong ~ Vol., II, 
Characteristics 2! 2 Po:eulatiQ!!, Part 3i;: Ok;I..ahoma.9 pp. 91~100., Non-
profit employment is defined as the Sl.11Ill of the following items listed 
under Industry Groupg 100 percent of Educational Services, private; 50 
percent of Medical and other Health ServicesJ 50 percent of Other Pro-
fessional and Related Serviceso Governm.ent employment ia 100 percent of 
the item Government Workers listed under Employment Status o Railroad em-
ployment is 100 percent of the item Railroad and Railway Express Services 
Under Industry Group~ 
25Handbook ~ Development gl, ~1;1ic L~ !.,,a.rket !!,formation !2.£. §~J;, 
Areas, p. 18. 
26The Oklahoma Employment Security Commission, according to Mr. 
Wesley Wilson of its R~search and Planning Division9 derives more current 
information by periodically sending an employment enumerator L~to eaeh 
area. Interim estimates are obtained by having a portion of those 
surveyed mail periodic reports of their employment totalso Each sector's 
latest survey estimate is then assU!.llled to move as the employment of the 
mail respondents from that sector does.. Data ne(;lded fol"' the tlme periods 
prior to the earliest enumeration were estimated. on the basis or t.ue 
enumerators' initial investigation, the trends revealed by the mail 
samples, and acy other available datao The commission does not have to 
enumerate federal government employment as ililf orm.ation is available as a 
by-product of information reported by the Unemployment Compensation for 
Federal Employees program (UCFE) o 
27Estimating Unempl.9~nt, Polle 
.~.a count of persons who for an entire week, did not work at 
all, were able to work and available for work, and (1) were 
looking for work, or (2) would have looked for work except 
that (a) they were waiting to return to a job from which they 
had been laid off, or (b) they were waiting to report to a 
new wage and salary job scheduled to start within the 
following JO days {and were :not in school during the week), 
or (c) they believed no work was available in their line of 
work or in the communityo28 
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It is the sum of insured unemployment, unemployment related to the insured 
unemployment but not drawing benefits !or one reason or another, unemploy-
ment related to noncovered employment, a.nd new entrant and re-entrant 
29 unemployment • 
Estimates of each component are obtained in the following manner~ 
Insured unemployment is the number of claims paid to unemployed who used 
to work at employment covered by state unemployment insurance programs. 
The claims are filed by individuals who have been completely out of work 
for the past week. Unemployment related to insured unemployment but not 
drawing benefits is the sum of the unemployed who have been working at 
jobs covered by unemployment insurance but are disqualified from drawing 
benefits because they engaged in activities such as leaving work volun= 
tarily or being discharged for miscondueto It also illlcludes an estimate 
of the nwnber of individuals who have exhausted their benefits or delBired 
filing for their benefits, or never filed for themo 
A constant percent of the disqualified individuals is assumed to be 
unemployed. The size of the percentage depends on the length of the 
period of disqualification specified by the state regulations governing 
these items. Oklahoma's disqualification period is six weeks, and 
28 Ibid., p .. 9. 
29Handbook 2a Development .2.!, J3m~ Labor ~~rket Information for 
Small Areas, pp. 31=32; and !st~~ ~mpl~elU:,, PPe 27-Jl. 
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therefore, 78 percent of those disqualified in the last six weeks may be 
.30 31 32 
assumed to be unemployed. ' ' Alternately, a constant 80 percent of 
this group can be considered unemployed.33 According to the BES, these 
percentages are derived from "field studies. n34 No further details were 
found in a search of the literature. 
There are several procedures for estimating the nwnber of unemployed 
persons who have exhausted their benefits and can no longer file claims. 
First, it can be the number of individuals who have completely used up 
all their unemployment insurance benefits in the last three months.35 
This assumes that in every- area the number of individuals getting jobs 
within the three months is exactly offset by those who remain unemployed 
after that time period. Alternately, the BES allows the states to assume 
that exhaustees will cease to be unemployed. a.t the same rate as the in-
sured unemployed for the first month and at one-halt the rate after 
that.J6,37,38 
.30section 215, "Diaqua.li.:fica.tion f'ox· Benefits,"~ ~,mlom~ 
SecuriU ~ (Oklahoma Cit;y, 1962), PPo 4=5o 
31The percent comes from ~ti.mating ynempl<>Yffi:SlrJ~ Po 4L, 
32This rate is used in Oklahoma., according to Mr., Wesley Wilson, re= 
search and planning division, Oklahoma Employment Security Colilllrl,.ssiono 
33Handbook ~ Development £1! ~ ~.@;.b~ Market ~o:rmation {Q,.t 
Small A.r;!9',§, p .. 31., 
34Esti.mating Q'£l,!_mpl,QW~, p. 40~ 
35~gook on ~1-!Pme!].t ~ !l~J:& ~3£, !i,~,r~J;. !~rmati<m=~ 
Small Areas, pa Jle 
36An exhaustee is a term commonly usecl in the literature to refer 
to an individual who has exhausted his state unemployment insurance 
benefits. 
37Estim.a.tyg Unempl0p.ent 9 p .. 46., 
38130th approaches are used in Oklahoma., according to Mr., Wesley 
Wilson., research and planning divisiio,n, Oklahoma. Employmell':!.t Security 
Commissiono The first one is used when immediate need ®Y.ists to esti= 
mate exb.a.usteee and the data on them ha·i-e n©>t be®r! available !or a. 
sufficient time to survive the remaining e::id1au.stees .from one month to 
the next .. 
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Estimates of each area's delayed filers and never filers (D} a.re 
based on a constant formula which relates this item to the number of 
initial claims for unemployment insurance filed in an area (I), and "the 
ratio of insured unemployment less partials)') plus unemployed exhaustees, 
divided by the sum of these two items plus covered employmentn (U) }9,40 
The formula is D = I ( 4.Q,~ = Q35) - 34 ( :g~~~ - .35).41 
Unless otherwise noted, the estimates of unemployment related to 
employment not covered by state unemployment insurance are made with the 
wr 4,2. formula U =I'~~ E. In this formula the unemployment related to 
each type of noncovered employment (U) is equal to a traction (w) of the 
area's covered rate of unemployment (r) times the employment estimated 
for each of the various types of employment not covered by the state un-
employment insurance program (E)o43 The values of ware constants 
supplied by tbe BES$44 They vary .f'rom one t:,ype ot employment t.o the nextg 
The employees of small firms and railroads are assumed to be unemployed 
at the same rate as the covered employees o Domestics are asstll.med to be 
39ra.rtials is a term generally used in the literature to refer to 
individuals who only file for partial. ·unemployment benefits because the;y 
have had some work during the past weeke 
40Handbook ~ Developme~ 2£ 132!.£ t,,9-bor ![arket Iqtormatio_B, ~ ~ 
Areas, p. 33. 
41Ibid., 
4
~!,timati.pg !)'nempl.gmsmt, po .30. 
43The covered rate is the percentage that insured and related un= 
employment is of covered emplo;rment plus insured and related un.employ= 
m.ent .. 
44These rates can be found in Estimating ID!JL!!!PA~~, po J6, or in 
Handbook !?A~ Development ~ Basic ;J;,.,.@,Q!: H~~.'lt. In.formation !2t, Small 
Areas, ppo 31=32o 
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unemployed at 3/4 the covered rate, arui nonagricultural self-employed and 
unpaid .family workers at 1/5 the rate. The unemployment of agricultural 
wage and salary workers is assumed to change from twice the covered rate 
in December, January and Februaey, to 1 1/2 the covered rate in March and 
November, to the same rate in April through October., The area's agri-
cultural self=employed and unpaid family workers are assumed to have a 
constant rate o.f 1/10 the covered employment rate.. Government unemploy ... 
ment is assumed to occur at a rate equal to 1/3 o.f the relationship of 
covered unemployment to total covered labor forceQ45 The employees of 
nonprofit institutions are given a constant rate of unemployment of .. 02 
for every area. 
Another source of unemployment is individuals entering or re-entering 
the labor force. The size of this group is "related to the size of the 
labor force in the areag the level of unemployment (other than entrants), 
and the time of the year.u46 Unemployment estimates for this component 
are based on the equation N =AL+ BUo47 N is the unemployed entrants, 
L the labor force (excluding entrant and re-entrant unemployed), and U an 
estimate of the unemployed exclusive of entrants and re=e:ntrants o The A 
and B factors are constants provided by the BESo48 They are assumed to 
be applicable to every area, whatever its characteristics; they have been 
45This constant comes from [¥!9.2._~k. AA ~pl?_me_:q,t, SU: flfl,§i,c hR-QQ.t. · 
M,~1$~1 !~formation ~ ~1-1 Areas, p $ 3lo Am alternate approach presented. 
in Estima,tin___g U'nem:e,lo,w.ent;, p~ involves the use o.f t.he. UCFE cl~.ims £or 
federal unemployment and ~ither J/4 o! the f o3deral ra.te or 1/3 of the 
covered rate for the state and local unemploym.ento 
4
~timating Unemployment, P• 56e 
47:i:bid. 
48Handbook ~ !}evelopment £! ~J!!-i,c,;, Labor ~~~Information~ Small 
Areas, p. 36, and Est~t:M1& ~..!!!£1o~,n_~,, Pe .575 . 
"developed on the bas.is of analysis of published and unpublished MRLF 
data. u49 ~Jo descripti.on of the analysis was found in a search of the 
literature o 
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The following formula depicts the basic April unemployment estimating 
procedureso The BES assumes it will apply to every labor market area. 
The variables are~ 
Ut = total unemployment 
Ei = insured employment 
Uc= covered unemployment 
Enws = private wage and salary less nonprofit employment 
Ed= domestics 
Esu = nonagricultural self=employed and unpaid family workers 
Eg = government employment 
Eaws = agricult.u:ral wage and salary employment 
Easu = agricultural self-employed and unpaid family workers 
Enp = nonprofit employment 
Et= total employment 
Area Total 
Unemployment 
Ut = + 
+ + 
1.0 = LO 
+ + [
loO ~ ~nw~ 
.06 ;:-; ~ ~ ~~~ 
conti.r.i.ued on next page 
4~stimating TJnegployrnenb pc 56. 
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.75 ~t~ (E~ .20 ~r·0 + + + <;;:· m-c, 
1.00 - .75 ~ Ucj Ei+ue 1. oo ... • 20 (r=-2..~ Ei+uc 1.00000- .. 333.33 
1.0 
~i~;) ~aw~ 
.. 10 ~~as~ (En~ I + + + .02 ~ Uc~ 1.00 ~ .10 ~ ~~ 1.0 ... 1.0 Ei+ue i C 
[ ( Kt) 1.0 (~~nw~ .75 ~i~;)(Ect) + .003 + + 
1.0"" 1.0 
-~i~) 1.00 -
.20 
~i!GJ (K~ .33333 ~i~j (Eg) 1.0 
+ + + 
1.00 - .20 i.00000-.3.3.3.33 ~ Uc j 
r+uc 
1.0 - 1.0 
~ u j ~ ~ .10 Ei~·~ asu 
~np) + + .02 
1.00 .... 10 
~i~;) 
Annual estimates are made by changing the last two major components 
from .06000 and .003 to .09583 and .. 005670 Also the April constant for 
Ee.wsmust change rrom 1.00000 to 1.33333. 
Labor Market Areas 
The BES defines three types of labor market areas for which'unem ... 
ploym.ent estimates and rates are ma.deg major, small and very smallo The 
major areas have a central city, or adjoining cities, with a population 
of 50,000 or more.50 Areas without a central city and not part of a 
50 -
Definirut &abo.r Market Areas, BES No. R=l86 (Washington, March, 
1960), P• 3. 
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major labor market area can be either small or very small areas; they are 
small if their work force5 1 exceeds 15,000 and very small if it does not. 
The geographic determination of the local labor market areas is based 
on the procedures found in Defining~ Market Areas.52 Determination 
of area boundaries is primarily based on the degree of commuting from 
place of residence to place of work. 53 Ideally, ''all workers live in the 
same geographic area in which they work. u54 The BES has established 
certain arbitrary levels of commuting. If these levels are exceeded, then 
the geographic areas involved are brought together in one labor market to 
internalize the places of work and residence. 
Major areas include the entire county which contains the central 
city, plus other contiguous counties in which n15 percent of the workers 
living in the county work in the county or counties containing central 
cities of the area or 25 pereent of those working in the county live in. 
the county or counties containing central cities of the area~n55 Counties 
are used as the smallest unit despite t,heir not providing the accuracy o,f 
definition of finer geographic boundarieso The BES permits this because 
11experi.ence has shown that areas so de.fined fyery accurat,eJ:i} have a 
limited value because much of the economic a:nd other data used in labor 
market analysis are available only on a 1:ounty basisou56 
51Total nwnber employed and unemployed in the areaso 
52rhe distinction between small and VEl:ry small is not made irt the 
BES handbook Def'inil!i, ~abor Market ~.reai::,, which refers to both the latter 
types of areas as small~ rather it is presented in §~¥:,,i~Jcal ~£,~.Y,.~. 
Under the ~ Kedevel~J!l.em, ~ !;!!, 1~ih/l Po Jo 
53Defining Labor M~J'.j:2,t !.r2,Ji!~ Po 2o 
54Ibid., PG .3., 
5 510 id O , p O 7 ~ 
56Ibid., Po 4o 
Non~major labor market areas do not have to be defined only on a 
county basis. They consist of a central community and any other minor 
civil divisions57 that meet the following criteria or lie between the 
central community and those that dog (a) fifteen percent of the non= 
agricultural workers living in this town work in the central comm.unity; 
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or (b) "25 percent of the nonagricultural workers employed in the adjacent 
town live in the central community or are hired in the central communityon58 
Significantly, the BES notes that entire counties may be used for ease of 
data preparation in cases where r1the proportion of the population in places 
not integrated with the central community is small and would affect in= 
significantly the purposes for which the area is definedon59,60.,6l 
The BES provides two basic approaches for obtaining data on employ-
ment commuting: the first involves sample surveys of employers.. The 
second obtains the data by analyzing the unemployment in1mrance claim.ants o 
The survey involves having employers of the central community or counties 
report where their workers liveo62 The number of workers working in a 
given area while residing in a potentially interrelated sub=area is then 
divid.ed by the total number of workers residing in the sub=a.rea .. The BES 
suggests that the resident employment estimates needed for this form ot 
57 Any min.or civil divisions are defined as ntownstt in the BES criteriao 
58~.t'ining !,,~1?,.01: Mark~ ~l> p .. 9o 
59rbid .. · 
60A search of the literature reveals tha.t thei BES neither specif:Les 
what "small" is, nor defines "insignificantly." 
61In Oklahomaj all of the 35 small and very small labor market areas 
for which the Oklahoma. Employment Security Commission published unemploy= 
ment data through 1962 were counties~ ~pd.book ~ ~ r~.r,.£!. ~ !2r. 
Selected Areas .2!:, Oklahoma, ~f262~ PPo l=Jo 
62lli;fining 1:,~ob Mark~."!/:, A.~as,51 Po lL 
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analysis can be obtained by extrapolating the latest Census nonagricultural 
wage and salar-.r employment, excluding domestics, to the present time period 
by the changes in insured employment., Alternately it recommends making a 
complete count of employees' place of residence by simultaneously surveying 
6.3 employers in all areas o 
The claimant analysis involves examination of the state unemployment 
insurance claims filed in a given location to see how many cla:iJns have 
been filed against employers not in that location. If fifteen percent or 
more have been filed against employers in a specific other location, the 
first location is considered to be integrated with the second .. The va-
lidity of these conclusions is based on the asswnption that "claimants are 
usually required to file at local offices located in or near the place in 
which they live .. 1164 
63Ibid., PP• 27=28~ 
64Ibid .. , p .. .31 .. 
CHAPrER III 
TESTS OF THE UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATES:i REVIEW AND APPRAISAL 
The studies which have been made to d@termine the accuracy of the un-
employment estimates follow two basic patterns. One takes the form of a 
comparison between the BES and Census estimates of area unemploymento 1 
The other sums area unemployment estimates and rates and compares them to 
national estimates and rates. No other tests were discovered in a search 
of the literature, although other tests have been suggested by various 
authors. 
Earlier Tests 
One test conducted by the Bureau of Employment Security compares 
April, 1950, BES unemployment rates to the 1950 Census unemployment rates 
of the sixteen largest labor market areas in the eountry o 2 "In all cases 
except one the BES rate was higher than the Cell.'llsus rateo 11J The BES con= 
siders this to be a significant indication of the accuracy of its area 
estimates in view of the undercount of the ur1employed thought to have 
taken place in the 1950 C~nsus of Population enum.erationg 
lrhe Census unemployment figures are estimates rather than complete 
countso They are based on a 20 percent sample of the Census enumeration 
in 1950 and a 25 percent sample in 1960~ 
21ouis Levine lists the areas for which estimates were com.piled in 
nunemployment by Locality and Industry, n The Mea,_l!?_Y:r~~nt m :eeha.vior 2.! 
Unemp].oyrnent, ~ gQ,!!.~erence (Princeton, 1957), po 3440 
3Estim.g_ting U:nemplo:vmep,1, Po 20., 
The fact that the BES rates are, in most instances, higher 
than the Census rate may be taken as an indication of the 
reasonableness of the BES estimates.~.oit is plausible to 
assume that there was some degree of underreporting of the 
unemployed in most areas and, therefore, the 'true fig\J,res' 
for these areas would be higher than the Census count.4 
The BES also finds it indicative of its estimates' accuracy that "when 
da.ta for these 16 areas are aggregated, the resulting BES unemployment 
rate is higher than the Census rate for this group by about 25 percent, 
or the estimated understatement in the Census national unemployment esti-
mate."5 
According to the BES, another indication that its estimates are 
satisfactory can be obtained by proportionally expanding the employment 
and unemployment estimates for all major areas to the national level of 
employment and having "the resulting unemployment figures close to the 
MRLF estimates. rr6 
Substantial underenumeration of the Census unemployed did not occur 
in the 1960 Census. The Current Population Survey esti.rna.te ot national 
unemployment exceeds the Census of Population by only 4o2 percent.7 This 
difference is in the direction expected as a result of differences of 
definition. 8 Thus, the basic reason why the BES rejects the use of Census 
data to conclusively evaluate the BES estimates disappearso 
4Ibid., p. 210 /:Jhe BES should have cited Levine, po 345, as its 
source for this specific statement~ 
5Ibid .. , p. 20. 
6Ibid. See also Levine, Po 345, for a related discussiono 
?calculated .from data in Table A, ncomparison of' Employment Status, 
by Sex, for the Census and April Current Population Surveyg 1960 and 
1950, n Y,o~ Census !!, PopulatiGng J.,.,2Q,Qo ~ployment fil;J,.i',J,l@, !¥1-4 ~ ~"" 
~rieru;;~. Final Report PC (2)=6A, p~ Xe 
Bsee page 30 of this chaptero 
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Another test involving the comparison of area Census and BES unem= 
ployment estimates, this one using 1960 Census data, has been made by 
Joseph Ullman. 9, lO It is the most complete te·st that could be located in 
a search of the literatureo In it, Ullman compares Census and BES unem-
ployment estimates for 44 states and 183 standard metropolitan statisti-
cal areas.ll,12 First, he computes a percent of difference for each 
state and SMSA by subtracting the BES estimates from the Census figures 
and taking the difference as a percentage of the J;lES estim.a.tes.13 He then 
computes the mean and standard deviation of the percentage rateso The 
mean state rate is =2.4 percent, and the :mean SMSA rate is -4 .. 1 per-
cent.14915 Thus, according to Ullman, not only are the April, 1960, area 
9Joseph Ullman, "How Accurate Are Estimates of State and Local Unem-
ployment?" Industrial~ Labor Relations ~view, XVI (April, 1963), pp. 
434-452. 
lOThe BES, prior to the arrival ot the 1960 Census of Population, had 
suggested the desirability of this form of testg "Comparisons of the un-
employment estimates for states and areas with 1960 Census of Population 
data would also be useful in evaluating the unemployment estimating pro= 
cedure"~ Estimating Unemplo:yme,.r.+i, Po 2,2o 
llThe term §j:,~arc:l. ~~ropC?j.~ ~§;!;,ist!_~ ~t.~ is often presented 
in the literature in abbreviated form as SMSAo 
12Ullman lists only 181 SMSA's, though his mean is based on 183 o He 
has either miscounted or is the victim of a publishing error (though no 
note of publishing error correction was found in subsequent issues of the 
Industrial ~ Labor Relations ~~ o I:n any case, SMSA's listed on 
page 450 as the seventh and eighth groups of SMSA's each show only 
four SMSA's, while all others are in groups of five except the last u"Ae 
of three. 
13rf he has been published correctly~ he has computed the percentage 
difference of one o! the SMSA's incorrectly& his Jacksonville computation 
should be +38.0 percent rather tha.n +lJGO percento No note of publicatio:rt 
error or correction was found in subsequent issues ot the Industrial and. 
~ Relations Review. -=---
l4u11man, Po 439. 
15Recomputing his mean with 181 SMSA's and the corrected Jacksonville 
percent of difference yields a mean of =4o2 percento 
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estimates only slightly higher than the Census estimates 9 but on a nation= 
al basis would. be very· close to the Current Population Survey estimates 
which are also slightly higher than the Census figures in April, 1960.16117 
The validity of a collective total of BES area estimates or rates is 
presented by the Bureau of Employment Security as an indication of the 
reasonableness of individual area estimates. The results of aggregating 
the estimates which Mro Ullman uses in his analysis would appear to sub= 
stantiate those findings. Nevertheless~ and most significantly, Mro 
Ullman also finds extremely wide variations in the BES estimates' re= 
lationship with the Celflsus estimates from area to area. Arraying the 
percentages, he finds a range of =3308 to +56.7 percent and a standard 
deviation of 18.6 perc~nt for the states. For SMSA's, he finds a range 
of -53.3 to +88.8 percent, with a standard deviation of 24.7 percent.18, 19 
According to Mro Ullman's description o.f his basic findings, 
The Bureau o:f Employment Sec1:11.rity and Decennial Census 
estimates of state and local unemployment Ill April, 1960, 
were often far apart, in spit.e of the fact that their 
respective estimates of total um.employment, in the United 
States were in close agreement.20 
Ullman feels that the differences he has found bet,w,ean the Cen:su.s and BES 
estimates o.f area. unemployment are so great as t,o be virtually inexplica= 
ble by minor variations of def init,,iony time or admin.:i.stration. His 
16Ullman, P• 436. 
17The Curr~nt Population Survey was 4o'2 percent higher. See page 24. 
of this chapter. 
18a11man, p. 439. 
19correeting for Ullman's inaccui.rat.e addition of the num.ber.of SMS.A~:s 
and computation of SMSA percentages, of differel!J.ce yields a standard d®= 
viation of 24.9 percent fQr SMSA's. 
2°t.J11man, p. 1~34. 
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finding of a "consideirable di vergerice 1121 bet,1e~.n the estimates and his 
acceptance o.f the Census estimates as a norm by which to evaluate the BES 
estirnates cause him to question the 11a.dequacy of these estimates for 
purposes of resting policy decisi.ons on them. 1122 He also notes that the 
differences are particularly large in some areas and that, as a minimal 
result, at lea.st "some of the BES state and local estimates should be 
treated with skepticism. n23 
A Suggested Test 
Another test of the accuracy o.f the estimates has been suggested by 
various authors. These writers have described the advantages and uses of 
some form of a labor force survey at the area level. The President's 
Committee to Appraise Employment and Unemployment Statistics, for example, 
advocates 11special surveys jJ,ha;'£..7 are most likely to produce relationships 
useful in cheeking ••• the e stirnating methods now i:n use. 1124 This attitude 
toward the desirability of testing and the recommended test closely 
follows several other earlier cornmeirrt,s such as that of Herbert S. Parnes, 
of Ohio State University. He suggests that ''estimates of total unemploy= 
ment on a local area basis need to be checked by periodic labor force 
surveys.n25 If the BES estim&,tes ar.e comparable to the survey result.st 
Parnes would allow the surveys to be d.iscont,inued. o Ne,rertheless 2 
21Ibido 
22Ibido 
2JJ[bid e 
24The Pr,esident 's Gommitteilt'Ji to Apprai.s,e EmplirJy:mf.<at:, i1.nd. \!Jir,emplt});;vmen.t 
Statistics, Po 1950 
25Herbert So Parl/Jles 9 ''Uriemployme!nl.t Data from t,be Emplo;yrne,nt Security 
Program, 11 ~ ~~s;i.ig:~llJ.!11\ ~ ~~~ 2±, r~tir,kerrw..Jb~~ssKq'f:.,~ Po l50Q 
If, on the other hand, it should be established that em= 
ployment security data do not yield valid estimates of 
unemployment, reliance would ~~vie to be placed exclusively 
on local labor force surveyso 
The Bureau ot Employment Security also suggests that "occasional 
household surveys might be valuable as a device !or checkingoo.current 
estimates [or employment and unemploymeny prepared from employment 
security data.,"27 
The drawback of using such surveys either to check the accuracy of 
the BES estimates or to replace them is their cost o In 1960 the Bureau 
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ot Employment Security estimated that a one-time survey of the 150 major 
labor market areas would cost $10,000,000o28 The high cost of such surveys 
is also noted by the President's Committee to Appraise Employment and Un= 
employment Statistics and by Louis Levine.29,30 
Evaluation of Earlier and Suggested T®$ts 
A procedure that is so costly as to preclude its use cannot be ex= 
pected to become a valid test ot the accuracy o.f the estimateso And 
certainly an amalysis cf whether totalled area estimates equal the ac= 
cepted national totals or generally mirror the nationa,l results n "° abeg:s 
the question of whether the estimates adequately serve the primary purpose 
of measuring employment and unemployment in particular areason3l 
26Ibid .. 
27Estimatin_g [nemplo:yment 11 Po 190 
28 Ibid., p., 120 
29Pres ident 's Coimmittel!!I to Appraise Employment, and Unemployment Stai,= 
tistics, Po 1950 
3°tevine, po J39~ 
.31Ro0o Brunner/) i'ormer staff member of the l?esid~nt 's Committ,elf!I to 
Appraise Employment and ur:11employm.ent St&tistics9 in a September 10, 196.3j> 
letter discussing Louis Levine's argument that BES estimates m~ be vaLid 
as they come close to the Current Population Survey totals o 
29 
Ullman's analysis could have been improved if the differences between 
each area's c~nsus and BES estimates had bee~ presented as a percent of 
the Census estimate rather than of the BES estimateo The results would 
have been more mean.ingful because they would show how the BES estimates 
differ from those which he accepts as his normo Thi.a contrasts with his 
calculations which show how his norm, the C~nsus, differs from the BES 
estimates .32 ,33 
Although they a.re def'ic::l.ent in one way or another,, these earlier 
studies do suggest an analytic approach to the determination of the ac= 
curacy of the BES estimates and rates: compare the April1 1960, BES and 
Census estimates of area unemployment~ 
The Validity o! Using Census Estimates 
to Evaluate the BES Estimates 
The va.lidity of using the Censras oi' Populat,ion estimates toi evalu.a.te 
the BES estimates may be readily seim:n by examinin.g their definitional 
bases: both are unduplicated estimatee of the rrwn.be:r" of unemployed a.rea 
residents fourteen years of age and older Q 34 Ful"'ther ccinceptual agre~ment 
32r am indebted to Professor Fr6lder:ick Mo Black!) @ft Oklahoma State 
University, for confirming my t.h1)UJ.ghts rega:r•dliJng the a,ppr~priateness of 
modifying Ullman's analysis atnd the ne~d to recompute the data to mea$ure 
the estimates' varia,rwe frr0;m the noI'm:s as opp@~edl t\J/ tbe n~rm' s variance 
from the estimateso 
33with recomputing the d.at,a, the percentages bec,!J)roz: t a, range of 
-36.2 to +5L2, a mean of 5o'7, P.1. standard deviat.fon of' 18,,8 for stat,fis, 
and a range of =47 eO to 11400.~ a mean oif lL 1 i; arAd a standard deviatio11 
of 30.1 for SMSA's. The basic: result.a @f h:i.s appr(,ach are Sl!J!.bstantiated.9 
and thus it appears that the signii'icanee of his earli6r analysis is in rm 
way affected an.d that his comments and suggestlo1ns would apply to the re= 
computed figures as well as to the cr.;irrectedl a:rrl ())rigina.l figures o 
34!,stimatiB&. ![,n~rp.J?J.&Y!J!~L®, pp~ 10=11, and ~~ &! l:9_g~~~-~j.Q!f!J J.j.~Q,., 
General Social and Ecenomie C:haracd;,eristfos,, Oklah.evma~ Final R~port PC( 1) 
= 7".TW:z:C r:; ;;, crn:::;;;=:, o:=-:::::o :::r:zc -,..,, c;::::;r ;;,;;--,r ;;,,;r;ucc:.:;.:::.:;.J,:.,;;;:._:•:.a:;2:~ r: c;:r:::::-: ::....--., ~ 
-38C, Po Xixo 
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bet.ween these two estimates of unemployment can be established by com= 
paring their definitions to the definition used by the M9nthlz Report!!! 
the Labor Force. In April, 1960, the MRLF definition was: 
- -
The unemployment total from the household survey includes all 
jobless persons who were looking for work, regardless of 
whether or not they were eligible for unemployment insurancea 
Also counted as unemployed are persons waiting to be called 
back to jobs from which they had been laid o!fi those 
scheduled to start new wage or salaxy jobs within JO days 
{except students); and those who would have been looking 
for work except that they were temporarily ill or believed 
no work was available in their line of work or in the corn,.. 
munity.35 
The definition of unemployment used by the BES is conceptually identi-
cal with that of the MRLF except that it further specifies that unemployed 
individuals must be able and available to worku Thus, unlike the MRLF~ it 
does not imclude individuals who would have been looking for work if they 
had not been temporarily ill. 
The Census of Population used the following definition of unemploy-
ment for its 1960 enum.erationi 
Persons a.re classified as unemployed if t,h11=Jy were 14 years 
old and over and not "at workrr but looking tor work.. A 
person is considered as looking for work not on~y if he 
actually tried to find work d,iri:ng the reference week but 
also it he had mane such efforta recently (ioe~ within the 
past 60 days) and was awaiting the results of these efforts 
•••• Persons waiting to be called back to a. job from which 
they had been laid off or furloughed wer~ alBo counted. as 
unemployed .. 36 
The Bureau of the Census .feels that thi$ de.fin:iLtion is coneeptually :identi= 
cal to that used by the MRLF except for ·those differences which it notes 
in EmployPent Status~~ ~rienc!, PC{2)=6Ao37 Thi5 publication 
35Monthly Jrepotl_. ,2! ~ Mfil?.2t ~ fliaahingten" April, 1960)9 Po E=2o 
36[0§.e Census !! J!opulat~~ ~ PC(l)=J8Cv p .. xix.o 
37a:enry s .. Shr7ock, Jr., ll Actrng Chief, Popll!.lation Divisiion,. Bureiau 
ot the Census, in a letter of F~bruary 27, 19640 
specifically points ~ut thati 
••• no mention was made either in the schedules or in the 
instructions to enumerators of ••• those who would have been 
looking for work except for temporary illness or belief 
that no suitable work was available in thei.r community.38 
No other differences are described in this publicationo 
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Thus, the Census definition differs conceptually from the BES deti-
nition only in that it does not cowat as unemployed those individuals who 
would have been looking for work except that they felt none was availablee 
Both exclude the temporarily ill, which the MRLF includes. 
According to the Bureau ot Employment Security, the employment se= 
curity agencies of most of the states require unemployment insurance 
claimants to 'be actively seeking worko39 To the extent that this occurs, 
individuals who would have been looking for work except that they thought 
none was available are excluded from the area unemployment estimates. 
The BES area unemployment of these statee then becomes conceptually identi= 
cal to that used by the Census of Populationo Oklahoma is one of these 
states.40 
There a.re other factors related to the estimates, however, which 
could make absolutely perfect comparisons impossible and which could ex= 
plain all or part of a:ny- dif'ferenceso First., the CensH estimates are 
based on a 25 percent sample and thus are subject to sampling error0 
Second there may be errors in responses, processing, or publication& 
~~ .2£, }:Qpulatio:n~ 12.,~, PC(2)=6A, p. 
39hl:i_.mat:Ll!S, Un.emplo:yment, Pe 8. 
40According to Section 214(b) of the p~..lahomac~,loy~ 2~uritz 
~, as it existed ill 1962, Oklahcma. ·l.ll.D.emplo;rmeint ivJ:iuranc:e claimants 
must normally be rsgietered for w@l"k at aIA employmem:.t of.f'iee o According 
to the !ogo Q!_a~§, ,!1, Popul,ationg 12,.6.,.Q, PC(2)=6A,, po v·iii 9 examples o:t 
looking .for work in.elude "registrat,icn at. a. pil!.blic or pri va,te employment 
office." 
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Third9 there may be di!f'erences between the conc:reipt ({J)f unemployment and. 
its actual measuremento Both the c~nsus and BES consider :individuals 
idled by bad weather to be employed;41,42 yet the BES unemployment esti-
mates are affected to the extent tha:t such individuals file insurance 
claims., Fort·unately, this was n®t a m.a,jor factor i.in April, 19600 Only 
32,000 persons in the entire nation were so idledo 43 A .fourth possible 
cause of a.ny differences e~uld be the time of Census enumeration~ The 
Census reference week was constantly changing as the Census progressed 
and the composition o.f each area's unemployment may have been changing 
also~ Gertrude Bancrof't, an employee o.f the Bureau of the Census, notes 
that the 1950 Census estimates were larger in the earlier weeks of April 
than they were in subsequent time periods o She attributes this to the 
tendency for employment to be ris:Lng duri:n.g this period of time., 44 Ullman 
accepts this as sufficient reascin !'.t@Jt to consider the time element as a 
major explanation of why BES estimates might be larger than those of the 
Census a decade lati:n•o 45 This :study, hiC)W'eVtil\, will CO!'IfJid.er the time 
element in 19600 
The BES April, 1960, area unempl(;))yment esti.mat,es are as151wned to 
41.lto§.o ,Ccf,'.Pi§l .. t.¥! 26, ,Po,."Qq:J.~li~1!8 122.Q/) PC(2)=6Ay Po v1.i.io 
42Estyn~t~ P[ne~i~yrll~!!t,, p., lOo 
43Table A~9g "Employed Persons with a Job but lfot. at Work, by Reason 
for Not Working and t'ay Status., u ~1pl~~,m,. ~1 ~2..~1&, VI ~x (WashingtolQ!.j 
April, 1960), Po 5o 
44Gert.rnde Bancroft, "Cu.rrent tfnem:pfolyme:nt Stat,istics of the Censi1s 
Bureau. and Some Alternatives, 11 ~ ~~!!11!.t~E!:]JJ,» ~'i ~~ai_~ ~ :IDJ.!.!!!Pl-9):.= 
ment, PP• 75=76o 
~
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ation would have had to occur entirely in th11;1: following week to be perfect= 
ly comparable to BES estimates in ·terms of timeo The same Census esti-
mates, however, would still be obtaJ.ned .if the responses never differed 
from week to week before j) tlbirciugh, and beyond the BES time period for as 
long as the Census enumeration requiredc The same results would also be 
obtained if a change in the position of one individual before, during, or 
beyond the week of reference were offset by a counterbalancing change of 
position of anot,hero Alternately., the same estimates would be expected 
if enumerations for one time period differ from those ot the reference 
week and yet are o.f'fset by e:!'!:uu:nerations j_n another time period which 
differ in the opposite directiono 
It appears that the 1960 Census enumeration may closely apprex:imate 
some combinati.on of these optimum sit,ua.tirnms btEJca.u.sie of the procedwes 
used to obtain the unempl,cJymelll.t estima:tes o The Census estimates were 
based on the activities of individt11.al:s in 25 p:,:,rce.ni'::; of the hou.seholds 
du.ring the week before they filled 01.1tt a questfon.na1re or were speci.fi= 
cally asked the questions o:n it by enumerators .. T,,!i!'o basic procedures were 
the households, and t,hey were to be f:U.l.ed in by th@t.:Hs be:i.ng 181'lUU!ll''3rated 
and returr1ed by maiL, Apprcx:imal;ely 80 percl3nt lot the e~.u.!I.l!era:tioltl'.s were 
handled in this .fashioina47 Initial distrJJ(mrl;ion (())f' th<~ quiesticrma.ires 
46The ins1..11.red unemployment i.s the t©)ta.l ot cor2.tinui.ing un.employment 
claims filed f~r unemployment during that time pe:riodo Insured employ= 
ment is based on employer reports which re.fer' t,o employment iri t,he pay 
period ending neare,:rt the fif'tee:nth of the :m.011.1!.tho 
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began March .31~ A sample of the 290 district offices engaged in this 
form of enumeration revealed that nationally the ini.tial enumeration was 
78 percent completed by April 10, and 97 percent completed by April 18.48 
Seventy-five percent of the household questionnaires distributed a.t this 
time were actually returned., and of these, 45 percent of the total were 
adequately completedQ49 The other 30 percent were only partially in= 
complete, and about three=fourths of' these were completed by telephone 
interview, the rest by another personal visite50 Of the data related to 
the unreturned questionnaires, about half were obtained by personal visits, 
while the rest either were found to be assigned to vacant hou.sesj or were 
left incomplete, or were 01btained by telephone. 5l The enumeration was 
approximately 95 percent completed by the e:n.d of May.52 
Less information is available about the other procedure which simply 
had the Census e:nwnerator fill in the questionnaire during his initial 
visit to each household8 However, the Bureau o.f the Gensus reports that 
90 percent of all households had been viaited by an enumerator by that 
date, and over 99 percent by the middle of Mayo53 Since the questionnaires 
which were passed out for mail return were almost completely distributed 
by April 21,54 it means that ten percent or one=half of the households 
48'rable 8: ''Housi.ng Units L:i.sted and Ccmplet;ed Eac.h Day of the Enwner= 
at ion~ Stage I, If 1£!~~:r;st:tif'n l:!xn~ ~~, ~~ §1;;,g_g.z, po 300 
49,rable 26g "Enumeration 'rime per Ho14slng DJnit by Household Q't:.testi.or.;= 
naire Status and Method o! Completion.~ St,:S!.ge II 9 u filr'1L~~.!1 !¥~, ~1t9:. .C. . o.;2.t, 
St~, P~ 37. 
50rbid. 
5libid.o 
52Table J4i uHou:si.ng Unit,s Completed by Day of Wi3ek of. Enumerati.dn:i 
Stage IIj) n ~~ratici_u '.!'Ja!. ~1:1,q, .C2~"!1. §~t:;,r&,~V.~ J)o 41. 
53:g:o§,o Q.ensuse~ £11 ~--R,'!-1:Jc~tio~1 fdRi! .Hl?}l\~ldlJ&j .1~gQz fp.i~Gi~!-. [a,.t:J;,= 
.Q_olle.£,tion_, Forms~ f1.'9£~sl'!!r~.~ lwa.~hington., 1961), P• 6" 
54Table 8, [.l!!!llera~Jon !i@.e ~Jtc/l, £9~ §.'[a)l~9 Po 300 
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whose questionnaires were to be filled in by enumerators had been enumer= 
ated by April 21, and that most of the rema.ining ten percent were enumer= 
ated by the middle or May~ 
Obviously· then, in both approaches to enumeration a large proportion 
of the enumeration relates to the period of time from just prior to the 
BES April reference week to just a.f't,er it" It is hard to believe that 
there is much difference in the number of unemployed between these two 
time periodso And if there were aey changes in unemployment, it is 
reasonable to expect that the situation prior ·to the reference week could 
have substantially o.f:fset, the situation which fol.lowed it" 
There is every reason to expect that most areas followed the national 
time pattern very closely: enough enumerators were supposed to be hired 
in each area so that each enumerati.on crew could finish on time o Crew 
lead.ers had to .file periodic progress reports o Furthermore, the enwner= 
a tors were trained and. supervised in the same way j they began on the same 
day; and they obtained responses to the same questionnairesQ55,56 
The BES Procedures as Causes of Differences 
in the Unemployment Estima~es 
Possible causes of the diffe1"'ti'.lnces betwe®n Ce~sus and Bureau cf Em= 
ployment Security estima.tes range a.cross the ~ntire BES l!lnemployment esti ... 
mating proceduree On.e major cauae of the di.f'ferencss may be the use of 
.fixed relationships between covered unemployment and othe~ ·types ~f 'Ill).= 
employment. The BES recognizes that this a~sW11e.s a~·a:y the posBib:llity of 
of area diffe~~ncesg 
55Ibid.~ ppQ 4=7, 16=17. 
,. I 
56fri1!£_ipa.l Pg;.~sl;=£QJ);~tJ9,:q !'2}:!~ . . ~. f_t9.~,s~~~~~ PPo l=J .. 
The technique /;r est:i.rna·ting unemploym.en:JJ has certain 
limitations, primarily because in some phases of the 
estimating procedure it is necessary to use national 
rela.tionshi:gs which may not appropriately reflect local 
conditions.57 
The President's Commi.ttee to Appraise Employment and Unemployment Sta-
tistics agrees that the use of fixed relationships is a drawback to the 
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procedure. It points out that "it seems unlikely that this relation is 
the same for every state and local area, as implied in the method.n58,59 
The Committee's chairman has testified before a Congressional committee 
that inaccurate unemployment estimates may result from fixed relation-
ships. According to him, if a labor market 11d.oes not conform pretty close-
ly to the national avera.ge, that standardized way of building up- the esti .... 
mate is going to be of'f to some unknown degree, an.d a man from Washington 
there will not be able to tell you how much.n60 
There are several reasons why local area condltions may n.ot be the 
same as the national relationships that the area e:st,im.a.t,i.ng procedure 
uses. For one, local areas may not be sel:f-su..fficient i unemployment re= 
lated to certain types of employment may be influenced by factors origi= 
nating outside of the area. Also, the character of various areas' popu= 
lations and economic institutions may lead their labor .forces to respol'.ld 
to a given situation in different ways. 
57!£stima\_¥!,i YJp.em2l~.P~ po 19., 
58president 's Committee to App:i:•a.i~.ei Employment aoo trnemplioymsnt Sta.= 
tistics, Po 194~ 
59see also the statement by Eo~Yo Eberlingil '.r.b!'l,,..~J!:.§·.Willl,~~. ~ ~= 
h.avior !},! ~m,JillQJ,l!!!nt.11 p., 384 .. 
60Robert A. Gordon» ~~,H.;ln,g ~,~l,o;vm~~ g¥¥! ~~~,l~,_~i1 Hearings 
before the Subcommit.tee on Econc,mit Statistics of. 'the Joint Economic 
Committee, Congress of the United States, 88th C~ragr@ss 9 l5t Session9 
June 6 and 7, 196J, Pt!rsuant to Seetio~ 5(a) ot P\u~lic Law J049 79th 
Congress (Washingt@nv 1963), po 2.lo 
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Another possible reasGn tor queotioning the co~sta.nt relationships 
involves the state unem.pfoyment insurance programs o The BES estimating 
procedure is based on the nation's insured unemployment and its relation-
ship to other unemploym.ente These relationships may-, in fact, apply to no 
individual areao This is true because each state uniquely defines its 
own covered unemployment and thus its own covered unemployment's relation-
61 
ship with its noncovered Qnemployment. The differences among the state 
programs have been noted~ 
The unemployment insurance claims data are bent and shaped 
by administrative factorse After all, the system was not 
set up to grind out statisticsi State regulations can vary 
on whe:n a worker qualifies, when claims may be filed, when 
they are recordedQ·o2 
The above statement undoubtedly applies also to the employment data re-
ported under the same program. Similar points have been made elsewhere 
in the lit,era.ture" Particular empbasia iei placed O>l!ll the fact that the 
nation's program ot unemployment insurance is really lilcmJ7 separate 
programs. 63 Thus 1 "st.ates /;ari/ i.n t,heir requireDllBnts f©!r eligibility, 
reasons for disquali.fieationo o o .. n64 rurtherm.ore 9 "the data. received by 
the BES are affected by a. wide diversity :in b©Jth the ~ubsrta.ntive pro-= 
vision and the administr,ation of state '!memployment insurance laws o n65 
61For a current description of' state by state dli.!ferences in statu= 
tory provisions and. experience cf s't,at,e uinemplo;yme:nt law9 see [~P.,M?l"" 
~ Insu.raneeg State 1.'f..WS anq !!:~..,.r,1~~ ms Noo t:=198 (Washington, 196:3)0 
62 Stanley Lebergott, ''Unemployment Data Ne~ds for Planning and Evalu= 
a.ting Policy, n ~Of],t~~£!9.£, Re·rl;:;w., Lrm {I•'ebrQacy, 1962), po 125 o 
(From a paper delivered at the New l"rk City Dscember 27c.:29, 19619 meeting 
of the American Economic Associationo) 
63r.evine, p. 344; Gertrudis Bancroft 9 ~ ~,rjcan I,~ ~'o,J;g.~ (New 
York, 1958), p$ 196, Parnes, Po 1240 
64Bancroft, ~ Am~¥§!! ~·-~l:?.@.i:, f~.£-C!,• po 1960 
65Parnes, Po 1240 
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The questioning of the use of uniform relationship~ need not apply 
only to the estimates o;f un,amployment related to the noncovered employ-
ment. The same reasoning may also apply to the disqualified claim.ants, 
delayed filers, and exhausteeso There are two basic reasons why this 
situation may exist. First, the inputs are directly or indirectly based 
on the same unstandardized unemployment insurance data .. And second, hUII!aR 
behavior can vacy from area to area as well as be affected by differences 
in the physical requirements ot filing claims o 
The same questionable use of' a constant !or:nru.la exists in the case 
of the unemployment of indi vidu.als re=e:ntering or ne·wly entering the 
labor force. These estimates are based on the size of the labor force in 
the area, the leve 1 of unemployment, and the time of the year. 66 It is 
hard to believe that ether factors~ not also be influential or that the 
same relationsb.i.ps could apply to every areia, of the na:tioll'.!e 
Another possible explanation of the dif.ferene®s inv·olves the data in ... 
puts used in the estimating procedureg 
••• even i.t every instru1;;tion 1.s carried!. out, tha.t still does 
not insure good estimates, beca,us·e the underlying data that 
go into this .f'ormula are not, the kind ot data. that. you would 
need to get a good estima;te .. 6'7 
In other words, the va:dous sector employment estimates of' an area. may be 
inaccurate or inappropriate" First ,I) the level o.t d.mal job helding in. an 
area may differ from al'JlY allowanctJ tor dual job holdi:r,;.g brail t into the 
estimating proe~dures o Second, employment comm1,1t,ers IIl8,Y exist o Supposed= 
ly, labor market areas' boundarie~ are set so as to i!1~lude both place of 
66see Chapter II, page 17. 
67 Albert E. Rees, pJ:ea!_'9,,ting ~.l?.+9.Y~l'!~, ~J! [,~J!Pl9-Z!~P...i, 
Hearin.gs, p. 21. 
\ 
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employment and place of :residence o 68 Yet some areas undoubtedly l1ave a 
net export balance of commuting residentsj individuals who live in one 
area and work in another. Other areas undoubtedly have a net import 
balance. These situations would be particularly expected in areas where 
substantial amounts of population are included within the labor market 
only for ease o! processing and data availability.69 Commuters have the 
following effect under the present BES procedure~ an individual living 
in Area A and working at a job covered by unemployment insurance in Area 
B cuts the latter's rate of covered unemployment.. The lower rate means 
less unemployment from noncovered emplo;yment .. To the extent that he 
works in a noncovered position, he wi.11 add to that area's resident un= 
employment as the area's covered unemployrnent rate is applied to the employ-
ment sector his presence is enlarging. 
The BES 's recommendations illustrate its uncertainty regard.ing its 
methods of estimating employment not covered by- some form of insurance 
repo1•ts o Except for uall otheru nonagricult.ura.l employment, the BES en-
courages local analysts to develop their own procedures for these sectorse 
Regarding the "all other" employment, the BES revised the procedure when 
the 1960 Census of Popul~tion beicarre available •. 70 
Another source of inaccuracy J.ll'l\ tbe BES estirna:It;,e:a, a.t least f~r the 
state of Oklahoma, may be ·t;he ef!icie:nt operation (f'Jf st.ate un.employm.ent 
insurance programs. Oklahoma, in its a.tt,empts t@ operate its prograin a$ 
68see Chapter II, pages 20 and 21. 
69see Chapter II 9 pages 20 and 2lo 
70Ha.ndbook ~ ~,!S,ima"ti1,~ Af'.$.t! ~P,l~ri.."t:. ~ p_$l].f.:='~..PJQ2-ed,v Unpaid. 
l_amil.v, ~ Privat~ lw~;i.!b.Q!M, ~~ = !QJt~l91~l~!'e.~t~-=T.,.9_t"1:.1, BES Nou 
R-187 (July, 1961), became R=l87 [R7=63) in Auga.st, 196Jo 
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efficiently as possible, allows unemployment insurance claims ·Lo be filed 
at any state employment security office. These offices are scattered over 
the state in locati.ons where the need appears to be greatest o This does 
not mean that they are centrally located in t,erms of time and distance in 
each labor market area. Also in keeping with efficient operation, some 
offices are open more often than others.?l Thus, individuals who work 
and live in one area may cross area boundaries to file claims for com= 
pensation in order to save time and travel expense G When this occurs, 
their cla.im is recorded in an off foe lorc:e,ted in another area~ 'rhus, the 
unemployment of the other area grows, and t,hat of the area in which the 
claimants live and work is completely unaffected.72 No provision is made 
for such commuters in the BES procedures. 
'fhe discu.ssion in t.his cha.pt.er suggests that. i,naccurate covered un-
employment rates may be applied. to inaccurate employment estimates vi.a 
inappropriate national ratios. Hert~in lies a possi.ble explanation for 
the differences observed by Ullman between t.he BI<;s and. Census estimates 
of unemployment for April, 1960. 
71Mr. Wesley Wilson, research and plarming divisi<::i1n 9 Oklahoma Em= 
ployment Secu.r.it.y Co1nmi.ssion. 
72rhe President. 's Committee t,0 Appr;:-dse Errrployme1rtt a:rad \'.Ji'nemployment, 
Statistics notes this possibility of claims co1mn:utersj) po 1930 
CHAPTER IV 
COMPARISON OF UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATES 
IN NINE'l'EEN OKLAHOMA LABOR MARKE'rS 
Differences between the Census and BES unemployment estimates may 
exist for the labor market. areas of Oklahoma just as Ullman finds they 
do at the state and SMSA levels. This possibility will be examined by 
comparing April, 196ojl Census and BES e::Jtim.ates for nineteen Oklahoma 
labor market areas ~1 
Both regular and improved BES estimates will be used in the compari= 
sons. Improved estimates are those which have been affected by attempts 
' ,. ' ' 2 of the Oklahoma Employment Security Co.UJ.!Ul.ssion to :i.mprcnre data inputs in 
response to the BES suggestion that thi.s is desira.blte 03 They are compared 
to the Census estimates i.n Table IV=2$ The regular estimates are those 
constructed solely for this study with data inputs from regular BES 
sources instead IZ»f data affected by the i..mprovement attempts Q 4 They are 
compared to the Census estimates ili Table IV=Jo 
1A listing of the areas may be f'ot1.nd in foot,notes 5 and 6 of this 
chaptero 
? 
"'The Oklahoma Employment Secu:.t'.ity (}ommissio111 ia gier,erall,y referred 
to in the literature as the OESCo 
3see Chapter II.)) ppo 11, 13, for a discmsision of tithe i.inprovemeli\t oi' 
the data inputs"' 
4see Chapter II, pp~ 9=14, for a d@s~ription of the 11'.'\~gular BES 
dat.a sources o 
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The lmprowd Estimat,es 
The improved estimates can be di vi.ded into two groups based on their 
availabilityG The OESC has published. April, 1960~ estimates for eight of 
the areas) These estimates are based on the BES procedures and the 
modifications described in Chapter IL, Comparable estimates of u.nem= 
ployment have also been constructed for el.even more areas as part of 
this study~6 The same BES unemployment estimating methodologies and 
national rates have been used in constructing these estim.atese There are, 
however, minor di..fferences in some of the data 1.nputs. 7 
The procedures applied to construct the imprOVt"Jd estimates of the 
8 
eleven=area group have also been applied to the ei.ght~rea groupo Com= 
parisons between the eight constructed u.nemployment estimates and the 
published estimates are presented below in 1'able IV·-1~ The constructed 
area unemployment estimates ha.ve been subtracted f'rom t,he published 
estimates for each of the eight ar1:ias * and the dlfferenc1'?lt'? have been 
computed as a percentage of' the published estimates Bnd arrayedo Finally, 
the range, mean., and st,andard dev'iation of the area percents ha.ve been 
51abor ma.rkets in the eight=a!'ea. grou.pt, Ardmore are,3. ( Carter County), 
Lawton area (Comanche County); Enid area (Garfi.ie1ld County), Kay area (Kay 
County); Muskogee area (Muskogee County)~ Oklal1oma GUy standard metre= 
politan statistical area (Oklahoma, Canadian, Cleveland Gcn:m.t,ies) i 
McAlester area (Pi.ttsburg Gounty); Tulsa standard met.ropolita1'1 sta;tisti.= 
cal area (Tulsa, Creekj Osage Counties). 
61abor markets in the eleveirn=area. group g Stilwell area (Ada.ir 
County); Atoka area (Atoka County)i Tahlequah area (Cherokee C1Ju.nt;r); 
Coalgate area (Coal County), Tishomingo ,U"11:,a (Joh:n:e;<t,021 Cm.llnt,y) i Wilburton 
area (Latimer County); Poteau area (LeFlore Ccl'U!!tjr); Purcell area (McClaL'll 
County); Claremore area. (Rogers County)., SemiJ'!O>le area {S·ern.J.ITT1ole County), 
Wagoner area (Wag~ner County)o 
7The data and procedures for cibt,a:lr.dx1g them a1"'e i11 .Appe:iidix: 'l:'a,ble 4o 
8 Data come from 'the same app1;;1ndix: taJ:iLE used for ·coneJt.n.lletion 
of April, 1960, unemplo;yrt1ent est:i,ma:tes ft;f.' the elever2=c.tr(al/:1 gr(»Upe 
.._ -
4:3 
computed. 
TABLE IV=l 
COMPARISON OF THE PUBLISHED AND CONSTRUCTED IMPROVED BES 
A.REA UNEMPLOYMEN'f TOTALS 9 APR!Lll 1960 
Labor Market Published Constr~cted Difference as 
Areas BES a BES Percent of Pu.blished 
\ 
Carter 825 810 -1~8 
Comanche 725 711 =lo9 
Garfield 625 694 lloO 
Kay 600 595 =008 
Muskogee 1,950 1.,871 ... 4 .. 1 
Oklahoma 6.,700 7,045 5al 
Pittsburg 1,025 l.~ 0.39 1.4 
Tulsa 7,100 7, 53.3 6Ql 
N = 8; is = 1.9; sg = 5 .. 10. 
Sources: a~ds_oo~ 2!, La,bor ~ ~ £c~t!: Se).e&~!.9: !r!c~ 21, .9Jtl.ahoma, 
1950=~ .. pp. Srm50~ 
bconstrueted with the data in Appendix Table 4o 
The low average percent o! difference~ the low standard deviation, 
and the observation that four of the estimates rise while the ot.her four 
fall suggest that the constructed BES estimates may be used to r®present 
the improved estimates., Ho,fever there are differences.. And their ex= 
istence means that absolutely d.efinitive: results are impossible whenever 
data are derived for this study rather t.11~:a obtained .from their original 
sources or their original userse This st:ady will proceedj) however, as 
if all data inputs exactly represent what1Bver data the Qlrigi:nal esti= 
ma.tors used. But the results of any a:nalyses based on derived data will 
be accepted as only suggestive~ 
BES=Level Regu.la.r E~t.ima:tes 
Other unemployment estimates for all nineteen or t,he a!"e;as have 
been constructed for i;,hi.s study using data from t,he regtli.lar BES employ= 
ment sources. 9 These estimates are very similar 'to the improved esti= 
mates. The same basic estimating formula and national rates and some of 
the data have been used in their construction~ The only differences in-
volve certain sources of data which the BES will accept when no other 
sources can be developed by the st,ate agencies.. Data from these sources 
have been substituted into the unemployment estimat.ing calculations of 
the nineteen areas in lieu of the data affected by attempts to improve 
the t . t 10,11 es ima es. 
BJi~S and Census Comparisons 
The same type of analysis that Mr. Ullman uses to evaluate the BES 
state and SMSA estimates foilows in Tables JJT=2 and IV-3G 12 In these 
tables the April, 1960, Census u:aemployment e:'3timates for the nineteen 
areas are compared with the improved a.Ki.d regular BES estimates. The 
differences between the two estima:tes :Lu <E:L:1t~h compariEon have been t!Om= 
puted as a percentage o.f i,he Census estimate and then arrayed.e 1''.111ally 
the range, mean, B,nd standard devia.tio.n of the p,;;,rcen:ts have been com= 
puted. 
9Estimates are in Table IV=Jo 
lOA description of the regular sources of' these inputs is, found in 
Chapter II, pages 9=14. 
1Lrypes of data affected~ agricult:ura1. wage arid salary; agrieu.ltu.ral 
self-employed and unpaid family worke.rs; go,rernment employees; nonprofi.t 
employees. Also changing are the estimates o.f domest:i.c:1-3 and no:a.agri= 
cultural self=employed an.d unpaid fam.:Uy workers~ 'rheir size is a 
function of the size of the nonagricultural. wage and salary employment 
sectors. 
12 See Chapter III» pag,es 25, 26, 
COMPARISON OF 'l'HE DECENNIAL CENSUS AND 1MPROVED BES 
ESTJ111ATES OF ONEM:PL,OYMENT ~ APRIL 9 1960 
Labor Market BES a CerASUSb BES - Census 
Areas Census 
Adair 701 217 223 .. 04 
Atoka 291 198 46.97 
Carter 8,25 710 16 .. 20 
Cherokee 636 301 111.30 
Coal 323 116 178043 
Comanche 725 1,082 =32°99 
Garfield 625 584 7.02 
Johnston 275 119 131.09 
Kay 600 594 1.01 
Latimer 433 232 86.64 
LeFlore 1,.0213 740 38092 
McClain 374 201 86007 
Muskogee 1)1950 1,288 51.4.0 
Oklahoma 6/100 6,326 5.91 
Pittsburg 1,025 700 46.43 
Rogers 822 388 111.86 
Seminole 813 602 35.05 
Tulsa 7,100 7,478 =5.05 
Wagoner 539 2.85 89.12 
i19 = 64.65; S19 = 65.96; Xg = 11.24; s 8 =• 27 ~38. 
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Sources: a.Eight=area group rates are based on dat.& published i.11. Handbook 
£! Labor Force ~ .£2£ ~~<! AJ;'~~2. ~ .2~:¥.:.9Jlln~, ,195cA:9~'7 
pp. S-50; eleven=e,rea group rat,es haye been const,ructed. wi.th 
Appendix. Table h data. 
bTable 83, '"Education, Employment, St.9:t;u.s 9 :1nd Selected Labor 
]?orce Characteristics of the Pop1la.tion, For Counties~ 1960.v n 
!!,o.~o !~l}S);l,? £?l .Po_pulationJ .. 'J.;9J!>g ?C(l}=J8G, ppc, 211=2160 
TABLE Iif-3 
COMPARISON OF 'fHE DECENNIAL CENSUS AND REGUI.,,Af1 BES 
ESTIMATES OF UNEMPLOYMEN'I' ~ APRIL, 1960 
Labor Market BES a Censw::h :§,E,'.:i_~~ 
Areas Census 
-
Adair 679 217 212~90 
.Atoka 2,frl 198 44,,95 
Carter 778 '710 9u58 
Cherokee 555 301 84 • .39 
Table IV=3 ( cont:i.nu.ied) 
Labor Market BES a Censusb ~ -Census 
Areas Census 
Coal 328 116 18.2. 76 
Comanche 663 1,082 =38.72 
Garfield 619 584 5.99 
Johnston 275 119 131.09 
Kay 596 594, 0 .. 34 
Latimer 328 232 41.38 
Le Flore 1,006 740 35.95 
McClain 414 2.01 105.97 
Muskogee 1,926 1,288 49.53 
Oklahoma 6,307 6,326 -0.30 
Pittsburg 1,049 700 49.86 
Rogers 766 388 97.42 
Seminole 840 602 39.53 
Tulsa 6,940 7,478 =7.19 
Wagoner 576 285 10:2.11 
Xl9 = 60.40; s19 = 65.86; Xg = 8.64; S8 = 29.J3. 
Sources: aconstructed for this study with data .from Appendix Table 6. 
b'Table 83, PG(l)=38C, pp .. 211=.:2.160 
Examination of the Tables IV-2 and IV=3 comparisons reveals that 
whether or not an attempt is made t;o improve +,;.heir dlata inputs, the 
average area percentage differences betwe·e:n. the BES esti.ma:tes and those 
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of the Census and their standard deYiaJ;,i.ons am as large or larger than 
those that Ullman finds for states attd S.PIS1i}s e 13 Th.us the ttconsiderable 
divergencett between the BES and Censu,s estimates which ca,uses Mre Ullman 
to suggest that the BES estimates are inaccurate ~xist,s for these areas o 
The same conclusion i.s suggested by the arrays of' absolute levels of 
unemployment in Tables IV-=2 and IV-3. Both the BES regular an.d improved 
unemployment estimates are larger than the Census estiinat,.,eis ln almost, 
every one of the areas, whereas they would be ex.pect,sd t,,, be ide:rttical9 
l3 A descriptia,n of Ullman's findings i[; in Chapt,er III£> pp o 25°"27 ,, 
or if differing, to be lower as o.ftert as they are highero 
Other Comparisonst The Significance of the Differences 
Between the Area BES and Census Unemployment Estimates 
A further indication of the di verge nee bet,ween t,he BES and Census 
estimates can be obtained by applying t,he t=t,est J4, 15 It provides a 
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method for determining whether the Census a.nd BES estimates for each area 
are both measurements of the same populationo They should be, since the 
populations they are trying to measure are conceptually identicalG16 
It m.ay be suggested that the BES and Census estimates are not 
measuring the same unemployment population, t is 20362 for the improved 
estimates and 20311 for the regular estimatese Both indicate signifi-
cant differences beyond the 95 percent levele 17,18 Thus the t-test 
indicates that the BES and Census estimates are not from the same universe o 
14r am indebted to Professor Carl E.c Marshall;, d:i.rector o.f the 
Oklahoma State University Statistical La:borato17, f,or euggesting th.is ap,= 
proach and calling my a.ttent,ion toi the appropria.te formmla0 
15The formula used i.s t = ·=-£'&,-· where d is tht, m<l:laK~ difference be= 
tween the are.a estimates, and d 2 
2 - t ( d" 2':~'cJJ. i::,:i - .,\~-t)i=l) ' 
16see Chapter III, pp. 29=35, .f,or a dlscu:5',sion o.r t,h,eir compara.= 
bility. 
17The lev·els o.f significance are taken :fromg H~len Mo Walker and 
Joseph Lev, "Table IX~ Percentile Values o:t 'Student~:;:' Di:,tr:f~tmtionj" 
Statistical Jm'.,~nce (New York, 1953), P@ 4650 
18significance will be assumed to begin a:t 95 percento 
CHAPTER V 
ATTEMPTS TO IDENTIFY THE CAUSES OF THE DIFFERENCES 
Joseph Ullman's study attempts to identify the causes of the differ-
ences between the BES and Census estimates at the state and SMSA levels. 
Ullman tests various hypotheses concerning the causes of the differences 
by correlating area characteristics with the degree o! differences between 
the t . t 1,2 es im.a es$ He finds no correlation between the degree of state 
and SMSA differences and the size 01' unemployment j) the percentage of un= 
employment, and the percent of BES unemployment that is insured unem-
ployment. He does find a correlation between Census estimates which are 
high relative to those of the BES and various factox·s related to growth.:i 
rate of population growth, migration, and change in manufacturing em"" 
ployment. 3 'rhis leads him to feel that the d.if'f'e:r-ences are being caused, 
at least in part, by the BES procedures' inability to reflect the amount 
of unemployment among recent migrants and the number of' 'OO!lemployed re"" 
entrants and new entrantso The BES, he surmises, underestimates them i.n 
areas of relatively rapid growth a.nd overestimates them in d®clining 
areas.4 Ullman is particularly alarmed t,hat the BES efrtimates are nc, 
closer to the Census estimates in areas '1!1here a high percient,a"ge of total 
1Ullman uses Spearman rank=correlation testso 
2u11man, PPe 441 and 443. 
3Ibid., p. 444 .• 
4Ibid. 
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unemployment is .i.nsured g 
After all, the whole BES estimating procedure starts with 
insured unemployment as ~he source of its data and then 
builds everything from that. It is hardly conceivable 
that the size of this basic building block is irrelevant 
to the accuracy of the BES estlmateso5 
Application of the Ullman Approach 
This study will attempt to use the Ullman approach to identi.fy the 
causes of the differences observed for the nineteen Oklahoma labor 
market areas~ Some of Ullman's hypothes,es and procedures for testing 
them will be followed. 6 01/\ie reason !or using his hypotheses a.nd pro= 
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cedures is to see if h:i.s results are repeated in the Oklahoma areas G Ad= 
ditional hypotheses and tests will also be a.ttemptedo The area unemploy~ 
ment estimate levels used in the correlations wlll be ba.sed on both the 
Census, which is Ullma.n ·rs norm, and the lIJ!t,1.n of th,'?. C'erisus and BES ,est,1.= 
mates, which is the form he uses in his analysis: o 'l~be correla.ti.ons will 
be attempted for both the area i1npro1r,ed airnd re:gular un~~mpl.ciym6'nt esti= 
mates. 
Hypothesis lg The BES estimates a.re h::Lgh1est relative, to, th,e 
Cc:;nsus, estimates in ar,eas with the largf!st 
number of persons unemployed o re ma,y be 
a factor in the BES itot"m:t:,la U1aJ;, 0'\1'1a.:rw,d.ght13 
for populatlon or the Census may miderc".:lur.d:; by 
the largest percentage in areas w.ith th~~ m,,:,!5lt, 
populationo)7 
Test: Correlate (BES = Ceitisus) / Cer.!.:sus f:ro;:;,m mo:zit 
5Ibid., p. 443" 
6The Spea.rma:n f'ormula used fat f'rom Walk(er and L,i:iv1, po ~'2:800 
R = l = 
7 Ullman, po 44L 
to most 
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negative with the mean of the Census and BES estimates of number of u.ne!Il= 
8 ployed from largest to smallest. 
Ullman finds that since "none o! these results is significant at the 
5 percent lev-el, there is no tendency for the BES estimates to be high 
relative to the Census in areas with the largest number of persons unem= 
ployed. n9, 10., 11 
Oklahoma area resultsi12 
Improved estimates 
Regular estimates 
N = 19 
N = 19 
r 8 m = = .. 689 
r 8 m == .... 668 
significant at 99 percent 
significant at 99 percent 
In order to analyze Ullman's hypothesis further, the (BES - Census)/ 
Census rates have also been correlated from most positive to most negative 
with the Census estimates of area unemployed9 Ullman's norm, from largest 
to smallest. 
Oklahoma area resultsi13 
Improved estimates 
Regular estimates 
N = 19 
N = 19 
rsc = =0761 
rsc = =.772 
s:l.g:rdt'i.cari:t at 99. 9 percent 
significant at 99.9 percent 
Ullman's finding that there is no tendenr.:y for the BES estimates to 
be high relative to the Census in areas with the largest number of persons 
unemployed applies also to the nineteen Oklahoma areas e Burt. there is a 
significant correlation for these areas betwe~n the x-n11.m.ber of unemployed 
9The percentile values of r for various degrees o:f freedom are from 
Walker and Lev, P• 470. 
10unman mentions significance at t.he one percent and .five percent 
levels. This is comparable to the 99 percent and 95 percent levels used 
in this study. Significance is a.s:sumed to begin at the 95 percent level .. 
11u11man, p. 441. 
12Regular area unemployment estimates from Table !1f=3, pp. 4.5~46~ 
improved estimates .from Table IV-2, po 45, Cm1:soi.8\ esti.ma;tes from 'fable 
83, PC(l)=38C, PP• 211=216. 
13Ibid. 
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and the relationship of the BES and Census unemployment. estimates,. It 
appears that the greater the number of unemployed, the lower the BES esti= 
mates a.re relative to those of the Census. Thus, there may be a factor in 
the BES formula that overweights when there is a population of relatively 
small size, or the Census may overcount by the largest percent in areas 
with the most population~ 
Hypothesis 2: The BES estimates are closest to the Census esti-
mates in areas with the largest number of persons 
unemployed. (The BES formula may estimate most 1 
accurately in areas with the largest population.) 4 
Test: Correlate (BES= Census)/ Census from smallest to largest 
without regard to sign with the mean of the Census and BES estimates or 
number unemployed from largest to smallestol5 
Ullman finds that "none of these results is significant at the 1 
percent level, and only the figure for SMSA ts in the Northeas·/j is signif'i= 
cant at the 5 percent levelo Thi8 one result should be discounted in view 
of the other results. There is no tendency for the Census and BES esti= 
mates to be closest together in areas wi.th the largest number of persons 
unemployed.n16 
Oklahoma area results: 17 
Improved estimates 
Regular estimates 
N = 19 
N = 19 
sign.if'icant at 99 percent 
signif'icant at 99 percent 
For further analysis of the n11man hypothedis, the (BES= Census)/ 
Census rates have also been correlated f'r-om smalle:,~o;t tci Larges.t without 
14u11man, p. 44le 
l5Ibid. 
16Ibid., p. 443. 
17aegular BES unemployment estimatef, from '!'.able IV=3, pp. 45,.,46; im= 
proved estimates from Table IV=2, p~ 45, Census esti:ma..tes from 'f'abliai 8.3 9 
PC{l)=.38C, pp., 211=216., 
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regard to sign with the Census estimates of number unemployed .from largest 
to smallest. 
Oklahoma area results~18 
Improved estimates N = 19 
Regular estimates N = 19 
significant at 99~9 percent 
significa.nt at 99.9 percent 
Ullman's findings do not apply to the nineteen Oklahoma. areas~ There 
is a sign!icant correlation which indicates that the Census and BES area 
unemployment estimates are closest in areas with the largest number of 
persons unemployedo The BES procedures may estimate most accurately in 
areas with the largest populations. 
Hypothesis Ji The BES estimates are closest to the Census estimates 
in areas where the percentage of insured unemplo;ym.ent 
to the BES estimate of total unemployment is highesto 
( •••• It seems reasonable to expect that the BES esti-
mates would be most accurate in those areas where in-
sured unemployment makes up the largest part of total 
unemployment.)19 
Test: Correlate (BES"" Census)/ Census from smallest to largest 
without regard to sign with the percent that insured unemployment is of 
the BES estimates o! tota.l unemployment from largest to sma.lle:st .. 20 
Considering only states, Ullman finds that those in th.e North Central 
region were the only ones with a signi.ficant correla.t,iono He discards 
them because the others are not signif.icant g ''Theri1e is no t.endency tor 
the Census and· BES estimates to be closest together in areas where the 
percentage of insured unemployment to the BES total is h:l.ghest o 1121 
18Ibid.. 
19u11man, p. 443. 
20Ibido 
21Ibid. 
22 ?J Oklahoma area results: ·' -
Improved estimates 
Regular estimates 
N = 19 
N = 19 
.853 
.,779 
significant at 99.9 percent 
significant at 99~9 percent 
Ullman's findings may not apply to the nineteen Oklahoma areaso 
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There is a significant correlat.ion between the relative :importance of an 
item composed primarily of insured unemployment and the closeness of the 
Census and BES estimates. 
Hypothesis 4g The Census estimates are highest relative to the BES 
estimates in areas of most rapid population growth., 
( •••• It may be that this procedure does not adequate= 
ly reflect the amount of unemployment among recent 
migrants.~~ .Also unemployed re=entrants and ne-w· 
entrants may be UID.derestirnated in areas of rapid 
populat.ion growth and overestimated in declining 
areaso)24 · 
Test: Correlate (BES = Census) / Census from most negattve to most 
positive with rate of population growth between 1950 am 1960 from 
25 26 largest to smallest~ ' 
Ullman finds that "the result for bot,h states a:nd SMSA! s is signifi= 
cant at the 1 percent, leveL There is a tendency for t,he Cena.us esti.mates 
to be high relative to the BES figures in areas of' rapid population 
growth. 1127 
22Based on total covered. unemployment which ix!.cludi3s insured unem= 
ployment, exhaustees, the disquali.f'iedl, artd delayed .3,nd never .fll,tlrs o 
23rmproved estimates are from 'I'able IV=2, p. ~5, Re:gO!.lar es1tirnates 
from Table IV=3, pp .. h5=1.+6; and Census e:st:i.mat,es .f!"om. T.abl1:s 83, PC(l)=38G, 
pp. 211-216. Covered 111rnemployment from Appendix "f.;1:1,bles 4 a.ll'.td 5 fo;r the 
improved estimates and 6 for the regular datae 
24u11man, pp. 443=444~ 
25Ibid., pg 444. 
26tJ11man uses Statistical Abstract mf t,hei Ut:d.tied Sta:ti:lf=l (Wai,hi.ngton, 
· c::.,c:::,:- -~ rn-~:a> i:.:=.z:;.:.;;i c:,;.-w:,;.:.c:::.:, 1.:.:1.1:;~1A.:J.'= c:•~~..; 
1961), p. 13, to get population cha..ngesw 
27 Ullman, po 444. 
Oklahoma area results:28 
Improved estimates 
Regular estimates 
N = 19 
N = 19 
significant at 98 percent 
significant at 99 percent 
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Ullman's findings apply to the Oklahoma areas. There is a tendency 
for the BES estimates to be lower relative to the Census figures in areas 
of rapid population growth. 
Hypothesis 5: The Census estimates are highest relative to the BES esti-
mates in areas where the largest percentages of residents lived outside 
the area in 1955.29 
Test: Correlate (BES - Census)/ Census from most negative to most 
positive with the percent of population living outside the areas in 1955 
from largest to sma.llest.30 
According to Ullman, the results are significant at the one percent 
levei.31,32 
Oklahoma. area results~33 
28Regular unemployment estimates from Table IV=J, ppo 45=46; improved 
estimates from Table IV-2, Po 45; Census estimates from Table 83, PC(l)-38C, 
pp. 211=216; population changes data f':n."om 'l'a'ble 13, nswnma:ry of Population 
Characteristics, for the State, by Size of Pl.ace, and !cir Standard Metro= 
politan Statistical Areas, Urbanized .Areas, Urban Places, and Counties~ 
1960," [o~" Census £! Populationg J.9,9Q. .~.!4$l..,.fft,J.. Popull!,~~barac·teristics9 
Oklahoma. Final report PG(l)=38B, ppo 27=29o 
29Because growth factors other than total population growth may be 
important for ex.plaining the difference pattern.a, Ullman has, with thi:s 
hypothesis an.d test and the next one j basically repeated the analysis 
above: Ullman, p. 444. 
3°tJllman, P• 444. 
31u11man uses state estimates only~ His data are from UoSQ Census 
2! Population: J..2600 ~neral ~wnomic ~ _§p,£_ial C[La;r.'JlCteristJes :=,c -
32uuman, P• 444. 
33Regular area unemployment esti.m.a;t.es from Table IV.=J, pp .. ~..5.,46; im= 
proved estimates from Table IV=2, p.,, 1~5, Census est,imates .from Table 83, 
PC(l)=38C, pp. 211=216Q Estimates of m·ea populaM .. on living otttside 
Improved estimates 
Regular estimates 
N = 19 
N = 19 
~:221 
.305 
not s igni.f icant 
not significant 
Ullman's findings do not hold for the Oklahoma areas.. The results 
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indicate that the number of new residents moving into an area may not be 
the basis for the differences between the BES and Census estimates. 
Hypothesis 6~ The Census estimates are highest relative to the BES esti-
mates in areas where the largest percentage change in manufacturing em-
ployment has occurred. 
Test: Correlate (BES - Census)/ Census from most negative to most 
positive with the percent change in manufacturing employment 1950-1960 
from largest to smallest.34 
Ullman finds a positive correlation significant beyond the one per-
cent leve1)5,36 
Oklahoma area resultsg37 
Improved estimates 
Regular estimates 
N = 19 
N = 19 
rs -· =0391 
r 8 = = .. 477 
not significant 
significant at 95 percent 
county and SMSA in 1955 from Table 82 9 "Social Chara.ct(;;rist,ies of the 
Population, for Counties, 1960, n !!.o_2o ~!l!lM ,2! .Pppu~wJ!~ lJ,gQe 
General Social s1 Economic Qh.rn!,.~ri.?Jj;,~, ~1fil1~· F'inal Report 
PC(l)-38C, pp. 205-210. 
34u11man, p. 4440 
35u11man uses st.ate changes in manufacturing employment, 1947 to 1955, 
from Victor Ro Fuchs, £!!.ang~ ~ ~'}.§l, Location .£! !'i .. §:Jl'!,.~.e£!>P·r~ J,q_z~.l'J:! :UpJJ;e,!! 
States since~ (New Haven, 1962, P~ 7e 
36u11man, p. 444 .. 
37Improved estimates .from Table IV=2, p& 45, regular estim.at,es from 
Table IV-3, pp. 45 ..... ~.6; Census estimates from Table SJjl PC(l)=J8C, pp .. 
211-216. Based on area changes 19.50=1960 from Table 43» lliO _Qe;tfill,! £! 
!_opulation, Vol. II, Part J6, pp~ 91=100, and Table 85, 11Industry Group 
of Employed Persons and Major Occupation Group of' Unemployed, By Sex., f'or 
Counties," [020 Census ,2! f£mulat,J_g~&. .!/l§Q.. !£p~eral. $.<?~! .~1 ~cqp,9~ 
Characteristics, OklahQ~, Final Report PC(l)=38C, pp. 223=228. 
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Ullman's findings do not hold for the Oklahoma areas for a slightly 
different time period. Irnstead the results suggest that high rates of' 
growth in manufacturing employment may be associated with Census esti-
mates that are low relative to the BES estimates. 
In order to provide further insight into the relationship of the 
Census and BES estimates and other characteristics., the following hypo-
theses and tests have been made .for this study. 
Hypothesis A: 'rhe BES estimates are closest to the Census est,irnates in 
areas with the largest labor force~ 
Test~ Correlate (BES= Census)/ Census from smallest to largest 
without regard to sig:n with labor force size from largest to smallest. 
Oklahoma area results:38 
Improved estimates 
Regular estimates 
N -· 19 
N = 19 
.809 
.756 
significant at 99. 9 percent 
signif'icant at 99.9 percent 
The results suggest that the BES procedures are less appropriate 
for areas with smaller labor forces. Perhaps thetr employment sectors 
are less interdependent. 
Hypothesis B: 'I'he BES estimates ar1::: ft11"t,1t8,;,'\:; from t,hti'l Census estimates 
in areas where the agricultural employment is relati"lrely important. 
Perhaps the unemployment relationships used by thfJ BES are not a.pplica.ble 
to area agricult11ral employment. 
Test: Correlate (BES = Census) / Census from large&;t to smallest 
without regard to sign with the percent that agricult,ural Emrployment is 
of t,otal area employment from largest to smallest. 
38Improved estimates f:com Tabie I\i=2, p. 45; regular est,irnates irom 
Table IV=3, pp~ 45=46; Census estirna.tes and labC>r forceJ size f'rom Table 
83, PC(l)-38C, PP• 211=2160 
39 Oklahoma area resultsi 
Improved estimates 
Regular estimates 
N = 19 
N = 19 
r = s 
rs = 
significant at 99.9 percent 
significant at 99.9 percent 
In the nineteen Oklahoma areas, the greatest differences are 
occurring in areas which are most agricultural. 
Hypothesis C: The BES estimates are furthest from the Census estimates 
in areas where nonagricultural wage and salary employment is most im= 
portant. 
Test: Correlate (BES= Census)/ Census from largest to smallest 
without regard to sign with the percent that nonagricultural wage and 
salary is of ·total area employment from largest to sma.lleste 
Oklahoma area results:40 
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Improved estimates 
Regular estimates 
N = 19 
N = 19 
rs= -.858 
r 8 = =0858 
significant at 99.9 percent 
significant at 99.9 percent 
The estimates are significa.11tly closer together where :nonagricultur= 
al wage and salary are relatively more important$ This tends to confirm 
the findings of Test B. It further suggests t,hat the differences may be 
originating in the noncovered employment estimates. 
Data Improvement Attempts as a. Cause of t,he Differences 
The ef'!eet of the efforts to improve the employmen.t inputs can be 
39rmproved estimates from Table IV=.2, Po 1+5; regular estimates from 
Table IV-3, pp. 45..,46; Census estimates from Table 8.3, PC(l)=38C, pp., 
211-216; agricultural employment dat,a from Table 85, PC{l)=38C., ppo 223= 
228. 
40Improved estimates from Table IV=2, po 45, regular estimates .from 
Table IV-3, pp. 45=46; Census estimates i'rom Table 83, PC(l)=38C, pp,, 211= 
216. Nonagricultural wage and salary emplo;ym.ent da't,a .from Table 849 
"Occupation Group and Class of Worker of Employed P~rsons, by Sex, for 
Counties, 1960," J!o§,o ,Q_~nS"@. £)! f9,,£,1!li~8 l<i2,Q. G?neral .~ciaJ. ~ 
Economic Characteri.slli!,, ,Q,.,k;!.Jl,homa., Fi.nal Report PC~, pp" 21?'=22.2; 
total employment data from Table 85, PC(1)=38G, pp~ 223=2280 
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estimated by comparing the B:F;s = Census dit'.ferenceis in Table IV=2 and 
IV=3, pages 45 and 46. The comparison indicates that the differences are 
not cut by the improvement attempts. Instead, they are as large or larger. 
The mean and standard deviation of the area percents of differences are 
smaller when data from regular BES sources are usedo 'rhe only exception 
is the standard deviation of the eight=area groupo It rises slightly 
from 27 .38 percent to .29a33 percent" 
Inaccurate Employment Inputs as a Cause of the Differences 
The BES uses various procedures to find the amount of each type of 
employment not covered by insurance reports~ 'I'hese data are supposed to 
be comparable to the Census estimateso If they are not, the data may be 
causing the observed differencese The differences caused by the use of 
such data can be estimated by comparing unemployment est,ima.tes based on 
the BES data to those constructed with ncncov,ered empl.Qiyment, data from 
the 1960 Census. 
Table V-1 presents April, 1960.,, corr1::cted unemployment estimates fo:r 
the nineteen Oklahoma areas 0 They have be-e:iri. c:onst,ructed with 1960 Census 
data for the various types of nonconrerr£:'>d employment G The est,.im.ates are 
very similar to the improved and re,gular estimates o The same national 
rates, covered employment and unemployment, and net. wage a:nd salary em= 
ployment have been used i:n their constrUJ.ctione The ,estimates in Ta'ble 
V~l are acc:ompanied by an analysis of how they di:f':fex• .from the Ce:nsu5 
estimates., The analysis is the sa.roo as is used for the improved and 
regula.r estimates in 'I'ables IV-2. and 1V=3, pages 45 a.iad 46., First, t.he 
Census unemployment, estimates hav,e beeii. subtrac·t,ed .f\:,cm the results o 
Then the differences have been divided by the Cens~1s estimate c:f' Ulf'A<f:lm= 
ployment fc,r the areao Finally, the area percEJrtts of difference have 
been arrayed, and their mean and standard deviation computede 
'I'ABLE v-...1 
COMPARISON OF THE CORRECTED BES ES'rlMATES WITH THE 
CENSUS UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATES FOR APRIL 9 1960 
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Labor Market 
Areas 
Censusb BES - Census 
Census 
Adair 
Atoka 
Carter 
Cherokee 
Coal 
Comanche 
Garfield 
Johnston 
Kay 
Latimer 
Le Flore 
McClain 
Muskogee 
Oklahoma 
Pittsburg 
Rogers 
Seminole 
Tulsa 
Wagoner 
573 
254 
798 
505 
287 
707 
627 
242 
595 
296 
953 
376 
1,816 
6)2:20 
1,004 
756 
779 
7) 023 
515 
217 
198 
710 
301 
116 
1,082 
584 
119 
594 
232 
740 
201 
1.288 
6/) 26 
100 
388 
602 
7,, 478 
285 
x19 = 48.48; s 19 = 53~03o x8 = 7~74; s3 = 25o46~ 
164.06 
28e28 
12.39 
67.77 
147~41 
=J4e66 
7.36 
103.36 
Oel7 
27.59 
28.78 
87.06 
40099 
=lo68 
43043 
94.85 
29040 
=6008 
80 .. 70 
Sources~ aconstructed .f'or this stu.dy with data from Appendix Table 7. 
bTable 83, PC(l)-38C, pp. 211=216. 
The mean percents of differences and their standard deviations are 
slightly lower than those :found for the improved and regular estim.ateso 
But substantial differences remain~ t19 is :.Ll29 which is significant 
at the 95 percent l.evelo Sixteen of the rrl:neteen estimates are higher 
than the Census estimates.. And th<e m.emris and sta:rdard deviations are 
generally as high or higher than ·those ·which Ullma.n finds for states &"ld 
SMSA's. 
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The decrease in the differences indicates that the BES procedures 
for estimating noncovered employment may be a cause of the differences 
between the Census and the regular and improved area unemployment esti-
mates. But they are probably not the only cause since differences remain. 
Assuming the accuracy of the covered and Census employment data, the re-
maining differences can only be attributable either to the BES noncovered 
employment data inputs which have not been taken from the Census, or to 
the basic unemployment estimating procedure. 
In view of the changes in the average area differences resulting 
from what may be more accurate employment inputs, the hypotheses and 
correlation tests regarding the differences have been reFeated: 
Hypotheses: 
1. rsm = -.642 remains significant 
rsc = -.696 remains significant 
2. rsm = .540 remains signi.ffoant 
rsc = .605 remains significant 
3 .. rs = .700 remains significant 
4., rs = .554 remains significant 
5. rs = .,319 remains insignificant 
6. rs = ""e502 remains significant 
A. rs = .632 remains significant 
Bo rs = .689 remains signi.f ican·t 
c. rs = -.758 remains significant 
No changes in significance occ:u.r as a l.'efntlt of' using the correct,eci e:sti = 
41 mates. 
41rhe 95 percent level is assumed to be where signi . .ficance begins. 
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Non=Residence Employment Inputs a.s a Cause of the Differences 
The use of insurance reports as the basis for employment data allows 
non-resident employees, resident c.ommuters, and dual job holders to affect 
area employment totals. 42 It is possible that the presence of these types 
of individuals causes the differences between the Census and BES estimates. 
An estimate of their effect can be obtained by recomputing the area 
unemployment estimates with Census=level employment inputs for all em-
ployinent sectors. Table V-2 presents the April, 1960, residence unem-
ployment estimates. They are the result of using 1960 Census employment 
totals in lieu of estimates of the data obtained from employer reports or 
other BES sources. 43 Also, the Census estimates have been subtracted 
from these estimates and the differences divided by the Census estimates. 
'fhen the percents have been arrayed and a mean and standard deviation 
computed. 
TABLE V=.2 
COMPARISON OF BES RESIDENCE UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATES WITH 
CENSUS UNEMPLOYMENTD APRIL, 1960 
Labor Market 
Areas 
Adair 
Atoka 
Carter 
Cherokee 
Coal 
Comanche 
Garfield 
1+67 
229 
789 
352, 
256 
690 
622 
Censusb 
217 
198 
?10 
_301 
116 
1, 082 
'1811 
42.Related discussion in Chapter III, pp. ,38=h0o 
BES= Census 
Census 
115.21 
15.66 
11.13 
16094 
120069 
=J6o2'.J 
6051 
43'I'he only non=Gensus employment inputs are the insured employment 
data. These have been put on a residence basis by the ra:tio of Census 
private nonagricultural wage and salary employment minus nonprofit and. . 
domestic employment to the BES net wage and sala,ry est,imates. 
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Table V-2 ( Continued.) 
Labor Market BES a Censusb BES - Census 
Areas Census 
Johnston 177 119 48.74 
Kay 593 594 -0.17 
Latimer 186 232 -19.83 
Le Flore 8.32 740 12.43 
McClain 337 201 67.66 
Muskogee 1,882 1,288 46 .. 12 
Oklahoma 6,396 6,326 1.11 
Pittsburg 986 700 40.86 
Rogers 678 .388 74.74 
Seminole 764 60.2 26 .. 91 
Tulsa 6,S95 7,478 7 .. so 
Wagoner .393 285 .37.89 
i:19 = 31.27; s19 = 40.20. x8 = 9.64; sg = 25062. 
Sources: aconstructed .for this study with data from Appendix Table 8. 
bTable 83, PC(l)-.38C, pp. 211=2160 
The average percents of difference and the standard deviations are 
lower than those computed for the corrected estimates. This s'Clggests 
that commuters and dual job holders may possibly be the cause of some of 
the differences.! Nevertheless, substantial differences still remain. 
The average percent of difference as well as the dispersion is generally 
as large or larger than those which Ullman has computeda And in sixteen 
of the nineteen areas, the BES estimates are still higher than the Census 
estimates. The t-test, however, now yields a t19 of 1.274, which is in= 
significant., 
The earlier hypotheses and correlations have been repeated to see if 
any changes result from putting all the areas on a residence basisi 
Hypotheses: 
lo rsm = =0402 
rsc = =e525 
no longer significant 
remains significant 
6.3 
2. rsm = .439 no longer significant 
rsc = .535 remains significant 
3,, rs = .653 remains significant 
4. rs = .444 no longer significant 
5. r = .402 remains insignificant 
s 
6. rs = ..... 567 remains significant 
A. rs = .582 remains s igni.ficant 
B. r = s .604 remains significant 
c. rs = .672 remains significant 
The first two changes are of uncertain relevance in view of the lack 
of changes in the correlations related to the Census unemployment esti-
mates. However, the BES estimates are no longer highest relative to the 
Census estimates in areas of slowest population growth. This result is 
mereq descriptive. It suggests that the over...-..estima.ting tendency has 
either been lessened in the declining areas or increased in the growing 
ones. In view of the general decline in the mean percent o.f di.f.f'erence, 
it appears that the over-estimating tendency is lessened in the declining 
areas. 
An alternative approach to the construction of residence-level un-
employment estimates is possible. It uses the same residence-level em= 
ployment but with the covered unemployment rates used for the non= 
residence level estimates~ This approach has been attempted, and the 
results are presented in Table V=J. Each area's Census estimates have 
been subtracted from the area's estimated unemployment and the rem.a.ind.er 
divided by the area Census estimate. The mea.n of the percentages of 
difference and the standard devjation have been computed& 
TABLE V=3 
COMPARISON OF THE DECENNIAL CENSUS AND MODIFIED RESIDENCE 
UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATES9 APRIL, 1960 
Labor Market 
Areas 
Adair 
Atoka 
Carl er 
Cherokee 
Coal 
Comanche 
Gar.field 
Johnston 
Kay 
Latimer 
Le Flore 
McClain 
Muskogee 
Oklahoma 
Pittsburg 
Rogers 
Seminole 
Tulsa 
Wagoner 
881 
313 
853 
999 
375 
796 
672 
386 
635 
5.25 
1,389 
501 
2.,033 
6,431 
1,058 
1,215 
fr73 
6,736 
989 
217 
198 
710 
301 
116 
1,082 
584 
119 
594 
23.2 
740 
201 
1,288 
6,.326 
700 
.388 
602 
7,478 
285 
x19 = 106.76; s19 = 104.42. x8 = 14055; s8 = 28.65. 
BES ... Census 
Census 
.305.99 
58.08 
20.14 
231.89 
22Je28 
-26.43 
15.07 
224.37 
6.90 
126 .. 29 
fr7.70 
149.25 
57.84 
1.66 
51.14 
213.,14 
45.02 
=9o92 
247e02 
Sources: aconstructed .for this study with data from Appendix Table 8. 
bTable 83, PC(l)-38C, pp. 211=216 .. 
Both the means and the standard deviations are substantially greater 
than those found .for other estim.a.tes. The BES estimates exceed the Census 
estimates in seventeen of the nineteen areaso This suggests that these 
particular methodological changes do not improve the estimating pro= 
cedure. Therefore, no further analysis is deemed appropriate. 
CHAPfER VI 
MODIFYING THE DEPRESSED AREA IDEN'I'IF'lCATION PROCEDURES 
Certain possible modifications in the BES unemployment estimating 
procedures are presented in this chapter. They are based on the pro-
cedural changes required to eliminate the April, 1960, differences~ The 
chapter also includes an attempt to use these modifications in the con= 
struction of annual rates of unemployment for nineteen Oklahoma areas. 
An evaluation of the rates follows their presentatione It is in terms of 
their effect on area eligibility for certain types of federal aid. The 
effect of the modifications on area eligibility for federal aid is ob= 
tained by comparing the constructed rates to the statutory criteria for 
designating labor market areas as redevelopment areas~ 
Knowledge of their effect on eligibility is important because the 
modifications, or some close approximation of them, may be put into ef'= 
feet. This may occur in response to the uncertain accuracy which is 
associated with the present unemployment estimating procedureso 
Modifying the Employment Data Inputs 
The effect, in April, 1960, of using residence=level estimates of 
employment was described in Chapter V. Generally, the differences be= 
tween the Census and BES estimates are reduced when the employment data 
are placed on a residence basis.1 Other cuts in the differences occur 
when employment data from the regular BES sources are used.2 Thus, 
possible reforms could involve computing annual unemployment rates and 
estimates with employment estimates which are on a residence or regular 
basis. 
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One possible set of procedures to obtain annual residence unemploy-
ment estimates is substantially the same as those used to construct the 
April, 1960, residence estimates. Basically, the employment totals are 
obtained by multiplying BES employment data :for each type of employment 
by the April, 1960, ratio of Census to BES employment. Regular level 
annual area unemployment estimates are obtained in the same fashion as 
was described in Chapter V for the April, 1960, estimates. 
The residence and regular annual unemployment rates derived for the 
nineteen Oklahoma labor markets with these procedures are presented in 
Table VI-1. This table also includes improved unemployment rates based 
on annual employment and unemployment estimates published by the OESC. 
Annual rates based on a possible modification in the area unemployment 
estimating procedures are also presented in the table. The modification 
involves using the employment data from the regular sources and the 
covered unemployment rates from the residence annual unemployment esti-
mates. These rates are called combination rates. 
Table VI-2 follows with the effect of these modifications on area 
eligibility for designation as redevelopment areas. The Table VI-2 
analysis is based on the unemployment rates in Table VI-1. 
lsee Table V-2, pp. 6.1 ... 62 .. 
2see Table IV-J, pp. 45-46. 
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'rABLE VI-1 
ANNUAL IMPROVED,· REGULAR, RESIDENCE, AND COMBINATION 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATES, 1958-1962 
Area and Improved Regular Residence Combinaa_ion 
Year Ra tea Rateb Ratec Rate 
Adair 
1958 18.2 19.2 12.2 11.0 
1959 15.5 1601 10.3 9.1 
1960 16.4 16e7 10.8 9.5 
1961 17.1 17.6 11 .. 2 10.0 
1962 21.2 21.4 13.7 12.3 
Atoka 
1958 14.9 13.7 12.4 10.5 
1959 11.1 10.0 9.1 7.6 
1960 11.6 10.4 9.4 7.8 
1961 13.0 11.7 10.4 8.9 
1962 13.1 11.6 10.4 8.8 
Carter 
1958 
1959 5o7 5~9 5.4 5 .. 4 
1960 6.4 6.5 6.o 6.1 
1961 6.0 6.1 5.6 5.7 
1962 4Q9 5.0 4.5 4.6 
Cherokee 
1958 11.1 11.6 5.5 406 
1959 10.4 10.7 5.1 4.2 
1960 13.1 13.3 6.3 5.2 
1961 11.1 11.4 5.4 4.,5 
1962 9.4 9.5 4.5 308 
Coal 
1958 18.7 17.7 15 .. 6 12.8 
1959 15.8 14.6 13.0 10.5 
1960 18.0 16.6 14.7 12.0 
1961 l4o3 13.2 1L5 9.4 
1962 10.8 9.8 7.7 7.0 
Comanche 
1958 5.9 6.5 5 .. 5 5.6 
1959 3.,9 4~3 3~7 3.8 
1960 3.9 4.3 3.7 3.8 
1961 4.2 4o7 3o9 4.0 
1962 4.3 4.8 4.,0 4.2 
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Table VI=l (Continued) 
Area and Improved Regular Residence Combination 
Year Ra.tea Rateb RateC Rated 
Gar.field 
1958 4.3 4o5 4.2 4.,2 
1959 3.4 3.6 3o3 3.3 
1960 3 .. 9 4 .. 0 3.7 3 .. 8 
1961 3.9 4.0 3.8 3.7 
1962 3.6 3.7 3.4 3.5 
Johnston 
1958 8.3 9.2 4.6 4.5 
1959 6.5 6.9 3.6 3.5 
1960 12.3 13.2 6.6 6.5 
1961 17.1 18.7 9.1 9.2 
1962 9.6 10.2 5.0 5.0 
Kay 
1958 
1959 
1960 3.6 3.7 3.5 3.5 
1961 3.8 3.9 3.7 3.7 
1962 3.,6 3.7 3.5 3 .. 5 
Latimer 
1958 
1959 16.5 15.3 7.8 6.1 
1960 17.5 15.8 8.0 6.3 
1961 18.9 17.6 9.1 7.1 
1962 14.5 13.5 7.0 5.4 
Le Flore 
1958 16.9 15.7 llo3 10.0 
1959 15.1 13.9 10.0 8.9 
1960 16.1 14.7 10.4 9.3 
1961 17.3 15.8 11.0 10 .. 1 
1962 12.4 11.2 7.9 7ol 
McClain 
1958 9.0 10.2 7.1 7.2 
1959 8.3 9.2 605 6.4 
1960 8.8 9.8 6 .. 8 6 .. 8 
1961 11.7 13.6 9.1 9.5 
1962 11.1 12.8 806 9.0 
Muskogee 
1958 10.1 10.1 9 .. 5 9 .. 4 
1959 10 .. 0 10.1 9 .. 4 9.4 
1960 9.0 9.1 8 •. 5 8 .. 5 
1961 8.5 8 .. 6 7.9 8.0 
1962 10.0 10.1 9.3 9.5 
Area and 
Year 
Oklahoma 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Pittsburg 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Rogers 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Seminole 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Tulsa 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Wagoner 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Table VI-1 (Continued) 
Improved Regular 
Rate a Rateb 
4.2 4Q5 
3.3 3.5 
3.7 3.9 
4.3 4.6 
3.6 3.8 
9.6 9.6 
8.3 8.2 
10.0 9.9 
11.4. 11.5 
8.5 8.7 
10.1 10.7 
8.9 9.3 
9.3 9.7 
14.7 15.4 
9.7 10.1 
10.2 10.1 
8.9 8.9 
10.3 10~2 
10.7 10.7 
9.1 9.1 
5.2 5.4 
4.2 4.3 
4.7 4.8 
5.9 6.1 
4.7 408 
11.8 12.7 
12.5 lJoJ 
14.2 15.2 
20.1 22.1 
16.5 17.8 
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Residence Combination 
Ratec Rated 
4.3 4.5 
3.4 3.6 
3.s 3.9 
4.5 4.7 
3.7 3.9 
9.3 9.0 
8.0 7.7 
9.7 9.2 
10.9 10.8 
8.2 8.2 
7.0 6.4 
6.1 5.5 
6.3 5.8 
9.9 9.2 
6.4 6.o 
9.4 9.0 
8.2 7.9 
9.5 9.1 
10.0 9.5 
8.3 8.0 
5.4 5.6 
4.4 4.5 
4.9 5 .o 
6.1 6.3 
4.8 5.0 
6.3 5.6 
6.5 5.8 
7.4 6.7 
10.3 9.9 
8.4 7e8 
Sources: aComputed from area annual unemployment and employment esti-
mates published in Handbook £!. Labqr force ~' pp. 8,..89. 
bBased on data in Appendix Tables 19 through 23. 
CBased Gn data in Appendix Tables 14 through l8o 
dcovered rates derived from Appendix Tables 14 through 18; 
other data from Appe~dix Tables 19 through 23. 
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TABLE vr ... 2 
AREA ELIGIBILITY FOR DESIGNATION AS REDEVELOPMENT 
AREAS BY TYPE OF DATA» 1962 AND 1963a 
Fulfilling Requirements Fulfilling Requirements 
Area and in 126J in 1262 
Data Type 2-year 3-year 4-year 2-year 3-year 4-year 
Adair 
Improved yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Regular yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Residence yes yes yes no yes yes 
Combination yes no yes no no yes 
Atoka 
Improved yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Regular yes yes yes no yes yes 
Residence no no yes no no yes 
Combination no no no no no no 
Carter 
Improved no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no 
Combination no no no no no 
Cherokee 
Improved no no yes yes yes yes 
Regular no no yes yes yes yes 
Residence no no no no no no 
Combination no no no no no no 
Coal 
Improved yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Regular no yes yes yes yes yes 
Residence no no yes yes yes yes 
Combination no no no yes yes yes 
Comanche 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Combination no no no no no no 
Garfield 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no 1'10 no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Combination na no no no no no 
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Table VI-2 (Continued) 
Fulfilling Requirements Fulfilling Requirements 
Area and in 1963 in 1962 
-Da.ta Type 2-year 3=year 4-year 2-year 3 ... year 4-year 
Johnston 
Im.proved yes yes yes yes yes no 
Regular yes yes yes yes yes no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Combination no no no no no no 
Kay 
Improved no no no 
Regular no no 110 
Residence no no no 
Combination no no no 
Latimer 
Im.proved yes yes yes yes yes 
Regular yes yes yes yes yes 
Residence no no no .no no 
Combination no no no no no 
Le Flore 
Improved yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Regular yes yes yes yes yes ;yes 
Residence no :no yes :no yes yes 
Combination no no yes no no yes 
McClain 
Improved no no yes n0 no 1es 
Regular yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Residence no no no no no no 
Combination no no no no no no 
Muskogee 
Improved :no no yes no no no 
Regular no no yes no no no 
Residence no no yes no no no 
Combination no no yes no no no 
Oklahoma 
Improved no no no :no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Combination no no no no no no 
Pittsburg 
Improved no no yes no no no 
Regular no no yes no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Combination no no no no no no 
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Table VI-2 (Continued) 
:Fulfilling Requirements Fulfilling Requirements 
Area and in 126J in 1262 
Data Type 2-year 3-year 4-year 2-year 3-year 4-year 
Rogers 
Improved yes no yes yes no yes 
Regular yes yes yes yes no yes 
Residence no no no no no no 
Combination no no no no no no 
Seminole 
Improved no no yes no no yes 
Regular no no yes no no yes 
Residence no no no no no no 
Combination no no no no no no 
Tulsa 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Combination no no no no no no 
Wagoner 
Improved yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Regular yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Residence no no no no no no 
Combination no no no no no no 
aEligibility is based on the annual area unemployment rates of previous 
years. Minimum redevelopment area rate levels are presented in Table 
II-1, p. 8; area unemployment rates are from Table VI-lo 
Rates based on improved data qualify more areas as redevelopment 
areas than would be qualified if residence or combination data were used~ 
It may be significant, however, that exactly the same areas would have 
been qualified in 1963 or 1962 had employment data from regular sources 
been used. This suggests that there is no need to engage in periodic 
surveys of certain types of employers as long as obtaining redevelopment= 
area designation for areas is the only goal. 
Modifying Covered Unemployment 
There appears to be no way of determining how much the differences 
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between the BES and Census estimates can be attributed to inaccuracies in 
the covered unemployment estimates. It is possible, however, to determine 
how much each area's April, 1960, covered unemployment would have to 
change to yield the Census level of unemployment. This can be ac-
complished by setting the estimating formula equal to Census unemployment 
and solving for the percentage of initial covered unemployment required 
to yield the Ce,nsu.s unemployment. 
If covered unemployment is ever identified as the sole cause of the 
BES - Census differences, the percentages resulting from applying the 
above procedure would be a measure of the inaccuracy of the covered un-
employment estimates.3 T.hese percentages, however, can serve another 
purpose. Since their presence eliminates the differences between the BES 
and Census estimates, the percentages may be used as an adjustment factor 
in the BES formula. The formula would then no longer be the same for 
every area. Instead, it would vary from area to area based on each area's 
April, 1960, differences. 
Such percentages have been constructed for this study for each of 
the nineteen areas. They are presented in Table VI-3. Table VI-4 follows 
with the annual unemployment rates which result from using the percentages 
to modify the BES formula. The unemployment rates cover the time period 
1958-1962. Table VI-5 follows. It contains the effects of modifying 
covered unemployment. The Table VI-5 analysis is based. on the unemploy-
ment rates in Table VI-4. The effects are measured in terms of area 
eligibility for designation as redevelopment areas under the unemployment 
criteria. 
3This assumes the applicability of the BES relationships, the ade= 
quacy of the employment data, and the accuracy of the Census estimates. 
TABLE VI=3 
ADJUSTED A.REA COVERED UNEMPLOYMENT AS A PERCENT OF INITIAL 
COVERED UNEMPLOYMENT j APRIL/) 1960, FOR REGULAR i) IMPROVED, 
AND RESIDENCE LEVEL UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATES 
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Labor Market Regular a Improvedb Residencec 
Areas 
Adair 
Atoka 
Carter 
Cherokee 
Coal 
Comanche 
Garfield 
Johnston 
Kay 
Latimer 
Le Flore 
McClain 
Muskogee 
Oklahoma 
Pittsburg 
Rogers 
Seminole 
Tulsa 
Wagoner 
Sources: 
Area and 
Year 
Adair 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
29.4196 28.8393 44 .. 5982 
67.1672 66.3664 8506857 
90.7816 85.1703 89.1784 
51. 7544 44 .. 7368 84.6491 
32.4759 33.5477 43.6227 
171.1864 155.2058 164.4068 
93.4733 92.3913 92.9348 
40.8200 40.6417 65.2406 
99.7429 98 .. 9717 100.2571 
67.7083 50.4630 1.25.0000 
72.3971 71.1864 88 .. 3777 
46.2585 51.7007 57.6190 
65.1763 64.4024 66.8960 
100.3412 93.6388 96.4660 
64.9374 66.5474 69.4097 
48.8550 45.2926 55.4707 
70.2032 7209120 77.8781 
108~4416 105 .. 8644 106~9399 
47.3980 5100204 7009184 
aBased on data from Appendix: Table 6 and the unemployment esti= 
mating equation in Chapter lI 9 pp. 18, 19., 
bBased on data from Appendix Tables 4 and 5 and the unemploy-
ment estimating equati.on in Chapter IIs, ppo 18, 190 
cBased on data from Appendix Table 8 and tbe unemployment 
estimating equation in Chapter IIj pp~ 18, 190 
TABLE VI=4 
AREA ANNUM. UNEMP.LOlMENT RATES 9 1958=1962, .AFTER 
ADJUSTMENTS IN COVERED UNEMPLOYMENT 
Regular Improved 
Rate a Rateb 
6~8 6.3 
5.,6 5o4 
5.9 5o7 
6~2 5.9 
7.6 7~4 
Residence 
RateC 
601 
5~2 
5o4 
506 
6,,9 
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Table VI=4 (Continued) 
Area and Regular Improved Residence 
Year Rate a .Rateb Ra.tee 
Atoka 
1958 9.,8 10.6 10.9 
1959 7.1 7.8 8.0 
1960 7o4 8.2 8.3 
1961 8.3 9.2 9.2 
1962 8.2 9.2 9.0 
Carter 
1958 
1959 5.4 5.0 4.9 
1960 6.o 5.6 5.4 
1961 5.6 5.2 5.1 
1962 4.6 4.2 4ol 
Cherokee 
1958 6.6 5.6 4.8 
1959 6.1 5.3 4.4 
1960 7.6 6.6 5.5 
1961 6.5 506 4.7 
1962 5.5 408 3.9 
Coal 
1958 6.9 7.,5 7o9 
1959 5.6 6.,3 6.5 
1960 6.4 7.2 7e3 
1961 5.1 5.6 5o7 
1962 J.,8 4.3 4.3 
Comanche 
1958 10.2 8.6 8.4 
1959 607 5o7 5o5 
1960 6.8 5.6 5.,5 
1961 7.4 6.,1 5°9 1962 7~6 602 6.,o 
Garfield 
1958 4.,3 4.1 4 .. 0 
1959 Jo4 J.2 Jol 
1960 3.8 3.6 3.,5 
1961 3.8 )o7 3~5 
1962 3 .. 5 3o4 3.,3 
" Johnston 
1958 4.3 3.9 3.,3 
1959 3.,3 Jol 2.,6 
1960 601 5.7 4.,7 
1961 8.8 800 6.,3 
1962 4.,8 4.,4 
.3 0 5 
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Table Vl-4 ( Continued) 
Area and Regular Im.proved Residence 
Year Rate a Rateb RateC 
Kay 
1958 
1959 
1960 3.7 3.6 3.5 
1961 3.9 3 .. 8 3.7 
1962 3.7 3 .. 6 3 .. 5 
Latimer 
1958 
1959 11.1 9.3 9.5 
1960 11.5 9.9 9.6 
1961 12 .. 8 10.7 11.0 
1962 9.8 8.2 8.4 
Le Flore 
1958 12.0 12.7 10.2 
1959 10.6 11.4 9.0 
1960 11.1 12.1 9.4 
1961 12.1 13.0 10.0 
1962 8.5 9.3 7.1 
McClain 
1958 5.3 5 .. 2 4.5 
1959 4o.8 4,.7 4.2 
1960 5.1 5.0 4.3 
1961 · 7.0 6.7 5.7 
1962 6.6 6.3 5.4 
Muskogee 
1958 7.1 6.9 6.,8 
1959 7.0 6.9 6 .. 7 
1960 6.3 6 .. 2 6.o 
1961 6.o 5.9 5 .. 7 
1962 7.1 6.9 607 
Oklahoma 
1958 4.4 4.0 4.,2 
1959 3.,6 3.2 3.,4 
1960 3.9 3.,5 3.,7 
1961 4.6 4.1 4.,3 
1962 3.8 3c:ol 3.6 
Pittsburg 
1958 6.7 6.8 608 
1959 5,.7 5.9 5"6 
. 1960 6 .. 8 7 .. 1 7.,1 
1961 8.0 Sol 8 .. 1 
1962 6.1 6.1 5.7 
Area and 
Year 
Rogers 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Seminole 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Tulsa 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Wagoner 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Table VI-4 ( Continued) 
Regular 
Rate a 
5 .8 
5.1 
5.3 
8.4 
5~7 
7.5 
6.6 
7e2 
7.6 
6.8 
5.7 
4.7 
5.1 
6.5 
5.1 
6~7 
7.0 
8.3 
11.9 
9.,4 
Improved 
Rateb 
5.,0 
4~6 
4o5 
7.5 
4e9 
7.8 
6.8 
7.9 
8.2 
7.0 
5.5 
4.4 
4.9 
6.6 
6 ? 
·-
6.6 
7.0 
8.0 
11.5 
9.4 
Residence 
RateC 
4.3 
Jo7 
3.9 
600 
3o9 
7e6 
6.6 
7.7 
7.,9 
607 
5.8 
4e6 
5.1 
6.5 
5.1 
4.7 
4.9 
5.,5 
7o7 
602 
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Sources~ aconstructed with data i.n Appendix. Tables 19 thro·\lgh 23 and the 
formula in Chapter II, pp. 18=19, as modified by the change in 
covered employment in Table VI-3 .. 
bconstructed with data in Appendix Tables 9 through 13, 1 and 
3, and the formula in Chapter II, pp. 18=19, as modified by 
t,he change in covered employment in Table V'I-3. 
cCons·tructed wit,h data in Apper.1.dix 'rables 14 through 18 and the 
formula. in Chapter II, pp. 1S=l9, as modified by the change in 
covered unemployment. in Ta.ble VI=3. 
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TABLE VI-5 
AREA ELIGIBILITY FOR DESIGNATION AS REDEVELOPMENT AREAS 
AFTER MODIFICATION IN COVERED UNEMPLO'IMENT, BY TYPE OF 
DATA, 1962 AND 1963a 
Fulfilling Requirements Fulfilling Requirements 
Area and in 126J in 1262 
Date Type 2-year 3-year 4-year 2-year 3-year 4-year 
Adair 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Atoka 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no· no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Carter 
Improved no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no 
Residemce no no no no no 
Cherokee 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Coal 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Comanche 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Garfield 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Johnston 
Improved no no no no. no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Kay 
Improved no no no 
Regular no no no 
Reside:ace no no no 
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Table vr ... 5 (Continued) 
Fulfilling Requirements Fulfilling Requirements 
Area and in 126J in 1262 
Date Type 2-year 3-year 4-year 2-year .3-,.year 4-year 
Latimer 
Improved no no yes no no yes 
Regular no yes yes yes yes yes 
Residence no no yes no no yes 
Le Flore 
Improved no yes yes yes yes yes 
Regular no yes yes no yes yes 
Residence no no yes no no yes 
McClain 
Improved ne no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Muskogee 
Improved. no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Oklahoma 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Pittsburg 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Rogers 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Seminole 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Tulsa 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no ·no 
Wagoner 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residene.e no no no no no no 
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aEligibility based on annual estimates for previous years; unemploy-
ment rates from Table VI-4; redevelopment area eligibility rate 
levels from Table II-1, p.8. 
The same two counties are eligible for redevelopment area designation 
in each year and for every type of data •. ,,.:;< It appears that procedural modi-
fications based on the elimination of BES and Cens~s differences would 
/: lower the number of areas eligible for designation.f· 
Modifying the Constant Unemployment Relationships 
The use of constant unemployment relationships may cause the BES 
procedures to yield estimates which differ from those of the Census.4 
Unfortunately, there appears to be no way to determine what the relation ... 
ships actually are in a given area. Nevertheless, one estimate or the 
appropriate relationships can be derived by setting the estimating equation 
equal to an area's Census unemployment and solving for the proportional 
change in the rates required to get that unemployment o 5 Furthermore, 
since the size of these changes will be affected by the amount of the 
differences between the BES and Census estimates, the modified relation-
ships might be used as al'l adjustment factor to offset the effects of 
whatever is causing BES - Census differencesg 
The changes il'1 the noncovered employment rates required to yield 
Census levels ·· of unemployment for the nineteen Oklahoma areas have been 
determined !or this study. They are presented in Table VI-60 Annual 
unemployment rates which result from using these adjustment factors in 
the estimation of annual unemployment are in Table Vl=7o The rates cover 
4see Chapter III9 pp. 35=40, for related discussion. 
5This asswnes that all other procedures are appropriate and that the 
data inputs and the Census estimates are correcto 
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the time period 1958-1962. Table VI-8 follows with the e.ffect.s of these 
modifications on area eligibility for designation as redevelopment areas. 
The Table VI-8 analysis is based on the unemployment rates in Table VI-7. 
TABLE VI ... 6 
DEGREE OF CHANGE IN NONCOVERED UNEMPLOYMENT AREA RELATIONSHIPS 
REQUIRED TO YIELD CENSUS LEVELS OF UNEMPLOYMENT, APRIL, 1960, 
WITH REGULAR, IMPROVED.., AND RESIDENCE LEVEL UNEMPLOYMENT 
. ESTIMATES 
Regular Improved Residence 
Labor Market Correction Correction Correction 
Factorb Areas Factora Factor0 
Adair -.099 -.077 -.169 
Atoka .508 .509 .749 
Carter .684 .548 .632 
Cherokee ol75 0142 .477 
Coal .060 .065 .091 
Comanche 3.328 2.550 3~054 
Garfield .784 .754 .760 
Johnston .286 .288 .490 
Kay .989 .950 1.012 
Latimer .640 .470 1.436 
Le Flore .552 .535 .769 
McClain .146 .182 .20.3 
Muskogee -.048 -0034 -.042 
Oklahoma 1.014 .762 .961 
Pittsburg .175 .181 .198 
Rogers -.175 -.155 -.253 
Seminole .313 .358 .408 
Tulsa 1.446 1 .. 295 L50.3 
Wagoner • .:218 .. 24.3 .387 
Sources: aBased on data from Appendix Table 6 and standardized unemploy-
ment estimating equation from Chapter II, pp. 18-19. 
bBased on data from Appendix Tables 6 and 7 and standardized 
unemployment estimating equation in Chapter II, pp. 18-19. 
cBased on data from Appendix Table 8 and standardized unemploy-
estimating equation in Chapter II, pp. 18-19. 
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TABLE VI=? 
AREA ANNUAL UNEMPLOYMENT RATES 9 195&-1962, AFTER ADJUSTMENTS 
IN CERTAIN STANDARD RELATIONSHIPS 
Area and Regular Improved Residence 
Year Ra.tea Rateb Ra.tee 
Adair 
1958 4 .. 5 5.1 5 .. 5 
1959 4 • .3 4.8 4 .. 9 
1960 4.9 5.2 5 .. 3 
1961 5.s 6.2 6.2 
1962 6.6 607 606 
Atoka 
1958 8.9 10.,0 10.6 
1959 6.8 7 .. 6 7.9 
1960 7.0 8.0 8.2 
1961 8.0 9 .. 0 9ol 
1962 7.9 9.0 9.1 
Carter 
1958 
1959 5 .. 3 4.,9 4 .. 8 
1960 5.9 5.5 5 .. 4 
1961 5.5 5,.1 5.0 
1962 4 .. 5 4 .. 2 4ol 
Cherokee 
1958 5 .. 3 5 .. 1 406 
1959 5ol 4.s 4 .. 3 
1960 6 .. 6 6 .. 2 5.,4 
1961 5.9 5 .. 5 4 .. 6 
1962 5o0 406 3 .. 8 
Coal 
1958 4.9 5.,8 602 
1.959 4.,5 5 .. 3 506 
1960 5 .. 9 7o0 7 .. 2 
1961 5 .. 3 6.,3 604 
1962 4.,1 4o7 4,,s 
Comanche 
1958 11.7 9 .. 1 8 .. 9 
1959 7ol 5,.7 5.,6 
1960 7.2 5.7 5 .. 6 
1961 7.8 6.,2 6 .. 0 
1962 7.,9 6 .. 3 6.,2 
Garfield 
1958 4.,7 4 .. 1 4o0 
1959 Jo4 5.,9 Ju2 
1960 .3 .. 8 3 .. 6 3.,5 
1961 .3 .. s 3.,7 3 .. 5 
1962 3 .. 5 3.,4 3 .. 3 
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Table VI=7 ( Continued.) 
Area and Regular Dnproved Residence 
Year Rate a Rateb RateC 
Johnston 
1958 4.0 4 .. 0 3 .. 3 
1959 3.2 3 .. 2 2.7 
1960 5.6 5.6 4.6 
1961 7.4 7.4 6a2 
1962 4.,3 4.2 3.5 
Kay 
1958 
1959 
1960 3.,7 3.6 3 .. 5 
1961 3~9 J.8 3.,7 
1962 3o7 306 3.5 
Latimer 
1958 
1959 11.0 9.4 9.5 
1960 11.3 9.9 10.1 
1961 12.9 11.3 10.9 
1962 10.2 9o0 8.4 
Le Flore 
1958 11.3 12.3 lOol 
1959 10.1 ll,00 8.,9 
1960 10.6 11.6 9.3 
1961 11.4 12.6 10.0 
1962 8.1 8.9 7.0 
McClain 
1958 4.,5 4o9 4o4 
1959 4 .. 2 4o5 4.,0 
1960 4.,6 4.,9 4.,3 
1961 5.9 6.3 5 .. 5 
196.2 5 .. 6 5.,9 5o2 
Muskogee 
1958 606 608 6.7 
1959 6.,3 605 6.4 
1960 5.9 6 .. 0 508 
1961 5.5 5.,7 5o5 
1962 6 .. 6 6.7 604 
Oklahoma 
1958 4.5 4o0 4.,3 
1959 3.,5 3.,2 3o4 
1960 3.9 Jo5 308 
1961 4.,7 4ol 4o4 
1962 3.,8 3 oL~ 3,,7 
Area and 
Year 
Pittsburg 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Rogers 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Seminole 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
196.2 
Tulsa 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Wagoner 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Sources: 
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Table VI-7 (Continued) 
Regular Improved Residence 
Rate a Rateb Ratec 
6.3 6.6 6.7 
5.3 5.6 5.7 
6.3 6.7 6.7 
7.3 7.6 7.6 
5.8 5 .. 8 5.8 
4.5 4.5 3.6 
4.2 4.1 3.5 
4.9 4.9 3 .. 9 
6.5 6.3 5.3 
4.3 4.1 3.4 
7.2 7.7 7.5 
6.4 6.8 6.6 
7.3 7.8 7.6 
7.6 8.1 7.9 
6.5 7.0 6.7 
5.7 5.5 5.,8 
4.6 4.4 4.7 
5.2 4,.9 5~3 
6.8 6.2 6.7 
5.2 5.0 5.3 
5 .. 9 605 4.7 
6.2 6.8 4.,9 
7.1 7.7 5 .. 5 
9.1 9 .. 8 7.3 
7.2 7.7 5 .. 6 
aconstructed with data in Appendix Tables 19 through 23 and 
formula ill Chapter II, pp. 18=19, modified by the changes in 
standard area relationships presented in Table VI-6. 
bconstructed with data in Appendix Tables 9 through 13, 1 and 
3, and formula in Chapter II, pp .. 18,..,19, modified by the 
changes in standard area relationships presented in Table VI= 
6. 
cconstructed with data in Appendix.Tables 14 through 18, and 
formula in Chapter II, pp. lS...19, modified by the changes in 
standard area relationships presented in Table VI-6. 
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TABLE VI-8 
AREA ELIGIBILITY FOR REDEVELOPMENT A.REA DESIGNATION, 1962 
AND 196.3, AFTER MODIFICATIONS IN CERTAIN STANDARDIZED 
ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPSa 
Fulfilling Requirements Fulfilling Requirements 
Area and in 126J in 1262 
Data Type 2-year 3-year 4-year 2-year .3-year 4-year 
Adair 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Atoka 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Carter 
Improved no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no 
Cherokee 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Coal 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Comanche 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Garfield 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Johnston 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Kay 
Improved no no no 
Regular no no no 
Residence no no no 
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Table VI-8 (Continued) 
Fulfilling Requirements Fulfilling Requirements 
Area and in 1963 in 1962 
Data Si£ Type 2-year 3-year 4-year 2-year 3-year 4-year 
Latimer 
Improved no no yes no no yes 
Regular no yes yes yes yes yes 
Residence no no yes no no yes 
Le Flore 
Im.proved. no yes yes yes yes yes 
Regular no no yes no yes yes 
Residence no no yes no no yes 
McClain 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Muskogee 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Oklahoma 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Pittsburg 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Rogers 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Seminole 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Tulsa 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
Wagoner 
Improved no no no no no no 
Regular no no no no no no 
Residence no no no no no no 
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~ligibility based on annual estimates tor previous years; unemploy-
ment rates from Table VI-7; redevelopment area eligibility rate 
levels from Table II-1, p. 8. 
/I The same two areas which would have been qualified with a covered un-
employment adjustment factor are also qualified when the annual estimates 
are affected by an adjustment factor related to n~ncovered employment. 
This reaffirms the earlier suggestion that the use of an adjustment factor 
based on the BES - Census differences would result in fewer areas in 
Oklahoma qualifying for redevelopment area status. // 
other Possible Procedures 
The differences between the Census and BES estimates may lead to a 
move away from the BES procedure rather than to its reform. One possi-
bility involves the elimination of most of the national relationships. 
This could be accomplished by limiting the components of area unemployment 
rates to some form of covered employment and unemployment. The rate of 
unemployment would then be equal to, covered unemployment (Uc) divided 
either by covered employment (Ei) or the sum of covered employment and un~ 
employment (Ei + Uc). Further, the covered employment could either be 
the employment reported on the unemployment insurance reports or -'r;his em-
ployment after it has been put on a residence basis. The uaemplo,meat 
related to covered employment could be derived im the same fashion as it 
is for the current BES umemploymen.t estimates. 
The results at computing covered unemployment rates in this manner 
for the nineteen areas are arrayed in Table VI-9 below. Table VI-10 
follows with the effect of these procedures on area eligibility for re-
development area designation under the Area Redevelopment Act criteria,o 
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TABLE vr .... 9 
AREA ANNUAL COVERED UNEMPLOYMENT RATES, 1958-1962 
Covered a Residemceb 
Area and ·u Uc ~ Uc C 
Year ~ E1 + Uc Ei E1 + Uc 
Adair 
1958 37 .. 4 27.2 19.3 16.2 
1959 29.5 22.,8 15.2 13.2 
1960 30.4 23.3 15 .. 7 13.6 
1961 30 .. 9 23.6 15 .. 9 13.7 
1962 39.7 28.4 20.5 17.0 
Atoka 
1958 28.8 22.3 20.8 17.2 
1959 19.4 16.3 14.0 12.3 
1960 20.1 16.7 14.5 12.7 
1961 22.4 18.3 16.2 13.9 
1962 22 .. 3 18.J 16.1 13.9 
Carter 
1958 
1959 6.7 6 • .3 6.2 5.8 
1960 7.7 6 .. 6 7ol 6.,6 
1961 7.0 6.5 6.4 6.1 
1962 5.5 5.2 5.0 4.8 
Cherokee 
1958 22 • .3 18.J 7.5 7.0 
1959 20.1 16.8 6.7 6.3 
1960 25.9 20.6 8.7 8.0 
1961 19.6 16.,4 6.6 6.2 
1962 15.7 13 .. 6 5.3 5 .. 0 
Coal 
1958 41.2 29.2 27.7 21.,7 
1959 32 .. 1 24.3 2lo5 17.7 
1960 37.2 27.1 24 .. 9 l9o9 
1961 28.1 21.9 18 .. 8 15.8 
1962 19.1 16.1 12.8 11.4 
Comanche 
1958 8.4 7.7 7.1 6 .. 7 
1959 5 .. 0 4.8 4e3 4 .. 1 
1960 5.0 4.8 4o3 4ol 
1961 5,,4 5.2 4.6 4.,4 
1962 5.5 5.2 4,.7 4.5 
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Table VI-9 (Continued) 
Covered a Residenceb 
Area and u Uc u Uc 
...£. C Year -Ei Ei + Uc Ei Ei + Uc 
Gar.field 
1958 5.5 5.,2 5.0 4.8 
1959 4.1 .3 .. 9 .3.7 3.6 
1960 4.7 4o5 4.3 4.1 
1961 4.6 4.4 4.2 4.0 
1962 4.1 .3.9 .308 .3 .. 6 
John.ston 
1958 14.2 12.4 6.2 5.8 
1959 10 .. 1 9.2 4.,4 4.2 
1960 21.6 17.8 9.; 8.7 
1961 .31.5 24.0 13.8 12.1 
1962 15.8 13.6 6.9 6.5 
Kay 
1958 
1959 
1960 .3. 9 3.8 3.6 3.5 
1961 4.2 4.0 .3 .. 9 3.7 
1962 4o0 .3 .. 8 Jo7 3.5 
Latimer 
1958 
1959 35.9 26.4 11.9 10.6 
1960 ,38.6 27.8 12.8 11.4 
1961 ,38.4 27.8 12 .. 8 11.3 
1962 26.1 20.7 8 .. 7 8.0 
Le Flore 
1958 26.6 21.0 15 .. 6 1.3.5 
1959 22.8 18.6 1.3.4 11.8 
1960 24 .. 3 19 .. 5 14.2 12.5 
1961 26.5 20.,9 15.5 13.4 
1962 17 .. 4 14 .. 9 10 .. 2 9o3 
McClain. 
1958 16.9 14.5 llc,2 10 .. 0 
1959 14.,2 12.,4 9o.3 8 .. 5 
1960 15.8 13.,6 10.,4 9.4 
1961 2.3.0 18 .. 7 15.,2 13.,2 
. 1962 21.7 17 ... 8 14.,3 12.5 
Muskogee 
1958 13.7 12.,1 12.6 11 ... 2 
1959 13.5 llo9 12 .. 4 llol 
1960 12.2 10 .. 9 11.,2 1061 
1961 11.,J lOol 10 .. 4 9.4 
1962 13.8 12 .. 1 12 .. 7 11 • .3 
Area and 
Year 
Oklahoma 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Pittsburg 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Rogers 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Seminole 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Tulsa 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Wagoner 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
Table VI~9 (Conti.E.ued) 
4.,9 
.3.6 
4.0 
5.0 
.3 .. 9 
15.6 
12.8 
15.8 
19.1 
1.3.4 
16.6 
1.3.9 
14.0 
25.0 
14.8 
14.1 
11.9 
14.2 
14.7 
12.0 
5.5 
4 .. 2 
4.8 
6.4 
4 .. 8 
20.6 
22.0 
25.7 
40.7 
. .31.1 
4.7 
.3 0 5 
.3.,9 
4.8 
3.8 
13 .. 5 
11.4 
13.7 
16.0 
11.8 
14.3 
12.2 
12.2 
20.0 
12.9 
12 • .3 
10.7 
12.4 
12.8 
10.7 
5o2 
4ol 
4.6 
6 .. 0 
4,,6 
17.1 
18,,0 
20.5 
28 .. 9 
23 .. 7 
5.0 
.3.7 
4.1 
5 .. 1 
4.0 
14.4 
11.9 
14.6 
17.6 
12.4 
9.1 
7.6 
7.6 
13.6 
8.1 
12 .. 2 
10.4 
12.3 
12 .. 8 
10 .. 4 
5.8 
l~,,4 
5.,1 
6.7 
5 .. 1 
7 .. 9 
s.4 
9G8 
15.5 
11.9 
Reside:nceb 
Uc 
4.8 
.3.6 
4.0 
4.8 
3.8 
12.6 
10.6 
12.7 
15.,0 
11.0 
8 • .3 
7.0 
7.1 
12 .. 0 
7.5 
10.9 
9.4 
11.0 
11 • .3 
9.4 
5.5 
/+.3 
4.8 
6 .. 3 
408 
7.,.3 
7o7 
9 .. 0 
1.3 .. 5 
10 .. 6 
Sources: acomputed from covered employment and unemploymeat data in 
Appendix Ta'bles 19 through 23. 
bcomputed from covered employment and unemployment data in 
Appendix Tables 14 through 180 
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TABLE vr .... 10 
AREA ELIGIB:rr.ITY FOR REDEVELOPMENT AREA DESIGNATION 
IN 1962 AND 1963 BASED ON COVERED UNEMPLOYMENTa 
Fulfilling Requirement·s Fulfilling Requirements 
Area and in 126J in 1262 
Data Type 2-year 3-year 4-year 2-year 3-year. 4-year 
Adair 
covered Ei yes yes yes yes yes yes 
covered Ei+uc yes yes yes yes yes yes 
residence Ei yes yes yes yes yes yes 
residence Ei+uc yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Atoka 
covered Ei yes yes yes yes yes yes 
covered Ei+uc yes yes yes yes yes yes 
residence Ei yes yes yes yes yes yes 
residence Ei-1-Uc yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Carter 
covered Ei no no no no no 
covered Ei+uc no mo no no no 
residence Ei no no no no no 
residence Ei+Uc no no no no no 
Cherokee 
covered Ei yes yes yes yes yes yes 
covered Ei+uc yes· yes yes yes yes yes 
residence Ei no no no no no no 
residence Ei+uc no no no no no no 
Coal 
covered Ei yes yes yes yes yes yes 
covered Ei+Uc yes yes yes yes yes yes 
residence Ei yes yes yes yes yes yes 
residence Ei+uc yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Comanche 
covered Ei no no no no no no 
covered Ei+uc no no no no no no 
residence Ei no no no n.o no no 
residence E1+Uc no no no no no no 
Garfield 
covered Ei no no no no no no 
covered Ei+uc no no no no no no 
residence Ei no no no no no no 
residence Ei+uc no no no no no no 
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Table VI-10 (Continued) 
Fulfilling Requirements Fulfilling Requirements 
Area and in 1963 in 1962 El 
Data Type 2-year .3-year 4-year 2-year 3-year 4-year 
Johnston 
covered Ei yes yes yes yes yes yes 
covered Ei+lJC yes yes yes yes yes yes 
residence Ei yes no no yes no no 
residence Ei+uc no no no no no no 
Kay 
covered Ei no no no 
covered Ei-ttTc no no no 
residence Ei no no no 
residence Ei+uc no no no 
Latimer 
covered Ei yes yes yes yes yes yes 
covered ErHJ yes yes yes yes yes yes 
residence Ei C no yes yes yes yes yes 
residence E1+uc no no yes yes yes yes 
Le Flore 
covered Ei yes yes yes yes yes yes 
covered E1+uc yes yes yes yes yes yes 
residence Ei yes yes yes yes yes yes 
residence E1+uc yes yes yes yes yes yes 
McClain 
covered Ei yes yes yes yes yes yes 
covered Ei+u yes yes yes yes yes yes 
residence E1 C yes yes yes yes yes yes 
residence Ei+uc yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Muskogee 
covered E1 yes yes yes yes yes yes 
covered Ei+uc yes yes yes no yes yes 
residence Ei yes yes yes yes yes yes 
residence Ei'+uc yes yes yes no yes yes 
Oklahoma 
covered E1 no no no no no no 
covered Ei+uc no no no no no no 
residence Ei no no no no no no 
residence Ei+uc no no no no no no 
Pittsburg 
covered E1 yes yes yes yes res yes 
covered Ei+u yes yes yes yes yes yes 
residence E1 C yes yes yes yes yes yes 
residence Ei+uc yes yes yes yes yes yes 
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Table VI-10 (Continued) 
Fulfilling Requirements Fulfilling Requirements 
Area and in 126l in 1262 
Data Type 2-year 3-year 4-year 2-year 3-year 4-year 
Rogers 
covered Ei yes yes yes yes yes yes 
covered Ei+uc yes yes yes yes yes yes 
residence E1 yes no no yes no no 
residence E1+uc no no no no no no 
Seminole 
covered Ei yes yes yes yes yes yes 
covered E·+tJ no yes yes yes yes yes 
residence E:- c no yes ;yes yes yes yes 1 
residence E·+u no no yes no no yes 1 C 
Tulsa 
covered Ei no no no no no no 
covered Ei+uc no no no no no no 
residence Ei no no no no no no 
residence Ei+Uc ;no no no no no no 
Wagoner 
covered Ei yes yes yes yes yes yes 
covered E·+u 1 C yes yes yes yes yes yes 
residence E1 yes yes yes yes yes yes 
residence Ei"HJc yes yes yes yes no no 
aEligibility is based on the covered unemployment rates from Table 
VI-9 and the Area Redevelopment Act eligibility rates from Table 
II-1, P• s. 
It may be significant that the use of nonresidence covered unemploy-
ment rates would qualify exactly the same areas that would have qualified 
on the basis of the improved or regular BES estimates. This phenomenon 
also exists in 1962 when seventeen of the nineteen areas have the same 
qualification status. Thus, in 36 of 38 cases, the use of either of the 
two forms of nonresidence covered rates yields area qualifications identi~ 
cal to those based on improved or regular unemployment. This suggests 
that the detailed procedures involved in estimating area total unemploy= 
ment rates may not be necessary. Instead, the use of covered unemploy= 
ment may be an -adequate shortcut for the BES unemployment estimating 
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procedure whenever redevelopment area designation is the only reason for 
constructing unemployment rates. 
This pattern does not hold when the covered rates are put on a 
residence basis. More areas are qualified when residence coyered rates 
are used instead of' residence total rates. However, all the areas which 
would qualify under the residence total rates are included in those 
qualifying under the residence covered rates. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Area unemployment estimates derived by the BES estimating procedure 
are used with employment estimates to make rates of unemployment. These 
unemployment estimates are important because large sums of money are being 
made available to labor market areas having rates equal to or exceeding 
statutory standards. 
'fhe present study attempted to ascertain the accuracy of the estimates 
for nineteen Oklahoma areas by comparing their April, 1960, estimates to 
their 1960 Census estimates. Substantial differences were found to exist. 
Nevertheless, an analysis of the Census and BES estimates indicates that 
there are factors other than inaccurate BES estimates which may explain the 
differences. The Qbserved differences, therefore, merely suggest the BES 
estimates are i~accurate. No definitive conclusions are possible. 
Various possible causes of inaccuracies in the BES estimates are 
suggested in the literature. These were examined with particular emphasis 
on the possibility that they could be causing the differences observed by 
this study. Despite the existence or such suggestions, oply one study 
was found which actually attempted to identify the sources of any in-
accuracies. It examined state and SMSA estimates of unemployment. Its 
tests, plus others developed for use in this analysis, were applied to 
estimates of the areas included in the present studyo Certain character-
istics of the areas where the differences were the greatest were identified. 
These characteristics suggested several possible causes of the differenceso 
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The results for the Oklahoma areas differed substantially from those of 
the earlier study 1s identical tests. Thus, it is difficult to accept the 
findings of the earlier study as generally applicable to all labor market 
areas. 
The present study then attempted to discover if inadequate data in-
puts are the cause of all or part of the observed differences. The 
average percent of difference did decrease with several different types 
of data inputs. However, in every case substantial differences remainede 
This suggests that the data inputs may be one cause of the differences, 
but not the only cause. 
The present study also attempted to quantify several possible causes 
of the differences under the assumption that there are no other causes. 
The estimating equations were set equal to the Census unemployment esti-
mates and the equations solved for the changes in various components re= 
quired to yield the Census level of unemployment. In some cases the re-
quired changes were so large as to be impossible measures of the cause of 
the differences. This suggests that the differences may not be due only 
to one specific factor. There appears to be no way to identify the 
portion of the total difference attributable to ea.ch possible cause of 
the differences. 
" 
. Despite the importance of the area rates and the apparent concern 
"J' 
over their accuracy, no studies were found in a review of the literature 
which suggested either revision or replacement of the BES estimating 
procedures. And no studies were found that considered the effect of any 
revisions or replacements on area qualification for federal aido The 
present study considered both of these aspects. First, it presented 
possible changes in the data and procedures used in the estimating 
process as well as methods which could replace the BES process. Then 
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these methods were used to construct unemployment rates for the areas in= 
eluded in the study. Finally, these rates were evaluated in terms of 
statutory requirements for federal aido 
The procedural changes invobred the use of adjustment factors taken 
from the changes in components required to get, the BES procedures to 
yield the Census level of unemploymento Data changes involved the use of 
annual data comparable to the data inputs whose use affected the BES= 
Census differences. The study also examined the effect of limiting the 
rates of unemployment used i:n qualifying areas to unemployment rates 
based on covered employment and covered unemployment. 
In some cases substantial differences were noted in the nwnber of 
areas which would have attained eligibility for redevelopment area status. 
In other cases, ex.actly the same areas would have qualified., None of the 
areas which could not have been eligible for this designation during 1962 
or 1963 under the procedures currently in use in Oklahoma would have be= 
come eligible under any of the twelve other procedures considered by this 
study. However, two areas would have attained eligibility earlier had 
any one of the four cover~d unempl~yment rates been in use~ 
The study found that the same areas would qualify if the pro= 
cedures currently in use were replaced by those based on employment data 
from the regular BES sources or by rates based on covered employment and 
unemployment., This suggests that it may be advantageous, in terms of 
least-cost preparation of rates for the purpose of designating rede= 
velopment areas, either to use employment data from the regular BES 
sources or to replace the BES rates with covered unemployment rates 0 
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TABLE 1 
IMPROVED AREA UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATING DATA, ANNUAL 1962 
Ej_l ') 3 Ed4 5 6 7 8 -'t -10 U 11 Labor Market Et"" Enws Eau Eg Eaws E E ut asu np e Area 
Adair 567 .3,280 795 22 238 .372 608 1,192 53 880 225 
Atoka 528 2,590 686 45 225 393 405 815 21 .390 118 
Carter 6,172 12,675 7,.368 469 1,656 l,2.32 689 711 550 650 3.36 
Cherokee 910 4,610 1,113 74 396 1,036 677 · 1,193 121 480 143 
Coal 304 1,660 459 9 131 221 206 601+ 30 200 58 .. 2 
Comanche 8,643 20,475 9,710 731 2,269 5,503 275 1,050 937 925 479 
Garfield 8,920 18,850 - 10,805 · 352 2,298 2,086 162 2,163 984 700 367 
Johnston 194 1,980 363 17 173 483 383 507 54 210 30.,6 
Kay 9,635 17,925 10.,888 480 2,195 1,683 280 1,520 879 675 .380 
Latimer 350 2,298 543 34 176 651 335 525 .34 390 9lc2 
Le Flore 1,525 5,982 2.,220 113 697 525 l.11097 l., .25.3 77 850 266 
McClain 61.8 3,270 957 55 4.35 413 241 1.,139 30 410 134 
Muskogee 8j564 19,500 1.0,097 717 2,108 .3, 813 953 1,147 665 2,175 1,172 
Oklahoma 114,729 221,.300 128.,172 5,986 21,844 51,095 1,536 4,064 8,733 8,.200 4,511 
Pittf!iburg 39545 1-0,700 4,211 314 1,411 2,709 444 1,0.31 580 1,000 478 
Rogers 1,426 5,330 2,047 102 438 754 530 1,310 149 570 .2ll 
Seminole 3,442 8,160 4,499 236· 1,214 845 425 865 76 820 4l4 
Tulsa 102,90/+ 163,500 114,951 5,326 17,474 12,662 2,416 3,484 7,187 8,000 4,970 
Wagoner 4:v. 2,9.30 722 39 2.31. 352 452 1,098 36 580 I-' 132 0 +:'-
TABLE 2 
IMPROVED AREA UNllMP.LOIMENT ESTIMATING DATA, APRll.. 1962 
Iii 
Labor Market E·l.2 Et,13 Enws14 Ectl5 E 16 E 17 18 19 En 20 Ut21 22 1 SU g Eaws Easu p Ue 
Area 
Adair 484 2.,900 674 26 274 373 503 997 53 950 .310 
Atoka. .498 -2,610 676 46 234 393 406 834 21 350 120 
Carter 5,964 12,400 7,121 463 1,637 1,23.3 68.3 _ 717 546 625 362 
Cherokee 972 4,780 1,295 74 .396 1~035 667 1,193 120 520 185 
Coal _272. 1,650 .. 438 9 141 222 203 607 30 190 59 .. s. 
Comanche 8,573 20,525 9,840 '731 .2,;a69 5,459 269 1,031 926 850 479 
Garfield 8,775 18,550 10,612 346 2,254 2.,085 159 2,116 978 675 400 
Johnston 177 1,980 363 17 173 484 380 510 53 230 38o4 
Kay 9/;1775 18,025 11,015 480 2,195 ls682 275 1.,500 878 600 380 
Latimer 314 2.,238 517 34 176 649 320 510 32 430 114 
Le Flore 1.1)595 5,942. 2,191 113 697 525 1.,082 1,258 76 740 289 
McClain 599 3,190 879 56 444 413 239 1,131 28 460 177 
Muskogee 8,598 19,400 10,160 _ 704 2,071 3,802 900 1,100 _ 663 2~125 1,259 
Oklahoma 113,568 219,400 127,138 5,943 21,557 50,794 1,451 .3, 849 8,668 7,400 4,548 
Pittsburg 3,414 10,475 4,048 310 1,.390- 2,700 4.33 1.,017 577 950 497 
Rogers·, 1,455 5,410 2,066 103 .447 755 540 ·1,350 149 770 333 
-~ 
Seminole 3,441 8.,190 4,417 -249 1,281. - 846 433 8?!/ 77 700 390 
;.1. 
101;570 161,300 112,701 17,627 12,651. 2,361 3,439 7,148 7,600 5,247 Tulsa 5,373 
--
. ·"'· 688 168 Wagoner 430 -· -.·. 2., 920 40 240 350 .. 449 1,101 49 580 I-' 0 
. ..,, 
"-
TABLE 3 
IMPROVED AREA UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATING DATA, ANNUAL 1960 
E.23 Et24 Enws.25 Ed.26 E 27 E 28 Eaws 29 Eal?:u30 Enp31 U 32 33 Labor Market l. s:u g t Uc 
Area 
Adair 542 3,210 742 22 228 350 562 1,258 48 630 165 
Atoka 497 2,590 702 46 234 368 360 860 20 340 99.7 
Garter 5,919 12,475 7,059 458 1,617 1,157 753 922 509 850 449 
Cherokee 692 4,100 705 75 405 961 608 1,242 104 620 179 
Coal 248 1,640 445 9 141 208 184 626 27 360 92o2 
Comanche 7fj989 19,525 8,642 724 2,251 5,418 327 1,323 840 800 408 
Garfield 8,113 18.,050 9,464 .322 2,103 2,579 185 2,465 932 725 388 
Johnston 210 1,990 .391 17 173 461 357 543 48 280 45o4 
Kay 9,947 18,000 10,959 484 2,216 1,542 295 1.,655 849 675 .391 
Latimer 182 2,069 224 37 193 614 .338 632 .31 , 440 70.2 
Le Flore 1,590 6,006 2,210 108 667 498 1,0.38 1,412 73 1,150 .386 
McClain 716 3,430 1,091 55 435 .392 250 1,180 27 .330 113 
Muskogee 8,573 19,650 10,126 710 2,090 3,634 1,024 1.,426 · 640 1.,950 1,037 
Oklahoma 107,6?1 208,500 119,625 5,856 21,244 47,863 1,563 4,237 8,112 7,900 4,373 
Pittsburg 3,343 10,125 3,908 314 1,411 2,322 474 1,251 445 1,125 548 
Rogers 1,813 5,640 2,360 103 447 711 499 1,381 139 580 253 
S~rninole 3,359 8,260 4,404 262 1,348 800 430 940 76 950 477 1--' 
0 
Tulsa 104,144 163,000 11.5,359 5,256 17,244 12,14.3 2,396 3,804 6,798 8,000 5 ,0.32 °' 
. 
Wagoner 606 3,070 846 .39 231 3.33 431 1.,139 51 510 156 
TABLE 4 
IMPROVED AREA UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATING DATA9 APRll.. 1960 
Labor Market :E.34 35 Enws 36 Ed37 38 39 40 Easu 41 Enp42 u.43 J. Et Esu Eg Eaws C Area 
.Adair 441 2,805 604 25 263 354 462 1,049 48 224 
Atoka. .497 2,628 .702 48 242 372 362 882 20 99,,9 
Carter 5,996 12,654 7,151 453 1,598 1,272 745 930 505 476 
Cherokee 692 4,035 705 75 405 975 595 1,237 43 228 
Coal 220 1,603 395 10 151 210 181 629 27 93.,3 
Comanche 7,965 19,607 8,616 724 2,251 5,568 319 1,298 8.31 402 
Garfield 7.9941 17~795 9,263 316 2,063 2,6.30 182 2,415 926 416 
Johnston 217 2,008 .404 17 173 467 354 546 47 56 .. 1 
Kay 9,964 18,023 1.0,978 484 2,216 1,566 292 1.,639 848 385 
Latimer 168 2,033 207 37 19.3 624 324 617 31 8604 
Le Flore 1,628 6,066 2,263 108 667 506 1,027 1,423 72 413 
McClain 722 3,440 1,100 56 444 397 248 1,168 27 147 
Muskogee 8,490 19,449 10,028 698 2,052 3,705 964 1,364 638 1,097 
Oklahoma 108,017 209,455 120,008 5,814 21,091 49,008 1,482 4,028 8,024 4,342 
Pittsburg 3,484 10,300 4,073 , .310 1,390 2,365 460 1,231 551 561 
Rogers 1, 5Er"/ 5,421 2,066 105 · .455 721 509 1,427 138 393 
Seminole 3,430 8,478 4,497 .277 1,422 _809 436 961 76 443 
164,968 17,396 6,756 I-Tulsa 105,713 117,101 5,302 12,337 2,333 .3,743 5,232 ~ 
Wagoner 591 3,062 825 40 240 336 429 1,141 51 196 
TABLE 5 
EIGHT-AREA JNPROVED UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATfflG DATA, APRIL 1960 
'. 
Labor Market 44 Et45 Enws 46 Ed47 E 48 49 50 Easu51 Enp 52 Ut53 u 54 
Area 
Et SU Eg Eaws e 
Carter 5,996 12,SOO 6,874 463 1,637 1,325 745 c,.30 526 825 499 
Comanche 7,965 19,175 8,796 724 2,251 5,050 315· 1,285 754 725 413 
Garfield 7,941 17,650 9,412 322 2,103 2,450 175 2,325 863 625 .368 
Kay 9,964 18,000 10,972 480 2,195 1,575 291 1,(>34 853 600 389 
Muskogee 8,490 19,350 9,730 704 2,071 3,750 1,014 1,436 645 1,950 l,l.63 
Oklahoma 108,017 208,500 120,557 5,813 21,087 47,900 1,426 3,874 7,S43 6,700 4,103 
Pittsburg 3,484 10,100 4,092 314 l,4ll 2,075 469 1,256 483 1,025 559 
Tulsa 105,71.3 164,200 116,564 5,279 17,.321 12,300 2,304 3,696 6,TJ6 7,100 4,928 
b 
O') 
TABLE 6 
REGULAR AREA UNJ!MPLOYMENT ESTIMATING DATA$) APRIL:1960 
E155 Et56 Enws 57 Ed58 59 E 60 61 62 63 64 Labor Market Esu Eaws Easu Enp Ue 
Area 
g 
Adair 441 3,095 604 25 258 348 406 1.,418 36 224 
Atoka 497 3,190 702 53 270 482 250 1,398 35 99o9 
Carter 5,996 11,590 6,8:/4 4.38 1,549 1,114 416 932 267 499 
Cherokee 692 3,883 705 70 377 818 398 1,433 82 228 
Go.,,tl 220 1,994 .395 l;L 164 273 143 990 18 93o3 
Comanche 7~965 15,945 8,796 580 l,803 2,539 384 1,483 360 413 
Garfield 7$'941 16,967 9,412 311 2,031 1.,961 277 211061 915 368 
Johnston 217 2$'16.3 _404 15 148 353 366 847 .30 56ol 
Kay 9,964 17,833 10,972 466 2,129 1,554 408 1,830 474 389 
Latimer 168 1,864 207 37 193 542 149 623 113 86.,4 
Le Flore 1,628 6,986 2,263 133 824 1,062 693 1,826 185 413 
McClain 722 3,790 1,100 61 480 468 38:/ 1,214 80 147 
Muskogee 8~490 19,561 9,730 688 2,021+ 3,131 952 2,093 943 1.,163 
Oklah@ma 108,,017 18l~,J61 120jl557 5,101 18i506 28,599 1,964 41,067 5,567 4,103 
P'ltt!l>burg .3»484 1091874 4,092 320 1,437 2,431 456 1,,888 250 559 
Rogez•s, 1.,587 5,022 2,066 103 445 663 335 1,278 132 .393 
S@l'llin.@le 3,430 99148 4,497 300 1,538 1,100 462 ls,025 226 443 
T11:Lsa, 105,71.3 156.11981 116,564 5,035 16:.521 8,848 .29153 3,941 3,919 4,928 I-' 0 
'° Wagon.Br . 591 3~478 825 44 264 452 476 L,362 56 196 
. --
TABLE 7 
OORRE:CTED AREA UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATING DATA~ APRn. 1960 
Labor Market E16.5 Et66 Enws 67 Ed68 E 69 Eg70 Eaws71 Ea.su72 Enp73 Ue74 SU 
Area 
Adair 441 2,193 604 64 374 391 216 491 53 224 
·-
At@ka 497 2,201 702. 73 372 434 174 423 23 99e9 
Carter 5j996 12,173 6,874 514 1,973 ljl458 345 430 579 499 
Cherokee 692 3,170 705 114 623 1,024 214 445 45 228 
Coal 220 1,322 .395 31 .208 254 90 .3J..l 33 93o3 
Comanehe 7,965 18,208 8,796 709 2.,167 4,784 204 834 714 413 
Garfield 7,941 17,320 9,412 418 2,311 2,649 112 1,485. 933 368 
Johnston 217 1,844 _404 .38 310 532 199 307 54 56ol 
Kay 9s964 17,603 10,972 443 2,1.27 1,669 225 1,263 904 389 
La,tlm.er 168 1,448 407 20 206 695 98 187 35 86.,4 
Le Flore 1.,628 5,902 2,263 310 861 1,297 414 573 184 41.3 
McClain 722 3,400 ljlOO 69 497 798 154 72.7 55 147 
Muskogee 8:1490 19,08.3 9,730 _837 2,718 3,730 .591 835 642 1,163 
Okl2i.homa 108,017 198,900 120,557 4,376 19,785 43,137 1,070 2,912 7,063 4,103 
Pittsburg 3,484 911689 4,092 390 1,396 2,185 304 813 509 559 
Rogers 1,587 4[1907 2,066 115 900 888 202 566 170 393 
Seminole 3r430 7,952 4,497 _209 1,329 1,239 _ 175 386 117 443 
Tulsa 105/713 161[1406 116,564 4,503 16,494 13,332 1,2.33 1,979 7,301 4,928 
Wagoner 591 2,996 825 134 621 491· 232 619 74 196 I-' t-' 
0 
• 
TABLE 8 
RESIDENCE AREA UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATING DATA 9 APRIL 1960 
Labor Market E175 Ei76 Et77 78 Ed79 E 80 Eg81 Eaws82 Easu83 Enp84 u 85 Enws SU C 
Area 
Adair 441 855 2,760 1,171 64 374 391 216 491 53 224 
Atoka 497 688 2,471 972 73 372 434 174 423 23 99.,9 
Ca:rle:r 5:;996 6,520 12.,774 7,475 514 1,973 1,458 345 430 579 499 
Cheroikee 692 2,067 4,571 2Jll06 114 623 ly024 214 445 45 228 
Coal 220 328 1,516 589 31 208 254 90 311 33 93.,3 
Comanche • 7,965 9,346 19j733 1011.321 709 2,167 411784 204 834 714 413 
Garfield ·7 ,941' 8,665 18,178 l0y270 418 2,311 21)649 112 1.,485 933 368 
,Johnston _217 495 2.,362 922 38 310 532 199 307 54 56ol 
Kay 9,964 10,771 18,492 11,861 443 2,127 19669 225 1.,263 904 389 
La:'Gimar 16$ 506 1,864 _623 20 206 695 98 187 35 8604 
Le Flor@ 1,628 2,778 7,500 3,861 310 861 1,297 414 573 184 _ 413 
Ml':iClain 722 1,095 311969 1,669 69 _497 798 154 727 55 147 
Muskoge® 8,490 9,213 19,912 10,559 _ 837 2_p7l8 3,730 591 835 642 19 163 
Oklah@ma 108.9017 1069159 196,828 118,485 49376 19,785 43,137 1,070 2,912 7ii063 49103 
Pittsburg 3,484 3.i774 10,030 4,433 390 1,396 2,185 304 813 509 559 
Rlilgers 1!)587 2j91.3 6,633 3,792 115 _900 888 202 566 170 393 
S~minolei 39430 3!)955 8,640" 5,185 .209 1,329 1,2.39 175 - 386 ll7 41+3 
Tu;lii!a 105,,713 100,i 797 155,985 ll.1.9143 4,503 16,494 13j332 1,233 1,979 7,301 4,928 
Wago:t,er 591 l.9 546 . 4,329 2,158 134 621 491 232 619 74 196 ~ 
i-' 
TABLE 9 
IMPROVED AREA UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATING DATA;, ANNUAL 1958 
Labor Market E186 Et87 Enws 88 Ect89 Esu 90 E 91 E 92 93 Enp94 Ut95 96 g aws Easu Ue Area 
Adair 42.0 3i;060 590 23 247 337 510 1,310 43 680 157 
Atoka 438 2,620 671 55 275 360 .320 920 19 460 126 
Carter 
Cherokee 600 4,000 634 75 405 927 552 1,318 89 500 1.34 
Coal 170 1,650 _424 9 141 201 170 680 25 380 70.,0 
Comanche 6,97'3 17,900 7,949 761 2!)364 4,075 391 1:684 676 1.1)125 584 
Garfield 7;,909 17,,6.50 9,380 3.29 2,146 2,225 199 2,,551 820 800 435 
J'oh:r..ston 226 lj980 378 18 182 449 330 580 4.3 180 32o0 
Kay 
Latimer 
Le Flore 1,,580 5,921 2!)166 108 667 439 941 1,534 66 1,200 420 
·McGlaicu 650 3;,330 977 54 426 376 25.8 1,212 27 330 110 
Muskogee 9!)155 20,350 10,528 717 2,108 3,450 1,117 1,808 622 2,275 1.1)256 
Oklahoma. 97,,673 193,500 108,279 5,835 21,165 45,000 1,562 4,338 7,321 8,500 4$801 
Pittsburg 3r;417 10,375 4,012 323 1,45.2 2,000 528 1,597 463 1,100 534 
Rogers 19334 5,080 1,790 98 422 692 473 1,477 128 570 222 
· Seminole 3,537 8,730 4r;637 293 1,507 777 429 ljOll 76 990 498 
Tulsa 105,338 159,.300 113,712 5,139 16,861 11,000'' 2,254 3,946 6,388 8,800 5,807 
Wagoner 637 Ji/130 918 38 222 322 411 1,179 40 420 131 
I-' 
!---' 
N 
TABLE 10 
-IMPROVED ARmA TJNFMPLODOOIT ESTIMATING DATA9 ANNUAL 1959 
Labor Market E197 Kt,98 . 99 Ea.100 E 101 E 102 Eawsl03 E 104 Enpl0.5 Utl06 u 107 Enws SU g asu · · e 
Area 
Ad.air 499 3,150 691 22 2.38 343 533 1,277 46 580 147 
Atoka 500 2,650 721 53 267 360 340 890 19 330 97,.2 
Carter 6,125 12,800 7,166 463 1,637 1,325 728 972 509 775 412 
Cherokee 646 4,050 680 7S 405 933 . 580 1,280 97 470 130 
Coal .204 .1.,650 .451 9 U1 203 175 645 26 310 65~5 
Comanche 7,824 18,850, 8,631 791 2»459 4,425 352 1,473 719 775 395 
Garfield 8,012 17,600 9,431 322 2,103 2,225 187 2,488 844 625 326 
Johnston 251 2,030 444 17 173 449 342 558 47 140 25o3 
Kay 
Latimer 200 2,1.3.3 275 .39 201 607 321 659 31 420 71o7 
LeFlore 1,626 6,027 2,243 108 667 440 1,005 1,495 69 1,075 .371 
M~Clain .776 .3,640 1,265 57 .453 .388 254 .1,196 27 .. 330 110 
Muskogee 8,860 20,450 10,815 710 2,090 3,575 1,049 1,576 .635 2,275 1,197 
Oklahoma 103,592 . .202,100 115,676 5,856 21,244 45,900 1,549 4,251 7,624 7,000 3,777 
Pittsburg .3.,418 10,275 4,101 .319 1,4.31 2,000 510 1,440 474 925 439 
Rogers 1,463 .5,220 1,948 100 _430 699 485 1,425 1.33 510 .203 
Seminole 3,577 8,660 4,683 .279 1,431 . 781 431 .. 979 76 850 427 
Tulsa 1059 890 161,200 115,017 5,1.39 16,861 11,400 2,325 3,875 6,583 7,100 4,491 
Wagoner 624 .3,090 883 39 2..31 325 418 1,152 42 440 137 ~ \,,J 
TABLE 11 
EIGHT-AREA IMPROVED UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATING DATA» ANNUAL 1960 
Labor Market E.108 Etl09 Enwsll.O Edlll Esull2 113 Eawsll4 Easull5 Enp 116 Utll7 U 118 1 Eg C A:r®a 
Cai""ter 5,919 12,475 6,845 458 1,617 1,350 753 922 530 850 457 
Comzmche 7,989 19,525 9,013 724 2,251 5,125 327 11323 762 800 399 
Garfield 8,11.3 18,050 9,782 322 2..,103 2,325 185 2,465 868 725 381 
Kay 9,947 189000 10,896 484 2,216 1,600 295 1,!655 854 675 392 
Muskoge~ 8,573 19,650 9,978 710 2.i,090 3,775 1,024 1,426 647 1,950 lll045 
Oklahoma 107,671 208,500 120,372, 5,856 21)')244 47,300 1,563 4,237 7,928 711900 4,359 
Pit,tsburg 3)')343 lOs,125 4.9185 314 1,411 2,100 474 l,!251 390 1,125 529 
Tulsa 1049144 163,000 115,42.3 5,256 17,21+4 12,100 2,396 3,804 6,777 8,000 5,031 _ 
---··-·, 
, ...... 
t= 
TABLE 12 
IMPROVED AREA UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATING DATAJ) ANNUAL 1961 
" . Labor Market E ll9 Et,120 Enwsl21 Edl22 Esul23 E 124 E 125 E 126 En 127 U 128 U 129 i g aws asu p t e 
Area. 
Adair 64.5 3,250 810 21 219 359 579 l,211 51 670 199 
Atoka _5.31 -2,620 .717 45 225 382 385 845 21 390 11.9 
Carter 5,866 12,600 7,148 458 1,617 1,250 742 83.3 552 800 411 
,9 
642 Cheroke~ ,, 893 4,470 1,027 75 405 992 1,218 111 560 l.75 
Coal" 288 .1,620 416 9 141 215 195 615 29 270 so .. s 
Com.aiiche 8,263 ,19,900 9,245 737 2,288 
! 
5,350 299 1,176 805 f!f'/5 449 
Garfield 8,€,48 '18,550 10,607 336 2,189 .2,025 174 2,326 893 750 396 
Johnston .20.3 : 1,990 .JSO 17 173 470 372 528 50 410 64 .. 0 
Kay 9,888 . ;18,.200 11,141 475 2,175 1,675 288 1,587 859 725 416 
Latimer .281 . 2,228 _400 .36 184 6.35 347 593 3.3 520 108 
' Le Flore l,5f?r/ 5,747 2,023 108 667 499 1,057 1,318 75 1,200 420 
McClain 6J8 3,310 978 54 426 404 248 1,172 28 440 147 
Muskogee 8,749 19,900 10,276 . 71.7 2,108 3,925 . 959 1,241 674 1,850 988 
Oklahoma 109,081 212,600 122,.369 5,f!f'/8 21,322 49,100 1,550 4,150 8,231 9,600 5,453 
Pittsburg 3,428 :10,150 3,928 314 1,411 2,425 454 l,l.21 497 1,300 616 
Rogers 1,363 5,170 1,$98 103 .1+47 728· 512 1,338 144 890 341 
Seminole 3,353 8,090 4,346 _248 1,272 818 428 902 76 970 494 
Tulsa 100~057 160,000 Ul,729 5,349 17,551 12,500 2,348 3,552 6,97110,000 6,416 
Wagoner 455 2,900 683 .39 231 340 442 1,118 47 730 185 I-' 
t-' 
Vl 
TABLE 13 
EIGHT=AREA IMPROVED UNEMPLOIMIDIT ESTIMATING DATA, ANNTJAL 1962 
Labor Market Eil30 Etl31 Enwsl32 Edl33 Esul34 135 136 Easul37 Enpl38 Utl39 U 140 Eg Eaws C Area 
Garter 6,172 12,675 7,302 469 1,656 1,275 689 711 573 650 338 
Comanche 8,643 20,475 9,750 731 2.,269 5,550 275 1,050 850 925 477 
Garfield 8,920 18,850 10,833 352 2,298 2,125 162 2,163 917 700 366 
Kay 9,635 17,925 10,866 480 2jl95 1,700 280 . 1,520 884 675 381 
Muskog~e 8,564 19,500 9,977 717 2,108 3,925 953 1,147 673 2,175 1,180 
Oklahoma 114,729 221,300 128,364 5,986 21,844 51,100 1,536 4,064 8,536 8,200 4,508 
Pittsburg 3,545 10,700 4,241 314 1,411 2,750 444 1,031 509 1,000 476 
LTulsa 102,904 163,500 114,935 5,326 17,474 12,700 2,416 3,484 7,165 8,000 4,970 
w, 
~ 
°' 
TABLE 14 
RESIDENCE AREA UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATING DATA9 ANNUAL, 1958 
Labor Market Eil41 Etl.42 Emrsl43 El44 d 
Area 
Esul45 Eg 146 Eaws147 Easul48 Enpl49 u0150 
Adair 814 2,790 l,·l43 54 321 312 2.39 613 48 157 
Atoka 606 2,42.7 929 86 375 420 154 ' 441 22 126 
Carter 
Cherokee 1,792 4,310 l,894 127 548 974 199 474 94 134 
Coal · 253 . 1,537 . 6.32 34 177 243 84 337 30 70,.0 
Coma.nehe 8,182 18,246 9,327 834 2,238 3,860 254 1,093 640 584 
Gar.field 8,630 17,999 10,235 427 2.,28:7 2,406 127 1,630 887 435 
Johnston 516 2,260 863 43 282 "'512 185 326 49 32o0 
Kay 
La.timer 
LaFlore 2,696 7.,ll.2 3,695 335 788 1,127 379 618 170 420 
McClain 986 3,735 1,482 70 459 756 160 754 54 110 
Muskogee 9,935 20,610 11,425 951 2,487 3,432 650 1,052 613 1,.256 
Oklahoma. 95,993 182.9902 106,417 5,253 1.9,681 40,527 1.,173 3,258 · 6,593 4,801 
Pittsburg 3,702 10,165 4,346 439 1,410 2,.106 342 1,035 487 534 
Rogers 2l}448 5,890 3,285 128 693 852 188 586 158 222 
Seminole 4,078 8,903 5,346 : 262 ·l,410 1,190 172 407 116 498 
Tulsa 100,440 151,496 108,424 59096 15,812 _ ll,923 1,206 2,111 6,924 5,807 
Wagoner 1,666 4,386 2,401 126 468 471 223 639 58 131 I-' ~ 
, 
TABLE 15 
RESIDENCE AREA UNFMPLOYMENT ESTIMATING DATA$ ANNUAL 1959 
Labor Market Eil.51 Et152 E 153 Edl54 Esul55 Egl56 E 157 158 Enp 159 U 160 nws aws Easu C A~~ 
Adair 967 .3,002 1,340 56 329 379 249 598 51 147 
Atoka _692 2,508 _998 87 391 420 163 427 22 97.,2 
Cai<te:r 6~660 13,099 7,814 634 1,846 1,458 337 450 560 412 
Cherokee 1,930 4/1504 2.9031 133 588 980 209 461 102 130 
Coal 304 1,580 _672 37 187 ~ 246 87 319 32 65e5 
Comanche 9,181 19,353 109128 S?6 2,292 4,192 229 _955 681 395 
Garfield 89743 18,027 10,291 429 2,279 .2,406 119 1,590 913 326 
Johnston 573 2,422 1,013 44 294 512 192 314 53 25- .. 3 
Kay 
Latimer 602 2,069 828 26 208 676 97 200 34 71.,7 
LeFlore 2,774 7,327 3,827 363 821 1,130 405 603 178 371 
McClain 1,177 4,230 1,91.9 76 498 780 158 744 55 110 
Muskogee 9,615 20,991 11,736 970 2,569 3,556 611 91'7 632 1,197 
• Oklaheima 101,810 1.90, 787 113,686 '5,200 19,341 41,338 1,163 3,193 6,866 3,777 
Pittsburg 3,703 10,138 4,443 448 1,378 2,106 331 933 499 439 
Rogers 2,685 6,275 3,575 134 783 861 193 565 164 203 
Seminole 4lll24 8,838 ?,399 246 1,314 1,196 173 394 116 427 
Tuls,a. 100,966 153.11089 109,669 5,091 15,521 12,356 l.9244 2,11073- 7,135 4,491 .. 
Wagoner 1,632 4,395 2,310 141 557 475 227 624 61 137 l-' 
i-' 
00 
TABLE 16 
. -
RESIDENCE AREA UNEMPLOYMENT-ESTIMATING DATA, ANNUAL 1960 
Labor Market Eil61 Etl.62 Enws163 Ed164 165 E 166 E 167 E 168 E 169 U 170 Esu g aws asu np C 
Area. 
Adair l.1'051 · 3,115 1,4.39 59 .325 3f!rl 263 589 53 165 
Atoka 688 2,444 .972 79 355 429 173 413 23 99.7 
Garter 6,436 12,779 7,443 645 l,~6 1,486 · 349 427 583 457 
Cherokeis 2,067 4,637 2,106 139 608 1.,009 .219 447 109 179 
Coal .370 1,582 ,664 41 .191 252 91 310 33 92o2 
Comanche 9/374 20,11; 10,576 810 2,081 4,855 212 859 722 399 
Garfield 8,853 18jl560 10,674 441 2,299 2s514 118 1,575 9.39 .381 
Johnston . li.79 2,3,32 .892 47 307 525- 201 305 55 45o4 
Kay 10,753 18,493 ll,779 538 2,068 1,696 228 1.,279 905 392 
Latimer 548 1,911 _674 23 201 684 102 192 35 70o2 
Le Flore 2,71.3 7,451 3,770 391 8.38 1,279 418 .569 186 .386 
McClain 1,086 3,944 1,655 75 .4~ .788 156 733 55 _113 
. 
Muskogee 9,.30.3 20.,272 10.,828 .998 2,621 3,755 596 830 644 1,045 
Oklahoma 105,81.9 196.,659 118,302 5,129 19,l.34 42,598 1,174 3,182 7,140 4,359 
Pittsburg 3,621 10.,083 4,534 455 1,354 2,211 307 811 411 529 
Rogers 3,328 7,120 4,:332 . -142 _853 _876 198 548 171 253 
!eminole 3,873 8,423 5,078 .227 1,225 1.,225 173 378 117 477 
Tulsa 99,301 154,761 110,056 5,202 15,725 13,115 · 1,282 2,035 7,346 5,031 
Wagoner 1,585 4,371 2,213 152 593 487 234 617 75 -156 I-' 
1--' 
'° 
TABLE 17 
RESIIJENCE AREA UNl!MPLOnnmT ESTIMATING DATA.9 ANNUAL 1961 
Labor Market Eil71 Etl72 Enws17.3 Eci174 Esul75 Egl76 Eawsl77 1 78 E,:i 179 U 180 Easu .... p C 
Area 
Adair 1,250 3,242 1,570 60 321 397 271 567 56 199 
Atoka _ 735 2,486 99.3 80 353 446 185 405 24 119 
Carter 6,379 13,017 7,773 664 1,868 1,376 343 386 607 411 
Cheroke1:, 2 9 66a 5,,671 .'.3s,068 146 6:28 1,042 231 439 117 175 
Coal 429 1,556 620 44 196 260 96 305 35 80c8 
Comanche 9r;696 20,567 10,848 .. 833 2,,098 5,068 194 _763 763 449 
Garfield 9,437 19,211 ll,574 472 2,413 2,l.89 .lll 1,487 965 396 
Johnston 463 29336 _867 50 _321 535 209 297 57 64o0 
Kay -- . 10,6$9 1.8,726 12,043 534 2,015 1,775 223 1.,226 910 416 
Latimer _846 2,446 l,204 21 192 _ 707 105 180 37 108 
,-
Le Flore 2,708 7,156 3,451 418 · 855 1,282 426 531 19.3 420 
McClain 968 3,7ert 1,484 75 477 - 812 154 729 56 147 
Muskogee 9,494 20,739 11,152 1,036 2,697 3,904 558 722 670 988 
Oklahoma 107,205 200,251 120,264 ;,077 18,997 44,21.9 1,164 3,117 7,413 5,453 
Pittsburg 3,497 109170 4,255 469 1,348 2,554 294 727 523 616 
Rogers 2,502 6,331 3,484 146 893 897 203 531 177 341 
Seminole 3,866 8,273 5,011 212 1,145 l,253 172 36.3 ll7 494 
Tulsa 95,404 151,937 106,534 5,288 15$853 13,549 1,256 1,901 7,556 6,416 
Wagoner 1,190 3,990 1,787 16) 628 497 240 606 69 185 I-' (\) 
0 
TABLE 18 
RESIDENCE AREA UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATING DATA!> ANNUAL 1962 
-
Labor Market Eil81 Et 182 Enws 183 184 Esul.85 1.86 Eaws18'7 E 188 E 189 Uo190 Ea Eg asu np 
Area,. 
Adair 1,099 3,279 1,541 67 359 411 285 557 59 225 
Atoka 731 2,467 950 83 364 459 194 392 25 118 
Carter 6,711 1311256 7,940 698 1,936 1,403 319 329 631 338 
Cherokee 2,718 5it996 3,325 150 633 1,088 244 429 127 U.J 
Coal._ _ 
- . 453 1,622 _684 47 187 267 102 299 36, 58o2 
Comanche 10,142 21,263 11,441 835 2,064 5,258 179 681 805 477 
Ga:t"fie.ld 9,734 l9,657 ll.s,821 507 2,554 2,298 103 1,.383 991 366 
Johnston 
.443 2,326 828 53 334 550 215 285 6i 3006 
Kay 10.,415 18,439 11,746 545 2,01.9 1,801 217 1,174 937 381 
Latimer 1,053 2,861 1,634 18 185 725 102 159 38 9lo2 
Le Flore 2,602 7,658 3,788 467 9ll 1,348 442 505 197. 266 
Me Clain 9.38 3,772 1,452 .79 492 830 150 708 61 134 
Muskogee 9,294 20,4.36 10,827 1,065 2,749 3,904 555 667 669 1,180 
Oklahoma 112,756 167,016 126,156 _ 5,0?7 19,249 46,021 1,154 .3,052 7,687 4,508 
Pittsburg 3,840 10,806 4,594 482 1,.342 2,896 288 668 536 476 
Rogers 2,617 6,662 .3,757 148 914 929 210 520 184 211 
Seminole 3,969 8,398 5,187 .199 1,082 1,294 .171 348 117 414 
Tulsa 98,119 155.,173 109,591 5,260 15,633 13,766 1,293 1,864 7,766 4,970 Ii-' 
JN 
Wagoner 1,109 4,,133 1,889 174 664 514 245 595 52 1.32 t-' 
TABLE 19 
REGULAR AREA mmMR.OIMENT ESTIMATING DA.TAt; ANNUAL 1958 
Labor Market Eil91 E·tl92 Enwsl93 Ecil94 Esul95 Egl96 Eaws197 Ea.sul98 190 ~~ 200 Eno . , Ve 
... Area 
Adair .420 3,257 590 23 248 348 65.3 1»359 36 157 
Atoka 4.38 .3,302 671 62 3ll 482 402 ls339 35 126 
Carter 
Cher@kee 600 3,995 634 10 377 818 641 lg3'73 82 134 
Coal 170 2,058 424 10 155 273 2.30 948 18 70o0 
Co:manche 6,973 15,556 7,949 650 2.,019 2,539 618 1,421 360 584 
Garfield 7,902 17,119 9,380 325 2,117 1,961 446 19975 915 435 
Johnson 226 2,337 378 16 159 353 589 812 30 32.,0 
Kay 
Latimer 
Le Flore 1,580 7,269 2,166 138 852 l,o62 1,116 1,750 185 420 
McClain 650 3,841 977 60 4?1. 468 622 1,163 80 llO 
Muskogee 9,155 20,964 10,528 717 2,108 3,131 1,531 29006 943 1,256 
Oklahoma 97,673 173,448 108,27'/ 5,175 18,772 28,599 3,160 3,896 5~567 4,801 
Pittsburg 3,417 11.,070 4,012 334 1,501 2,431 733 1.,809 250 534 
Rogers li,331+ 4,864 1,790 97 418 663 540 1,224 132 222 
Seminole 3,537 9,643 4,637 31.8 1,637 1,100 743 982 226 498 
'f'Ulsa 105,3.38 154,943 113,712 4,958 16,267 8,848 3,464 3,775 3,919 5,807 
Wagoner 637 39785 918 42 2.47 452 765 1.,305 56 131 I-' l\) 
N 
TABLE 20 
REGULAR AREA UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATING DATA., ANNUAL 1959 
Labor Market E120l Et202 Enws203 Ed204 Esu205 Eg206 E 207 Easu 208 E 209 U 210 aws np e 
Area 
Adair 499 3,300 691 22 237 348 6.36 l,.330 36 11+7 
Atoka 500 3,301 _721 60 .JOO 482 392 1,311 35 97o2 
Carter 6,125 12,069 7,166 440 l..,5.55 1,114 653 . f!"/4 267 412"· 
Cherokee 646 3,992 680 69 374 818 625 1,344 82 130 
Coal 204 2,058 _451. 10 154 273 224 928 18 65o5 
Comanche 7,8'24 16,243 8,6Jl 662 2,058 2,539 602 1,391 360 395 
Garfield 8, Ol'2: 17,062 9,431 317 2,071 1,961 434 1,933 915 326 
J'QhnstQn 251 2,362 444 1; 152 353 574 794 30 25o3 
Kay 
Lat:im.6r 200 1,992 2:75 40 20.5 542 233 584 113 71,,7 
LeF'lore 1,i626 7,273 2.,24.3 137 846 1,062 l,Of!:7 1,713 185 371 
McClain 776 . 4,108 1,265 62 489 468 606 1,138 80 110 
Muskogee 8.11860 21,119 10,81.5 _704 2,011. 3,131 1,492 1·,963 .943 1,197 
Oklahoma 103,592 180,734 115,676 5,186 18,813 28,599 3,079 3,814 5,567 3,777 
Pittsburg 39418 ll,071 4_,101 329 1.,476 2,431 714 1,770 250 439 
Rogers lr;463 4»990 1,948 99 _424 663 526 1,198 132 203 
Seminole 3,577 9,549 4,683 :303 1,552 1,100 _724 961 226 427 
Tulsa 105,890 155,991 115,017 4,937 16,200 8,848 3,375 3,695 3,919 4,491 t-' 
N 
Wagoner 624 3,715 883 43 257 452 746 1,278 56 137 \N 
TABLE 21 
REGULAR AREA UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATING DATA9 ,ANNUAL 1960 
Labor Market Ei211 Et.212 Enws213 Ect214 E 215 SU Eg216 E 217 aws E 218 asu Enp.219 u0 220 
Area 
Adair 542 3,227 742 22 225 348 600 1,254 36 165 
Atoka 497 3,1.36 702 51 262 482 369 1,235 35 99o7 
Carter 5,919 11.1'623 6,845 432 1,525 1,114 616 8.24 267 457 
Cheroikee 692 3s895 705 68 367 818 589 l.s,266 82 179 
Coal 248 1,985 445 10 153 273 .211 875 18 92.,2 
Comanche 7>)989 16,170 9:.013 579 l.,800 2.,539 568 1,311 360 399 
Gar:ti®ld 8i,ll3 179256 99 782. .314 2»052 1,961 410 19822 915 381 
S ohna.t,on 210 2,1)229 .391 15 149 353 542 749 30 45.,4 
Kci"y r,~947 17-j759 10,,896 4-69 2;.145 1,554 603 1,618 474 .392 
La,t.ime.r .182 1~ 88;t .224 37 195 542 220 551 113 70o2 
Le Flore 19590 ?/j059 2,210 134 829 1,062 1.,025 l.11614 185 386 
McCl"tin 716 3.,816 1,091 60 _47·2 1+68 572 1.,073 80 113 
Muskogee 81,573 20,041 9$978 ,693 29039 3,131. 1,.407 19 850 . 943 l/j045 
Okl.ah~ma -· 107,i671 184,.886 120,,372. 5/jJ.54 18;,696 28,599 2.,904 3$! 59lt 5j567 4./359 
Pittl!iburg 3;i343 10))983 4,185 323 l.9 451 2,431 674 1,669 250 529 
Roger.~ _ ljl813 5,320 2f.360 101 _439 _663 496 l,ill29 1.32 253 
Seminole 3,;359 9))065 4,;404 .. 284 1./j46.3 1,100 .682 906 .226 477 
'l'Ul!;Ja, 104,,144 1569332 115,423 5,017 1.6,459 8,848 .3,183 3,483. 3,.919 5,031 
Wagoner 606 3/j558 846 43 254 452 703 l,204 56 156 
~ 
f-J 
l\.1 
+'" 
TABLE 22 
REGULAR AREA UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATING DATA9 ANNUAL 1961 
. -
Labor Market E1221 Et.222 Enws22J Ed224 Esu.225 Eg226 Eaws227 Ea.su.228 Enp229 Uc230 
Area 
Adair 645 3,314 810 21 214 348 651 1,234 36 199 
Atoka. 531 3,149 . 717 50 248 482 401 1,216 35 119 
Cart.er 5,866 ll,986 7,148 436 1,541 1,114 669 811 267 411 
Ch@Nke\$ 893 4,248 1,027 68 366 818 ·. 640 1,247 82 175 
Coal . 28cl 1,958 416 10 151 273 229 861 18 8008 
Cown.1eh~ · 8,263 16,437 9,245 581 1,804 2,539 617 1,291 360 449 
Garfield 8,641 18,239 10,607 335 .2,182 1,961 445 1,794 915 .396 
Johnston _ 20,; 29249 _380 14 147 353 . 588 737 30 64o0 
~ 9,888 17,969 11,141 457 2,095 1,554 655 1,593 474 416 
Latimer 281 :Z,1054 .400 . 36 182 542 239 542 113 108 
L®Fl@re lJ),87 6,949 2,023 136 840 1,062 1,114 1,589 185 420 
Me Ola.in 6J8 3,722 978 58 461 468 621 1,056 80 147 
Mu:skogell!I 8,749 20,426 ·. 10,276 692 2,034 3,131 1,528 1,822 943 988 
Oklahoma 109,0Sl 186,921 r;>,29 369 5,120 18,573 28,599 3,153 3,540 5,567 5,453 
Pit ti:il::rn.rg 3,228 10,648 3,928 303 1,361 2,431 732 1.,643 250 616 
Rogers 193.6.3 4,879 1,898 100 .435 .663 539 1,112 132 341 
S1'iiminol~ 3,353 '8,950 4,346 .268 i",377 1.,100 741 892 226 494 
Tulsa 100,057 153,113 111,729 5,076 16.,654 8,848 3,457 .3,430 3,919 6,416 
Wagoner 455 ,· 3,441 683 43 257 452 764 1,186 56 185 }-I 
N 
V'I 
TABLE 23 
REGULAR AREA UNFMPLOYMENT ESTIMATING DATA9 ANNUAL 1962 
Labor Market E 2.31 i Et232 Enws233 Ed234 E5 u.235 Eg236 23? Eaws · Easu238 Enp239 Ue240 
Adair 567 3,229 795 21 2.30 348 612 1,187 36 225 
Atoka. _528 -3,044 686 49 246 482 377 1,169 35 118 
Carter 6,172 12,107 7,302 445 li,571 1,114 628 780 267 .338 
Che:roloooe 9-10 4,230 1,113 66 351 818 601 1,199 82 143 
Coal 304 1,941 .459 10 138 273 215 828 18 58c2 
Comanche 8,643 16,820 9,750 573 1,777 2,539 580 1,241 360 477 
Ga:rf'ield 8,920 18,471 10.1)833 348 29271 1,961 ,418 1,725 915 .366 
Johnston _194 2,165 _363 14 143 353 553 709 30 30.,6 
Kay 9,635 17.,605 10,866 460 2,:104 1,554 616 1,531 474 381 
Latime:t~ 350 2,148 543 33 "'INr":. .J..(.G 542 224 521 113 9lo2 
L@Flore 1,525 7,036 2»220 139 856 1,062 1,046 1,528 185 226 
McClain 618 3,630 957 59 468 468 583 1,015 80 134 
Muekog®e 8,564 19J1961 9,977 691 2,032 3,131 1,436 1,751 943 ls,180 
Oklahoma 114,,729 192,955 1285364 5,175 18,885 28,599 29963 3,402 5,567 4,508 
Pittsburg Js545 10,780 ·4,241 290 1.,302 2,431 6S7 1,579 250 476 
Rogers - 1,426 4j937 2,047 98 422 663 506 1.,069 132 211 
S~minole 3s442 8,937 4,499 _254 1.,305 1.,100 _696 857 226 414 
Tulsa. _ 102,904 155,847 114,935 5,046 16.,554 8.,848 3,248 3J1297 J.,919 4,970 I-' 
Wagoner 424 3,387 722 43 256 452 718 1,140 56 132 
!\) 
°' 
APPENDIX FOOTNOTES 
Special Note: Unless stated otherwise: figures in the Appendix tables 
will be for both sexes; !'igures will be tor the time period 
covered by the appendix ta.bleo 
Also note: the government and total employment figures 
published in the Handbook ,2! Labor .Force Data tor Latimer 
and LeFlore Counties are amended to allow for known errors 
in government employment. The data changes are taken di-
rectly from unpublished UCFE data made available b7 the 
OESC; the UCFE data are as ot June ot ea.ch year • 
. lAnnual average ot area insured employment monthly totals presented 
in Oklahoma Labor Market, Table VII (October, 1962), pp. 31-35; Table VII 
(December, 1962), PP• .31-35; Table IX (March, 1963), PPo 33-37; and Table 
IX (June, 196.3), pp. 3.3-37: all entitled "Employment and Wages b7 County 
in Oklahoma ot Employers Covered by the Oklahoma Employment Security Act 
with Industrial Breakdown tor Selected Counties o" 
2The figures tor ''Employed" in HanJ1'book !t Labor Force ~, pp. S=S,o 
3The figures tor "Wage and salaried. workers" in. Handbook gl,, Labor 
Force Data, PP• S-89, minus the figures in columns Eg and Enp ot Appendix 
Table l. 
4The tigurea tor "Demeetic, eelt-emplored, unpaid !'amiJ.T worker•" :l.n 
Handbook 2! Labor Fore!', ~, pp. a,.,.99, times the rate ebtained 'b7 di• 
viding th1:1 ligures for "Private households" in. Table 43, Vol. II, Part .36, 
pp. 91-100, by the net sum o:t the Table 43 figures tor "Selt..,.mployed 
workers, 0 '1Unpaid tami~ workers," and "Private households II minus the 
Table 43 figures tor "Farmer, and. tarm managers" and "Fa.rm laborers, un• 
paid tamiq." 
5Tbe figures tor "Domest,ie, seU'=employed, unpaid family workers" in 
Handbook!!. Labor Force Data, pp .. 8=89, minus Column Ed of Appendix Table 
l. 
6 The sum of estimated federal government and state and local govern-
ment employment. The estimate for federal government is obtained 'by 
multiplying the OESC June, 1962, federal emplo7ff!Snt. figures trom un= 
published UCFE tabulations by a rate obtained when the fi:guires £or "Federal" 
for annual average 1962 are divided by the tigures for "Federal" fer June, 
1962, both from Table A=4, "Oklahoma. Labor Force and Employment Trends," 
Handbog_k £! Oklahoma. Emploment ~sties & m.2,=1962 ( Oklahoma City, 
19t3), Po l.4. State and local govemment employment u the figure tor 
"Govermnent" reported in Handbook !!, Labor Force Data., ppo 8=89, fer June, 
1962, minus figures on federal government obtained from unpublished. UCFE . 
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us 
ta.bula.tions tor June, 1962. The initial result is then multiplied by a 
rate computed when the figures tor "State and local" under the column headed 
"Annual a.Terage n are di vid.ed by the . figures f'or "State and local" under the 
column headed "June," both columns in Table A-4 •.. 
?Figures for "Agricultural" from Handbook .2!. Labor Force~' PP• 
8,..89, times a ra.te which is the sum ot two other rates. The first rate 
is constructed when the figures tor "Private wage and salaey workers" a.re 
divided by the sum ot figures tor "Self'=employed workers," "Unpaid family 
workers," and "Private wage and salary workers," all three und.er "Em.-
ployed in agriculture" from Table 84., PC(l)=38C, pp. 217-222.. The second 
rate is constru,cted when 26.5/120 is multiplied by the initial rate minus 
a. comparable rate tor 1950 derived. from the figures !or "Agriculture" and 
those figures minus figures for "Farmers and fa.rm managers" and "Fa.rm 
laborers, unpaid f'amil,1," all from Table 43, Vol. I~, Part.36, pp. 91 ... 100. 
8.rhe figures tor ".Agricu.ltural" reported. in the Handbook .2! Labor 
Force Data, pp. 8=89, tor the annual average 1962 minus the figures in 
Column Eaws ot Appendix Table l. 
9The swn ot estimates ot private educational services employment, 
private hospital employment, and welfare 9 religious and nonprofit member-
ship organization employment times the rate constructed when Column Eg of 
Appendix Table 4 is divided by the !igu.ns tor "Government workers" from 
Table 84, PC(l)-JSC, pp. 217-222. P:rivate educational services is the 
sum of' the tip.res tor "Educational services: private" reported in Table 
85, PC(l)=38C, pp. 223-228, plus 26.5/120 times the ditfe~ence between 
those tigures and the figures for "Educational service~, priTate" recorded 
in Table 43, Vol. II~ Part 36, pp •. 91=1000 Welfare, religious and non-
profit membership organization employment is the sum of the figures tor 
that item reported in Table .85 plus those figures multiplied by 26.5/120 
"of the percent derived when the Table 43 figu.res a.re subtracted from the 
Table 85 tigures and the difference is divided 'b7 the Table 85 figureso 
PriTate hospital employment is the sum ot two :figures. The first estimates 
are derived when :figures for "Hospitals." in Table 85 are multiplied by the 
percent ot total privately controlled .hospital beds in the areao The 
hospital beds rate is computed trom Hos~tals, XIXVI:ii (August 1, 1962), 
pp. 184-188. The second estimate is derived by multiplying the first 
estimate by the rate derived when 26.5/120 is multiplied by the percent 
change in medical emplo:vment, 1950.,..1960. The percent change is o'bta.in.ed 
by subtracting the figures tor "Medical and other health services" of 
Table 43 from the Table S4 figures for ''Medical and other health ·workez•s" 
and dividing the difference by the Table 84 figure" 
10 
The f:1gu.res tor "Unemployed." from Handbook !a! Lab@,£, Foree ~' 
pp. 8-89. 
lloerived by setting the data described in footnotes l through 9 
into the annual BES unemployment equation equal to the figures in Column 
Ut ot .Appendix Table 1. 
12The figures for area in.sured employment from Table VII, Okla.h~ 
Labor Market, December, 1962, PP• 31=35B 
14The figures for "Wage and salaried. workers II in Handbq.91£ £!, b!,_bor 
Force Data, pp. 8-89, minus the figures described in footnotes 17 and 20e 
~---
15The figures for noomestic, self=employed, unpaid family workers" 
in Handbook of Labor Fore~ Data, pp. 8=89, multiplied by a rate constructed 
when the figuresfor "Privatebousehold51n in Table 43, Vol. IIll Part 36, 
pp. 91-100, a.re divided by the sum of the figures for "Private households," 
nself=employed workers:,,'' and 11U:npaid family workers" minus ''Farmers and 
farm managersi, •· and ''Farm laborers, unpaid family,'' also of Table 430 
l6Figures.for "Domestic, self=employed, unpaid family workers 11 in 
Handbook 2f ~ Force ~' pp" ~89, minus Column Ect o!' Appendix 
Table 2. 
17The sum of estimates of federal government and state and local 
government employment. The estimate fo:r f'ederal government is obtained 
by multiplying the OESG June, 1962, area federal employment figures from 
unpublished UCFE tabulations by a rate obtained when the figures for 
''Federal'' for April, 1962, are divided by the figures for HFederal" for 
Jane, 1962, both .from Table A=4, H,~~stlf 2.t QkJ,_~ho~! ~1ER1~em, .§l! ... 
tistics: 12.l2-196a, p. 14. State and local government employment is the 
figure for "Government" reported in !lan,Q!?,9'!,! .£! Labor Force P,.atcL., pp. 8-
89, for June, 1962, minus the figures on June, 1962, federal government 
obtained from unpublished UCFE tabulations~ The initial result is then 
multiplied by a rate constructed when the 1962 figures f~r ''Apriln are 
divided by the 1962 figures for "State: and local" under the column headed 
''June, 11 Table A-4. 
18T11e figures for "Agricultural'' f'r~m ~~<?.~ ~ ~l]~ Force P.,at~, 
pp. 8,.,89, times a rate which is the swn of two other ra:i;,es., The .first 
rate is obtained. when the :figur~s for nPrivate wage and salary workersn 
are divided by the sum of figures for n3e1f=employed workers," '1Unpaid 
family workers/) n and ttPri vate wage and .. salary workeirs 9 " all three under 
''Employed in agriculture," from Table 84, PC(l)=38C, pp. 217=2220 The 
second rate is equal to 20 percent of the difference between the first 
rate and a comparable rate tor 1950 derived from the !igures for "Agri= 
culture" and those :figures minus the figures for ''Farmer$ and farm 
managersn and "Farm laborers, un:t:1aid family, n all of Table 431, Volo II~ 
Part 36, PPo 91=1000 
19The 1962 ".An_nu.al average" .figures for ''Agri.cu.lt·ura.l" r·eported in 
Handbook g!· 1a:b r Fore:_!, P..§;;t.~ pp., S.,,89 9 ndnuai the .f:i.gur~s in Colurn.n Eaws 
of Appendix ble 2o · 
20rrhe sum of estimates of private educational services employment, 
private hospital employment, and welfare, religious, and nonprofit 
membership organization employment times the rate constructed when 
Column Eg of Appendix Table 4 is divided bythe figures for nGovernment 
workers 11 from Table 84, PC(l)=JSC, PP~ 217=2220 Private educational 
services is the sum of the figures reported for "Educational services~ 
private" in Table S5, PG(l)=J8C, ppe 223=228, plus 20 percent of the 
result when the figures for 11Educa.tfonal serYices, private" from Table 
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43, Vol. II9 Part 39j PPo 91=100i are subtracted from the Table 85 figureso 
Welfare, religious, and nonprofit membership organization employment is 
the smn of the figures for that it~m reported in Table 85 plus those 
figures multiplied by 20 percent of the rate obtained when Table 43 
figures for "Other professi©>nal and r®lated se:.rvic:esn are subtracted from 
the Table 85 figures and the difference is divided. by the Table 85 figures., 
Private hospital employment is the sum of two numerical estimates., The 
first estimate is derived when the figures for ''H~spitals" in Table 85 
are multiplied by the percent of privately controlled hospital beds in the 
area. The hospital bed rate is computed from fiosgit~, pp~ 184ml88. 
The second estimate is obtained by multiplying the first estimate by 20 
percent of the peI'cent change in area medical employment, 1950-1960e The 
percent change is obtained by subtracting the .figures for "Medical and 
other health se:M"ices'' or Table 43 from the Table 84 .figures for '1Medical 
and other health workers 11 and dividing the difference by the Table 84 
figures. 
21 The figures for ''Unemploy!SlcP' from the Handbook 2.! Labor Force Data, 
PP• S.,89. 
22nerived by setting the data described in footnotes 12=20 into the 
April BES unemployment estimating equatiQn equal to the figures described 
in footnote 21. 
23The figures tor annual 1960 from Table I, "A:verage Yearly Covered 
Employ~nt by County,'' .Q.ounty EmElozmen! :~ata.11 Oklahoma g l960=J-261 ( Okla= 
homa City, 1962), PPG J.a-5., · . 
24The .t'igures tor ''Emplo,ed 11 in ~9,b2~! ,gt ka~bOJ_.t ~ ~1 pp" 
s-s9. 
25 The figures for nwage and sa.la.ried workers" in J.umQQ..Qk. g£, Labor 
Force Data., pp. 8,c,89, minus the data descr:l.bed tn footnot.~ a,nd.~ 
---
26The figures for nnonestic, selt=employed, mpaid family workers" 
in Hand.book 2£. La.bQJ;.. £2r'C!, l.~,i) ppo 8=89, multiplied by a rate con ... 
structed when the figures for 11Pri·rate householdst1 in Table 43, Vol" II, 
Pa.rt .36, pp. 91;;,,lOO, a.re d.ivi.ded by the sum ct the Table 43 figures tor 
"Private households," nsel.f ""6mployed w~rkers II n and ''1~-paid f'amiq workers r; n 
minus nFa.rmers and farm managers'' and "Farm laborers j) unpaid family," 
also of Table 43. 
27The figures for "Domestic, sel£....ampl~yed., unpaid family workers" 
in Handbook or Lab~r Force Data, pp~ &.,S9, mi.nus the data d~scribed in 
footnote '26.""""' -=-- =-- -
28rhe sum of estimates of federal government arrl state and local 
government employment. The estimate for federal government is obtained 
by multiplying June, 1960, area federal employment figures from un= 
published UGFE tabulations by a rate obtained when the figures !or 
nFederal" for Annual 1960 are divided by the figures f'@r "Federal" for 
June, 1960j both from Table A~4, Handbook 9L Oklahoma ~plozment ~= 
tistics ~ 12J2,=1962j po i.;z"' State and l@caiol gcrvermnent is the figure for 
June, 1962, "Govermnent'1 reported in [~~,! .2!, ~bo!f:..,1i:orc~ ~' ppo 
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S...89, minus the figures on June, 1962~ federal employment obtained from 
unpublished UGFE tabula.t ions. Thi fl initial estimate is then multiplied 
by a rate constructed when the 1960 "State and local" figures for annual 
average are divided by those in the 1962 column headed ttJune," both in 
Table A-4, PPo 12, 14. 
29The figures for n.A.gricultu.ralu .from the Handbook 2£. J;,,.~j)or Force 
Data, pp. 8=89, times a. rate which i.s the sum of' two other rates. The 
first rate is obta.i.ned when the figU.:rAs for 11Private wage a.nd salary 
workersn are divided by the sum of figm"es for nself=employed workers, n 
"Unpaid . family workers, 11 and tt?.ri vate wage and salary workers, n all three 
from t1Employed in agriculture, 0 Table 84, PC(l)=J8C, pp. 217-222. The 
second rate is equal to 5/240 of the difference between the first rate 
and a comparable rate for 1960 derived from the figures for nAgriculturen 
and these figures minus figures for t1Farmers and farm managersrr and "Farm 
laborers, unpaid family, n all of Table 43, Vol. II, Part 36, pp. 91-100. 
3°'rhe 1960 11Annual average" figures for "Agricultura.1° reported in 
Handbook 2£. Labor F.9.££:e_, Q§.j;,J!.,. PP• g ... g9, minus the figures in Column Eaws 
of Appendix Table J. 
31The sum of estimates of private educational services employment, 
private hospital employment, and welfare, religious, and nonprofit member-
ship organization employment times the rate constructed when the figures 
for Column E of Appendix. Table 4 are divided by the .figures for "Govern"" 
ment workers§ from Table 84, PC(l)-380, pp. ,217=2.22. Private educational 
services employment i.s the :sum of the figures reported for tr.ffidu.cational 
services: priva;t.e" in Table 95 PC(l) 00'3SC, PP• 223,.,228, plus 5/2,40 of' the 
result when the f'igu.res tor ''Educat.io.nsl serv.lce:s, private" f'rom Table 
4:3, Vol. II,. Part J6, pp. 91~100, are subtracted from the Table 95 figures. 
Welfare, religious, and nonprofit membership organization employment is 
the sum of the .figures from a. line wit,h that, tit.le in Ta.ble 85 plus those 
figures multiplied. ~Y' 5/240 o.f the rate obtained when the Table 43 .figures 
for 110ther pro.fessiona.1 and related ser·vi.ces" are subtracted f'rom the 
Table 85 figures and the difference is divided by the Table 85 figures. 
Private hospital employment is the stun of' two nwneri.cal estimates. The 
first estimate is derived when ·the figures .f'or "Hospitals" in Table 85 
are multiplied by the percent of private],y c.ontrolled hospital beds in 
the area. The hospital bed rate is computed from 3osfri~Al.!., pp. 184=188. 
The second estimate is obtained when the figures .for 'Medical and other 
health servicesn of Table 43 are subtracted from the Table 84 t'igures 
for ''Medical and other health workerst' and the di.ffe.rence is divided b;y 
the Ta.ble 84 figures., 
32,!'he figures for "O'nemployedn from E,§!::ndbo_~ 2£, !,~~l;>or j'.'orc~ ~, 
pp. 8,.,89. . 
33Deri.ved by setting the data described in footnotes 23 through Jl 
into the annual BES unemployment est,im.ating equa,tion equal to the figures 
described in footnote 32e 
34The figures .f@r nApriln from Table II.s, "Total Covered Employment, 
and Wages by County, 1960=1961, n .QQunty ~Ql\ill.1J!l~.:i:!1i:. ~ 9 Oklahomag 1,29,Q= 
1961 (Oklahoma City, 1962), PPe 6=140 
35The sum of the employment data defined in footnotes 36 through 42, 
36The figures from Column Enws o:t' Appendix Table 3 '!:,:imes the rate 
constructed when figures .for Colum.1.1 Ei of Appendix Table 4 are divided 
by those for Column E1 of Appendix '.['able 3. 
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37The sum of the figures in Columri.s Ed[ a.,ll'J.d Esu of Appendix. Table 3 
times a rate computed when t,he su:1..rn of t.he f iguriais: in Columns Ect and E3u 
of Appendix Table 2 are divided by the srun of the figures in Columns Ed 
and Esu of Appendix Table L The :re,~;-ulting estimate is then multiplied 
by the rate obtained when the figures .for np:ri\rate hou:seho,lds'' in Table 
43, Vole II,, Pa.rt 36, pp .. 91=100, a.re d:i.vided by the net sum of the 
followingg Table 43 :figU1.res f(or irpri vate households, 11 usel:f=employed 
workers, 0 and "Unpaid family workers 11 minus nFarm laborers 9 unpaid family,n 
and "Farmers and .farm managers • 11 
38'rhe initial estimate is the swn raif the figures in Columns Ed arid 
Esu of Appendix Table 3 times a rate computed when the sum of the figures 
in Columns Ect and Esu of' Appendix Table 2 are divided by the swn of' the 
figures in Columns Ect and Esu of' Appendix Table lo The data described in 
footnote 37 is then subtracted from thie initial estimate described above o 
39The sum of estimates of' fedt':lral goverr:unent and state and local 
government employment. The estimate f@:r' federal government is obtained 
by multiplying June, 1960, federal employment :figures from unpublished 
UCFE tabulations by a rate obtained when the figures for "Federal" for 
April, 1960, a.re divided by the figures .for ''Federal'' .for June, 1960, 
both from Table Aa.,4, [a,E412,QP~ £! Q!fla.hQIU,~ §1.<:ttisJ2_i__£a~ 12Jl"" 
].962, p. 12. St,ate and local government employment, ls the f:igure for 
June, 1962, 0 Government'' reported in !!§:!?;9:·e,2~ g4£ !:-§12?£. ~ ~, PP• 
8-89, minus the figures for June, 1962~ federal employment obta.ined from 
unpublished UCFE tabulations$ This init,ial estimate is t,hen multiplied 
by a rate constructed when the 1960 "St,ate a.n.d local'' figures .for "ApriJ!' 
are divided by those in the 1962 UJ\1.neu c~lumn, both from Table A=4, pp. 
12, 14. 
40The swn of t,.he .fi.gures in C(!)lumns Eaws and Easu of Appendi.sc. Ta,ble 
.3 multiplied by a rate cibta.inied when t.he :st1!m of the !'igu:res from Columns 
Eaws and Eaeu o:f App,endix •rable 2 a:r.e di v·i.cl~d. by the suun o:f. the :figures 
from Columns Faws a.nd Easu. @f Appendix Table 1~ The result, is then 
multiplied by a rate obtained by d:i.vlding ·t.lh.e 'l's.ble 84, PG(l)-38Cj pp. 
217-222, ''Employed in agriculturen figures .for nprivate wage and salary 
workers n by the sum of' the "Employed .in agriculture II figures reported i.n 
that table for 11Sel.f =employed workers, u "!Jnpa.id fwni.ly workers, n and 
'
1Pri vate wage and salary workers o 11 
41The sum of the figures in Col'UJlllls Eaws and Eal,jlu of' Appendix Table 
3 times a rate computed when the, swn o.f' the figures in these columns for 
Appendix Table 2 i!l! divtded by the s.wn o:t the C@Jmparable figures from 
Appendix Table 1~ The data described in footnote 40 az'e then subtracted 
from the result .. 
42'I'he sum o! estimates o;f' private educatfor1al 2,ervice,s €,mpl@yme:nt, 
private hospital employment, and welf"a:re" religious, and rn::mpro.fit 
membership organization employment ti.mltls a rate constructed when the 
figures for Column Eg of Appendix Table 4 are divided by the figures f~r 
11Goverrunent workers" from Table 84, PC(l}=38C, ppG 217=222" The edu= 
cation estimates are the figures for 7'Educational services i private n 
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reported in Table 8.5., PC(1)=381C, pp., 22.3=228., The hospital estimates are 
the figures for ''Hospitals'' in Table 85 multiplied by the percent ot 
privately controlled hospital beds: in ea,ch area as computed froim ,Hospitals., 
pp. 184=188. The other estirrl8,tes are the figures .from ''Welfare, religious, 
and nonprofit membership organizations, n of Table 85~ 
43column lJ c of Append.ix. Table 3 multiplied. by the rate obtained. when 
Column Uc ot Append:l.x. Table 2 is d:i.videid by Column Uc of Appendix Table lo 
The initial result is then multiplied by a rate obtained when one rate is 
divided by anothero The first, rate is obtained when the annual average 
of 1962 state insured unemployment is divided by the April figures !or 
state insured unemploymente The figures used in constructing the annual 
average as well as the April figures are from Oklahoma Labor M t, Table 
IV (April, 1962), p. 24; Table IV (July 9 1962), Pe 2 ; Table I October, 
1962), p. 26; Table IV (Decembe:t•, 1962), Pe 26; and Table IV (March, 
1963), p. 26, all entitled "Insured Unemployrent in Oklahoma by Major 
Areas. u The rate into which. the first rate is divided is obtained when 
the annual average of 1960 state insureid unemployment is divided by the 
April figures for state insured u..~employment~ The figures used in con= 
structing the annual average as well as the April figures are from 
Okla.ho~ ~El"~' Table III (Apr:il, 1960), Po 21, Table IV (July, 
1960), p. 22; Table IV (October, 1960), Po 22; and Table IV (January, 
1961), p. 22, all entitled "Insured Unemployment in Oklahoma by Major 
Areas, 1957-1960." 
44The figures for nApril" from Table II. 9 }11.?~~ !mPJ.0>~.P,.J;;, ~:t-,!, 
Oklaho~: 12,~Q=}.291,, ppo 6=14~ 
45The figures for ''.Employed'' in li@!.<!.b~£! ,2t. g~,9,,,0£, W'~ ~~i, pp., 
8=50 .. 
46The figures for nwage and sa.laried w~rkers'' m Handbook of Labor 
Force~' P• 8=50j minus the figures in Colwnns Eg a~f!ppendix 
Table 5o 
47The figures for ''Domest,ic., i6el.f""'6mpl~yed,, t:u1paid family WQrkerstt 
in Handbook !!, 1,J,.1?,Q,£. £)?£.~. P-J~·J?J!, ppo 8'""50, ·times a. rate obtained when the 
figures for "Private households'' in Table 43, Vol. II9 Part 36, ppo 91.,. 
100, are divided by the swn at the Table 43 figures for ttPrivate house= 
holds," "Selt'=employed workeris, 11 arid "Unpaid family workers, n minus ''Farm 
laborers, unpaid family, u and 11Fa!'mers a.rid farm managers, n also of Table 
43. 
48.rhe figures .for nnomes1tic j) selt=.empl01yeid, ID'lpa.id. family lll'Orkersn 
in !jandj'>~ 2£. 1?,;t,.91:, f.,0,1:c~n ~, PPo 8c.,,50j minus Colwnin Ed o:£ Appendix 
Ta.ble 5 .. 
50The figures ±"or 11Agric:ultural 11 :in f!an.db©>G>k &!, k~P.f-. ~ Dataj) 
pp. 8=50, multiplied by t,he rate con:s·1;;rncted when tre Table -84~ PCf(i'J'=J8Ci, 
pp. 217=222, ''Em.ployed in agriculture" f'i~es twr ''Private wage and 
salary workersn are divideid by the swn of the Tal:i1le 84 ''Employed in 
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agriculture n figures f©Jr> ''Se lf,"',employed worke:!!"s ~ 11 ''Unpaid family workers:. n 
a.:nd "F'ri vate wage and salary w1Q)rkers: on 
5lThe figures f(Jr "Agrit~ultural'' i)l1 [~~~b9Q}f ~ t,,,.ci.JlQ!: f.£!:.<!! ~' PP~ 
8=50, minus the figures in Column Eaws 0£ Appendix. Table 5o 
52The sum of estimat.es of private educational services employment, 
private hospital employment, and welfa:r.ei, religious, and nonprofit member= 
ship organization employment t,:ime!'l a rate constructed 'When the figures for 
Column Eg of Appendix Table 5 are div:i.ded by the figures for 0 Governm.ent 
workersn from Table 84 PC(1)=38G, ppo 217=22:2~ The education estimates 
are the figures for "Educational serv:i.ces:; private n reported in Table 85, 
PC(l)=38C, pp. 22J-228Q The hospital estimates are the figures for 
t'Hospitals" in Table 85 multiplied by the percent of privately controlled 
hospital beds in each area as computed tr~m Hospitals, ppQ 184=188~ The 
other estimates are the figures from '1Wel!are, religious, and nonprofit 
membership organizationsrr o! Table 85. 
53The figures for 11Unemployed" from Jl\\'A.s!:g~ ~ ~QQF., ~ Dat~, 
PP• 8-89e 
54Derived by setting the data in footnotes 46 through 52 into the 
BES unemployment estimating equation eqµal to the data described in foot-
note 53. 
55The figures tor April, 1960~ from Table II,~ ~l;9~!~ P}~., 
Oklahomai li§.Q=,12£1, PP• 6=l4o 
56The sum of the figures described in t~otnotes 57 thr@ugh 6Jc 
57Eleven=area figures fr~m C~lumn Enws of Appendix Table 4 and eight= 
area figures from Column Enws of Appendix Table 5o 
58.rhe figures for Column Ed of Appendix Table 4 for the eleven=a.rea 
group and Column Ect of Appendix. '.t'able 5 .for the eight,,.,area group multi= 
plied by a rate ccmstr'l.l!.crted when the SUJ.nl ot the figures for the Appendix. 
Table 6 Columns Enws, Eg, and Enp :i.s d.:ividi@d b;r the sum of the .figures 
from the same colwnns from .Appendix. ·rable 4 tor the eleven~:rea gre>u.p 
and Appendix Table 5 for the eight.0 a.rea groU1po 
59The figures for Columr1 Esu of' Appendix Table 4 for the ®leven= 
area group and Column ~ olf' Append:lx T'able 5 for the eight-area. gronp 
multiplied by a rate constructed when the sum of the figures for the 
Appendix Table 6 Columns Enws, Eg, and Enp is divid~d by the sum of the 
figures from the same celumns from Appendix Table 4 for the eleven=area 
group and Appendix Table 5 !or t.he eight=area group. 
60The figures for "Goverrunent workers II in '!'able 43 ~ V'oL II 9 Part 
36, PP• 91=100. 
61The rate !or ''Hired wdJrkersn fr©Jm l!§,ndbiJJo1f ~ ~19,,P~.;;~ £{ ~ 
Labor ~rket ~rmaticm for Sma:JJ,_=4},]l~.IJ p~ 26, multiplied by a rate 
constructed when the figures for npri,rate wage and salary workers'' of ''Em= 
ployed in agriculturen from '.I"able 83~ nB'ace and class of worker of 
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employed persons in industry and sex, for the state and for standard 
metropolitan areas of' 100,000 or more g 1950, 11 Y,0§,0 Q!'yus Q...f~Q,P..,!lationg 
.1222, Vol. II 9 Characteristics 91, !ill!, f,QJ2B;l~J4,Q,!!, Part jb, Oklahoma, p;, 
~ are divided by the figures for "Hired workers" for "April 1, 1950," 
from State Table 7, ttFarm labor and. specified farm .expenditures: censuses 
of 1920 to 1954, n nog0 Cen~u!, £! A,grJ&;gJ.t~ ~, Vol. I, Counties !!S, 
State Economic Areas, Part 25, Oklahoma., Po .3L The derived. rate is then 
mtltiplied. by thefigures for the c@lu.mn headed. "Hired" .from the table, 
"Workers on farms, April, 196oj)n .f!mLabor (Washington, May, 1960), Po 4. 
The estimate which results is then divided by the figures for "Private 
wage and salary workers" from Table 8.3, Vol. II, Part 36, p. 228e The 
rate which results is multiplied 'by the area figures obtained when the 
area. figures for "Farmers and .fa.rm managers" and. "Fa.rm laborers, unpaid 
family workers" from Table 43, Vol. II 9 Part .36, pp0 91=1009 are subtracted 
from the Table . 43 area figures for "Agriculture." 
62.rhe rate for "Self=employed ~.nd unpaid far~ily workers" from!!!!!!= 
book~ ~velopment 2.! ~~Market !.n,forma~ .f..2£ Small Areas, p. 
126, is multiplied by a rate constructed when the smn of state figures 
for "Self=employed workerstt and "O'npa.id family workers" who are "Em.ployed 
in agriculture" from Ta.ble.83, Vol. II, Pa.rt 36, p. 228, is divided by 
the figures for "Family workers, including operators" for ''April l, 1950" 
from State Table . 7, Vol. I, Part 25, p. 31. The derived rate is then 
multiplied by the figures. for the column headed ''Family" from the table, 
"Workers on .farms, April, 196C," ~ ~ (May, 1960)., Po 4., The esti= 
mate which results is then divided by the sum of the state Table SJ 
figures for nself=employed workers'' and "Unpaid family workers" who a.re 
"Employed in .. agriculture o" The rate which results is then multiplied by 
the sum of the area .figures for "Farmers and farm ma.nagersn and ''Farm 
laborers, unpaid family workers 9 '! .. both from Table 43, Vol •. II9 Pa.rt 36, 
PP• 91-100., 
63The sum of the figures for f'IEducational services, private" and 
one ... ha.lf of the figures for "Medical and other health services 9 " and 
"Other professional and related services, rt all from Table 431' Volo II9 
Part 36, PP• 91=100., 
64The figures from Column Uc of Append.ix Table 4 :tor the el.eweD=area. 
group., The f:igu.res from Column Uc of Appendix Table 5 tor the eight=area 
group. 
65The figures for "April n in the 1960 section of Table II9 ~_y.m,z. 
Emplo:yme~ ~, 9}:l~O,!!!Z ~" pp .. 6=14o 
66The awn ot the figure~ defined in footnotes 67 through 73., 
67F1gures for the eleven=area group trom Column Enws of Appendix 
Table 4; figures for the eight=ar~a. group from Column Enws ot Append.ix 
Table 5., 
6f3.rhe figures for "Private bouseh@lds'' .from Table 85, PC{l)=3SC, 
pp. 223=228 .. 
1.36 
69The figures for "Selfcempl®yed. workersrs and "Unpaid !a.mily workers" 
from "Employed in n~nagricultural :industrie:sn of Table 84, PC(l)=38C, pp. 
217=2220 
70The figures for "Government worersn in Table 84, PC(l)-JSC, pp. 
217=222. 
7lThe figures for "Private wage and salary workers" from "Employed 
in agriculture" o! Table 84, PC(l)=38C, pp. 217=2220 
72.rhe sum or the figures for· "Sellf=emplo;yed" and "Un.pa.id fa.mil.T 
workers" .from "Empl(J);yed. in agriculture" of Table. 84, PC(l)-JSC, pp .. 217= 
222. 
73The sum of the .figures from the .t~llow.ing s~urces g the figures 
!or ''Educa.t ional services: pri va.te" and "Welfare, religious, a.nd. non-
profit membe~ship organizations" t~m Table 85, PC(l)=38C, pp& 223=228§ 
the .figures tor ''Hospitals" t:rom Table S5 multiplied h:, the percent of 
privately controlled hospita,l beid.11 in ea.eh area. as computed .trom 
Hospital~, pp~ 184=18So 
74The figures fz0om Colwnn Uc ot Appendix Table 4 tor the elewn ... area 
group. And the ti.pres from Column Uc ot Appendix Table 5 fo'll" the eight-
a.rea group. 
75The .f'igares tor "April'' in the 1960 section ot Ta.ble II 9 .CQUl}ti; 
EmE,lOpJlM, !}&t,j,, OklahQ!!! 8 ll~t.1i2!, PP• 6=14 • 
76 The figure :tor footnote 7 S muUiplied b1 rates computed when the 
figures in Column Enws ot Appendix Table 8 a.re divided by the figures in 
Column Enws of Append.ix Table 4 :tor the el.even=,a.rea. group and .:f'ipres tor 
Column Enws ot Appendix Table 5 for the e:i.ght.,.,area. group .. 
77The sum ot the figures described in footnetes 78 through S4o 
7Srhe figures for "Private wage and salary wrkers" f'rom. Table 8.49 
PC(l)=.38C, pp. 217=,222, .minus the fig'tll.l"es in Columns Ed .a:rui Enp of 
Appendix Table S. 
' 
79The figures for "Private households" :trc,im Ta.bl.e 85, P0(1) ... 3Sc11 pp .. 
223\11'!228. 
80The tigu:res for 11Self'...emploreol wrke:rs" and "Unpaid :fam.1.11' workers" 
from ''Employed in nonagricra.ltural ind,ustr:i.eei" o.t Table 84, PO(l) ... 3sc, pp. 
217-222. 
8Lrhe figures tor "Government worers" iu Table 84,. PO(l)=JSC,i> pp. 
217=2220 
82The figures for "Private wage a.in.d salary worker:, n from ''Em.ployed 
in agriculture" ot Table 849 PC(l)=J8C,. pp$ 217=2220 
8J'l'he figures .:tor nsel.t~mployed" am "Unpaid family w©>rkers" from 
"Employed in agriculture" of Table 84, PC(l)=JSC., pp,, 217=222" 
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B4The sum of the figmres to?> "Educational serviceai private," 
"Welfare, religious, and n~npr~fit"m~mbership organizations," both from 
Table 84, PC(l)=38C, pp. 223=228, and an estim.a.te ot private -hospital em-
ployment. The figures for the hospitals a.re .from "Hospitals," of Table 
85; multiplied by the percent of privately controlled hospital beds in 
each area as computed from ~osp,!!,,!1,@j pp~ 184=1880 
85The figures in C~lwnn Uc @:f Appendix Table 4 for the eleven=area 
group and Column Uc of Appendix Table 5 t~r the eight-area grcupe 
86The figures for n195gn .f'rom Table II9 "Average I~arly Covered. Em-
ployment by County EmplopeJl,i p9,_;ta_e my~~ .195~.lli2 (Oklahoma City, 
1960), PP~ 4,.,6. -
87The figures for "Em.ployed" in ~~~,! £t: ~ ~I:£! ~, PPo 8,.., 
89. 
88rhe figures for ''Wage and salaried w©lrkel!!ls,., in fi~dbook ~ ~9£. 
Fore!~' ppG 8,:.89, minus the tigilll.res in Golwnns Eg and Enp of Appendix 
Table 9., 
S9'l'he figures for 0 Do:mestic, sel!=emplo;yed 9 unpaid !amil;y" workersrt 
in Handbook 2! Labor Force~, pp .. 8-,,89, multiplied b7 a ~ate computed 
when the Table 43, Vol .. II, Part 36, pp .. 91-100, f'igtl!I'es for "Private 
households" are divided. b;y the sum of the Table 43 figures for "Selt-
employed. workers, n '11Unpaid family workers JI" "Private households," minus 
t1Farm. laborers, unpaid .family, u and "Fa:l"Jll(f;l:ir:a and fa.rm managers, 11 also of 
Table 43. 
90The figures for "Domestic, self~mployed9 unpaid family workers, u 
in Handbook g! J:.,a.b<?£, Force -~Je~..1.. pp., 8=89, minus the figures in Column 
Ed of Appendix Table 9~ 
91The figures !or the eight=area grou,p are .from "Goverrament" in 
Handbook 5!! ;Lab2r K..oree l)ata.., pp., 8=89. The figures for the eleven=a.rea 
group az·e the sum of estimates of f'edera.l and ~ta.te am local government 
employment. Federal estimates a.re obtained 'by multiplyil!ilg the .figures 
for June, 1958, federal employment figt.lJfes fr@im unpublished UCFE reports 
by the rate constructed when the "Amrtll.a.l average" 195S figures tor 
"Federal" are divided b;r the Jtt.."'!.e, 1958, figures for ''Feicieiral," 'b!a"))th from 
Table A=4g Han,~ g1, £)j:,l~Q~, !l!J¥QZ!J:!Djl fil;,=~t;_~~,:;; ~196211 p., 10 .. 
State and local government estimates are t,he figwes for "Goveriimi.ent" 
reported in !;l!pdbp,2! ft k,~bgr, k"gr.!;!, ~» PP~ S..:,89> mint1J.$ t,he unpublished. 
figures tor June, 1962, .federal empl0>;y:ment c The re:a.v1lt is t,hen mUJ.lti= 
plied. by a ra.te co:nstrue·ted when the Ta.bl~ A=4 "Annual aver.a.gen 1958 
figures for "Sta.ta and l®cal n are d.i:vid.tild by the Table 4=A, JUlCAe, 1962, 
figures :tor "State~ local," Po 140 
92.r:ne figures :tor "Agrieultu\raln from HandboCJk or k!.,b,9!, f.m-rce ~t~ 
pp. &,.89, times a rate which is the sw:n of the two other ra:tes o The 
first rate is obtained. when the fip·es for "Priva:te wage and salary 
workers" are divided. by the swn ot the figures .f~r "Self'=empl@yed WC)rkers 9 11 
"Unpaid family workers.," and "Priva.t-e wage and salary w~rkers," all e:f 
1'Employed in agriculture," Table 84)> PC(l)=J8C, PPo .217=~2o 'fhe sec0nd 
rate is equal to, =43/240 multiplied by the filr'st :."'ate minus a comparable 
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rate derived from the Table 43, Vol. II 9 Part 36, PPo 91=100, figures for 
"Agriculture" and those figures minus rrFarmers and farm. m.anagersn and 
"Farm laborers, unpaid family,n also of .Table 43. 
93The figures for "AgricuituraJ." from ~S'l?.~Jf. !!, LaQ.Qr. fore! ~, 
pp. 8:,.,89, minus the figures in Column Eaws of Appendix Table 9. 
94The sum of estimates of private educational services employment, 
private hospital employment, and welfare, religious, and nonprofit member-
ship organizatiQn employment times the rate constructed when the figures 
from Column Egor Appendix Table 5 f~r the eight=area group and the figures 
from Column Ego! Appendix Table 4 for the eleven=area group are divided 
by the figures .f.'or 0 Gowr~:nt worker8" from Table 84, PC(l)=38C, pp. 217= 
222. Private educational services employment is the sum of the figures 
reported f'or "Educational servieesi private" in Table 85, PC(l)=38C, pp. 
22.3-228, minus 43/240 of the result when the figures .for t'Educational 
services: private, 11 from Table 43, Volo II, Part 36., pp. 91=100, are 
subtracted from the '.rable 85 f'igureso Weltare, religious, and nonprofit 
membership organization employment ifSl th~ sum of' the figures from a line 
with that title in Table 85 minu3 th~ee figures multiplied by 43/240 o! 
the rate ~btained when the Tabl~ 43 figure~ f@r "other professional and 
:related services 11 are subtracted fr(O the Table 85 figures and the 
difference is divided. b;y the Table 85 figures., Private hospital employ-
ment is the sum of two numerical e~tim.a.tes0 The first estimate is de= 
rived when the figures for t'Ho:spitals" in Table 85 are multiplied 'b;y the 
percent of privately controlled h~spital beds in the area0 The hospital 
bed rate is computed from J.i~~,~l§t, PPo 184=1880 The second estimate is 
obtained by multiplying ·the first e5rtimate by minus 43/240 of the percent 
change in al"ea medical emplo;yment, 1950=1960~ The percent change is ob= 
tained by subtracting the figures for "Medical and ct,her health services" 
ot Table 43 from the Table 84 figure for ''Medical and other health 
workers 9 n and dividing the ditferenee by the Table; 84. f'igures ,., 
95rhe figures for nunemployed 11 from J:,:.§.!!i;i!?g_~k 91, i,.,!PJ?.!'., fo,r~ ~.ll 
pp. 8=89. . 
96 Derived by setti:r.ig the data de~eribed in tootnwtes 86=94 int~ the 
annual BES unemployment est:i.ma.t,ing equa;t.ion eqmal to the f'igu.res in Column 
'O't of Appendix Table 9., 
97The figures for n1959u from 'lab1e II9 ,gowk ~ Q._~t.%9 
QJtlahoIJ!!: ~~ PP•· 4=6o 
98 
The f'igur·es ror "EmployecP' i.n ~andl;».Q.~ £! I,J,bp.£ f.2,r~, ~~ ppo 8=, 
99rhe figures tor "Wage and sa.la:t"ied worbr:i" m ~d1?~£l!;, £! ~ 
Force~' pp .. 8=,89.ll ll'linus the tig1!..U'e~ il!ll C{J)ltlllllns Eg and Enp ot Appendix 
Table 10~ 
lOOThe figures teiir 0 D@me$ti©2) selt=@mpl~yed., Mp.aid fud.ly workers" 
in Handbook 9,! ~ ill~,~, pp., 8=899 mult,iplied by a. rate computed 
when the Table 43, Vi:'l>L, II~ Part J6 9 ppo 91=1009 !igllrell'J :t°or "Priva.'te 
households" a!"e divided by the ~wn ©if the Table 43 .fig<J.res for HSelf= 
1.39 
employed workers," ''Uirupaid .family workers 11 11 ''Private households 9 n minus 
"Farm laborers I unpaid f'amily 1 11 airnd 11Farmel:"e and ta.rm managers, n both ot 
Table 430 
lOlThe figures for "Domestic, self=employed9 unpaid family' workers" 
in Handbook 2!, Labor Force~, ppo 8=89, minus the figures in Column Ed 
of Appendix Table lOo 
102The .figures tor the eight=area group are from "Government" in Hand= 
-~ 2£ Labor Force ~' pp., 8=50.. The figures for the eleven-area group 
are the sum of estimates ot federal and state al'!d local government employ-
ment. Federal estimates a.re obtained by multiplying the June, 1959, 
federal employment figures from unpublished UCFE reports by the rate con= 
struc:ted when the "Annual average" 1959 figures :tor "Federal" a.re divided 
by the June, 1959, figures for "Federal, n both .from Table !=4, Handbook 
2! Oklahoma Employment Statistics:: lfil,=19621 p. 11., State and local 
government estimates are the .figures for "Governmentrr reported. in the 
Handbook£!.~~~' pp~ 8=89., for June, 19629 minus the un= 
published figures tor June, 1962, federal employment. The result is then 
multiplied by a rate constructed when the Table A=4 "Annual average" 1959 
figures for "State andl. local" are divided by the Table A=4, p$ 14, "June," 
1962, f~res tor state and local~ 
l03The figures for "Agricultural'' .from Handbook £?£, I?f-\?.Qr ~ ~, 
pp. 8=89, multiplied by a rate which is the swn of two other rateso The 
first rate is obtained when the figw:-es for "Private wage and salary 
workers" are divided by the sum of ·the figures tor "Self'=emplo;yed workers i>" 
t•Unpaid family workers!) n and "Private wage and sa.lar7 11orkBrs," all in 
"Employed in agriculture," Table 84, PC(l)=J8C 9 ppo 217=2220 The second 
rate is equal to minus 19/240 multiplied. by the first rate minus a com= 
parable rate derived from the Table 43, V~lo II 9 Part 36, ppo 91=100~ 
figures tor "Agriculture" a.nd those figures minus "Farmers and farm 
manage re tt and "Fa.rm laborers, unpaid .family, 11 both of' Table 43 o 
104The figures :t~r 0Agr1eultural'' f'li."'om 
pp. 8<,,,89, minull\l the figures in Column Ea.we o 
105The sum of estimates of' priva.te educational aervic:®1.11 employment, 
private hospital emplroyment, and. welfare, religious, ed nonprofit member= 
ship organization employment times the rate ccnstrmctecl when tbe figures 
from Column Eg ot Appendix Table 5 tor the ei.ght=area gr~up and t~e 
figures from Column Eg of Appendix Table 4 for the eleven=area group are 
divided by the tigures tor t1Governm.ent workers u from Table S4$ PC(l) , ... .3ec, 
pp. 217=2220 Private educational services employment is the sum of the 
figures reported tor 1'Eclu.ca.tiona.l eerviceag private" in Table S5, PC(l) ... 
380, pp. 223•22So, minus 19/240 ot the :result when the figures tor ''ldu= 
cationa.l services., private" from Table 43 11 Volo II 0 Pa.rt 36, ppo 9l ... lOO, 
a.re subtracted from the Table 85 figureso Welfare, religious, and non= 
profit membership organization employment u the sum or the .f'ig'lµ"es from 
a line with that title in Table 85 minus thGse figures multipli~d by 19/ 
240 of the rate obtained when the Table 43 f:igll!l"es for "Other _prof'essiona.l 
and related services" are subtracted. from the Table 85 figures and the 
difference is divided b;y the Table 85 .figures. Private hospital employ= 
ment is the sum ot two numerical estimateso The first estimate is d~rived 
140 
when the figures tor "Hospitals'' in Table 85 are multiplied by the percent 
of privately ccntr©lled hospital beds in the area0 The hospital beds rate 
is computed from ~E~~' ppo 184=1880 The second estimate is obtained 
by multiplying the first estimate by min:as 19/240 of the percent change in 
area medical employment, 1950=1960Q The percent change is obtained by 
subtracting the figures for "Medical and other health servicesn ot Table 
43 !rom the Table 84 figures for ''Medical and other health workers" and 
dividing the difference by the Table 84 figures0 
106The .figures f@r '1Unemployed'' in [.@.fl.bo,oi]1; g!, ;LJ,!,Qr, Force ~' PPG 
8=89. 
107Derived by setting the data described in footnotes 97 through 105 
into the annual BES unemployment estimating equation equal to the figures 
in Column Ut of Appendix Table lOo 
108The figures f(i)r n196on from Table I, ,Q,Q,_'li!:E,;!&:l ~,12lozwent ~ta.,_, 
Oklahoma: 1960=,l96J:, PP~ 3=5o 
109The figures :for 1~mployed" in fL~d.bo~ ~ Labor Force ~' ppo 
s..,50. 
llOThe fig~es f'or rrwage and salaried workers'' in Hand.book £! LabQ.r. 
Fo.rce r>ata, PP• 8-50, minus the figures in Columns Eg and Enp of Appendix 
Table 11. 
111 
- -The f'isures terr "Domestic., sel:f',.,,empl,<QJJ1ed, 'illnp.a:1d f'amil;y workers" 
in Hand ot 'tab9r £)~!) P.~~,, PP• S,;a,;jO, multiplied by a rate computed 
when~the ."ble 4J;-Vor.-:tf9-~Pa.ii-t 36, PP• 91'"'100, figures 1.'or> "Private 
hoeqseholdsn are divided by the swn ot the Table 43 tigureis ti;;ir ''Self,... 
empl9yed wgrkers, '' rru:npaid family w@rker,,s, u rtp:ri vate hiCPusehQlds !> n minus 
"F~mn la,bQJ:rer13 1 ll!~paid. t~ily, '' and "F~rme:rs a~d ta:rm mana,,ger~, '' b~th Qf 
'fg,ble kl~ 
l].4Th~ fig)tllre,S! !Qr "Ill~m~st:i,cj selt~mpl~yed~ 1U!,pa,:id. f~Pi;!,y lfO:l"ki;iw$" 
i:n Handb(llok fl1 Lab\\lr F@r " Data? PPo $=a5Qjl mi.n~B the ti~re~ :in O@l~ 
of -A · rid fr Table ··· · ·· · mq, ~. ppe,t ·- . . . . ... 
JJ-3'l'he figµ,r@~ flillr "~v~r~ent n in ~a!1~~~ ~ J-:1a.~~r ~~~ ~~ pp~ 
~~o~ 
l14Tne fi.g'!.11:r~!? 1:@X' "Agrii::;ult,1,i:r>1:1.)./1 f:r~m ot La.btH' Fol:'ce 
"'""' ., EC?~~ 
P:!h a,..,50? :m,ulll,ip.JJ.,ed, by ~ rea.te whicn is the $'WI). cy ,Ylif(!) ~the:r ra,tes ~ 
first rate J.$ Ql:rt,q,i;ned. when the f ig1JJ,re:s f~r ''Pl"'i v;s.te wige 1:1,nd. salary 
WQPl<;er~ 11 are d,:1.:y:l,Jl@d 'Qy th@ SY,111 Of the f ig'!.l!f'@@ f~:r:" rtSrelf'~mpl\;//Jr<:!!i WOr'kf.\t"S s/1 
"Ilnp1id f'9,ffiil,y ~\'.Jlrker~," a~cl "P:ri:vate W!;l,ge and 1;1,alariy wQrkef's ,'1 all in · 
''Empl@;ved. in ~g:r1.c'1!4ltu:reiJ" 'l1able 84, PC(i)"";;eo, pp. 217,.,,,222. The sec~nd 
ra.te ii:! eq~al to 5/240 multiplied by the :f'i:rst rate min,'Q\s a comparabte 
rate derived from the '!'able 4:3, Vol. 1:r 11 Part 36, pp, 91,""lOO, figures for 
nAgriculturetr and those .f'igures mi.nusi nFa.rme:r;s and !arm managers, n and 
Farm laborers, ui:npaid family, n both of Table 4Ja 
115The figures for ''Agricultural" from ,fi§Rgp2~~ ~ k§,!£,r, ~ ~' 
pp. 8=50, minus the figures in Colwnn Eaws of Appendix Table llo 
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116The S1JID of estimates of private educational services employment, 
private hospital employment, am wel.f'are, religious and nonprofit member= 
ship organization employment times the ra.te constructed when the figures 
from Column Eg of Appendix Table 5 are divided by the figures for 11Govern= 
ment workers" from Table 84, PC(l)=38Cjl pp~ 217=222. Private educational 
services employment is the sum of the figures reported for "Educational 
servicesi private'' in Table 85, PC(l)=38C, pp. 223=228, plus 5/240 of the 
result when the figures for '·'Educati.on servi.ces, private 0 from Table 43, 
Vol. II~ Part 36, pp. 91=100, are subtracted from the Table 85 figures. 
Welfare, religious, and nonprofit membership organization employment is 
the sum of the figures from a line with that title in Table 85 plus those 
figures multiplied by 5/240 of the rate obtained when the Table 43 figures 
for nother professional and related servicesn are subtracted from the 
Table 85 figures and the differenc~ is divid@id by the Table 85 figures o 
Private hospital employment is the sum of two lll.)Jll1fjrical estimateso The 
first estimate is derived when the figures for ttHospitals n in Table 85 
are multiplied by the percent of privately controlled hospital beds in 
the areao The hospital b~d rate is computed from ,H,..~~pj.t=a;1,:2,, ppo 184=1880 
The second estimate is obtai.:ned by m.ultip].Jrlng the .firsrt estimate by 5/240 
of the percent change i:n area med.:ical employment, 1950=1960,, The percent 
change is obtained by subtracting the figures for 1,{edical and ©ther 
health services n of Table 43 from the Table 84 fig11:res for ''Medical and 
other health workers" and dividing the dif'fe:renctl!l by the Table 84 figures o 
ll 7The figures tor ''Unemployed II f:r'<o,m !"JJlcng.boo!$ ~ ;l;,g:Q,,Q,t f.9£~. ,~1;.!,,.,, 
PP• 8=50. 
118nerived by setting the tiglll"es di,scribed i1a foot:note.s 108 through 
116 in the unemployment estimati.ng eqyiation egµal t(J) the figures in Column 
Ut of Appendix Table 11~ 
119The figures for ''1961 11 from 'fabl~~ I.!J ~~L ~9L~A~ ~' 
Q,klahQJllc!; g 12,9Q=JJls,J, pp~ 3=5" 
120The figures for 11Empl@yed~1 1n Ji8aJl!d,b1?M, gt ~~'12.©!r. EP,,.,X:.~ P.~~9 PPo 
8=89. 
121rhe figures for "Wage a:nd salaried wrkers" in ~n.,@a_oojf g! Lab©Jr 
fg,£,l?e PJ+.!:!!, pp$ 8=89, mintllal the figures in C©Jlumn.s Eg and E1r .. o o.t Appendix 
Table 12. A 
122The figures for nnomestic: j sel!=empl()y<aid!) ~JDnpaid family workre::rs n 
in flandbook 21 Lab@l".' f,£,l"S,!., Q.~Ji;!,» pp" 8=89.1> multiplieid by a rate col'll"ptated 
when the Table 4Jo Vol. II 9 Part 36, ppo 91=1009 :figures :fCYr 11P.idva,te 
households" are divi,ded by t,he S1.lllll o! the '!'able 43 figur0e51 !'or nsel.f= 
employed workers" "Unpaid family w!'.»rkeli:"s, n "Private hot1S'e.hold,s~ n minus 
''Farm laborers, unpaid family II n and nFa.:rmers and ta.rm managers ,9 n a.lsei tt:f 
Table 430 
l2JThe f'igUJ:"es for nnomestic" self=emplo1yed 9 unpaid .family wl?>rkers 11 
in Handbook £! 1',abQ:r f_Q,;';Si!, ~ 9 pp. 8=89 ~ minuus the figuires in (:IQllumm 
Ed cf Appendix Table 12~ 
1.42 
124The .figures for the eight=area group are from "Government" in 
Handbook o! Labor Force Data, ppo 8=50o The figures for the eleven=area 
group are"'th'es'w'ii ~timates or federal and state and local government· 
employment.. Federal estimates are obtained b:y multiplying the June, 1961, 
federal employment figures from unpublished UCFE reports by the rate con-
structed when the "Annual average" 1961 .figm-es for "Federalu are divided 
by the June, 1961, figures tor "Federal," both from Table A~49 Handbook 
o! Oklahoma Employment Sta.tistic:s ~ 12.l2,=J.962, p. 13. State and local 
government estima.tes are the figwes .for "Government" reported. in Handbook 
or Labor Force Data, pp. 8=89, for Junell 1962, minus the unpublished 
fig~for Ju.n~962, federal employment. The result is then multi= 
plied b;r a. rate constructed when the Table A=4 nAnnual average" 1961 
figures for "State and local" a.re divided by the Table A=4 "June," 1962, 
p. 14, figures for state and local. 
125The figures for nAgricultural" from Handbook 2!:, Labor ~ ~, 
pp. S...89, multiplied by a. rate whi.ch is the S'WI1 of two other rates.. The 
first rate is obtained when the figures for "Private vage and salary 
workers" a.re divided by the sums of the f'ipres for u5e1f=employed 
workers, 11 "Unpaid family workers l) n and "Prl vate wage and salary workers 9 " 
all in "Employed i:n agrictAlture,n Table 84, PC(l)-38C., ppo 217=2220 The 
second rate is equal to 29/240 multiplied by the first rate minus a com= 
parable rate derived from the Table 4Jj Volo II 9 Part J6, PP• 91-100, 
figures for trAgriculturen and those figures minus ''Farmers and. f&rm 
managers" and "Farm laborers, mpa.id family",n both of Table 430 
l26The figures for "Agriculturaln fre)m Handbook 2! Lab®r Force ~, 
pp. 8-,89, minus the. figures in Column Eaws o!' Appendix Table 12. 
l27The sum of estima.tes or private educational servi.ces employment, 
private hospital employment, and welf'a.ll."e. 9 religious, and nonprofit meimber= 
ship organization employment times the rate constructed when the .figures 
trom Column Eg of Appendix. Table 5 for the eight=area graiup and the figures 
from Colwnn Eg of Appendix. Table 4 for the el.even=area group are divided 
by the figures for "Goverrnnent workers" from Table 84, PC(l)=38C.il ppo 
217-222. Private educational services empl~;;rment is the su.m of the 
figures reported for ''Educational :s:ervie,es i private" in Table 85 9 PC( l)= 
38C, pp. 223~228, plus 29/240 of the result when the figures for '1Edu= 
cationa.l services, private" .from Table 43, Vol~ II 9 Pa.rt .36, ppo 91"."1009 
are subtracted from the Table 85 .figurrt.s &' • Welfare 9 religious, and non= 
profit membership organization employment is the sum o:f the .figures fr(;!)m 
a line with that title in Table 85 plus those figures multiplied by 29/240 
of the rate obtained when the Table 43 figures f(»r "other professional and 
related services 0 are subtracted from the Table 85 figures and the differ= 
ence is divided b;r the Table 85 figures. Private hospital employment ia 
the sum o! two n:wnerical estimates., The first estimate is d~rived when 
the figures for "Hospitals'1 in Table 85 are multiplied by the percent of 
privately controlled hospital beds in the areae The hospital bed rate 
is computed from HosEitals, ppo 184=188. The second estimate is obtained 
by multiplying the first estimate by 29/240 of the percent change in area 
medical emplo7ment, 1950=1960. The percent change is obtained by smb= 
tra.cting the figures for "Medical and other health servic~s" of Table 43 
from the Table 84 figures for "Medical and other health w~rkers" and di= 
viding the difference by the Table 84 .figures o 
143 
128rhe figures f'a>:r 111mniemployed t:i:•om Jl~.m.b,2,Qk ru: l,.~:e£r.. !9.!£.! Jt,atJ.l, 
PP• 8-89 • 
129Derived by setting the figures described in footnotes 119 through 
128 into the annual BES unemployment equation equal to the figures in 
Colwnn Ut of Table 120 
130The annual av,era.ge of area insured employment monthly totals pre= 
sented in Okl13,1loma ilaMt M)1r,l;@1;,,, 'rable VII (October, 1962), pp • .31=35; 
Table VII (December, 1962), PP• 31=35; Table .II (March, 196.3), ppo 33=.37; 
and Table IX (June, 1963), pp. 33=37~ 
131The figures for "Employedn in~£?.! I,.,a;b.Q.U_Q}"Ce ~ 9 pp. 
8=50. 
132The figures for "Wage and salaried workers" in Handbook 2£. !&,rtQ.r. 
~~'pp. 8=50, mi.nus Columns Eg and Enp of Appendix Table lJo 
l33The f'igurre:s: for 11Dmnestic, s~lf'=employred~ unpaid family workers" 
in Handbook of Labor Force Data, pp. 8=50, multipli~d by a rate computed 
when the Table 4J;,.·vo1. II~~t, 36, PP• 91=100~ .figures for ''Private 
households 11 are div.ided by the s:um ot the Table 43 fi.guree for ''Self= 
employed workers~ 11 ''Unpaid family workers, 11 11P:ri vate households, 11 minus 
nFarm laborers, unpaid family" and "Farmers and ta.rm managers," both of 
Table 4.3. 
134·The figures tor 11Dome~rtic, selt=employedw tmipa.id fam.i],y workers" 
in liS;l}sib2,ok 2£. kf!raQ£ f .. 9.!"'£!. Q.~~!, PPo 8=50~ minus the figures i.n Column 
Ed of Appendix Table 13. 
13 5The tigure is f' or 11Cknre rnment n :i.n ~tj,'e9J.~:ts 2iJt &,al!2z;. ~ J}A;tl!,,, pp" 
s.,.50 .. 
l36Figures for ''Agricu.lturaln f'1:iom ~},,rutk 2£ k~t ~ .Q.w.., PP• 
8=50, times a rate whic.h is the erwn of two other r,~te~ u The first ra'te 
is constructed when the :figures for 11Private wage and salary workers" 
are divided by the sum of figures :f'o,r 11Self'=employed workers, 11 "Unpaid 
family workers, 11 and nprivate wage and salary wGrlkers, 11 a.11 three under 
"Employed in agricu.lture 0 from Table 84, PC(l)=38C, pp. 217=222. The 
second rate is constructed. when 53/240 is multipli.ed by the initial rate 
minus a comparable. rate for 1950 deirived .from the figures for 11Agr:'Lculturen 
and those figures minus, figures to:r lfFa:t<mers and. farm rnana.ge::rs 11 and ''Farm 
la.borers, unpaid family, 0 all from Table 43 ~ Vol. Il P Pa.rt 36, pp" 91-100 e 
l.37The f'igu.:res for "Agri.cuH,ura.l" fr,om Jl~,l\~.RO!, ~ ~2.t l9t91. ~~ 
pp. S...50, minus the figures in Column Ea:ws t'l:f' Appendix Table l3e 
l.38rrhe sum of estimates o.f' private educational servicef;1J employm(';nt,, 
private hospital employment, and wel.f'are, religious, and nonprofit, member= 
ship organization employment times the rate constructed when Collunn Eg o! 
Appendix Table 5 is divided by the figures f'or 11Govemment workers 11 from 
Table 84, PC(l)=38C, pp. 21?=2~:.!;. Private educational servi,ces is the 
sum of the figures for uEducational services~ privaten repol!'."ted i:n Table 
85,, PC(l)=38C, pp. 22J=Zd'.8, plus 53/240 t,imes tlhlie ti.f:terencie between those 
figures and the figuril:\ls for 11l'l:du,::::atfonal ~fl.I"Vic€1ls~ private" recorded in 
Table 43, Vole Il 9 PalE't .36, ppe 9lc..ol000 Welf'are)l r-eiligi.ous., afil\d nonprofit 
membership orgmiza,tiOJfi employment il3 th~ :a:'\OOil o:Jt the f'igurl:'ls for that item. 
reiported i.n Tabl® 8; plus t,h©Ji3le tiB;mrei:i multiplied by 53/240 o.f the percent 
derived when the Table 43 f':Lgt1LNH:1 for 1*ot,heir prof~i:;si1:nial and related 
services II are subtrac:t~dl f':t:·~m. ·th!Sl 'f\g,bl~ 85 figlJJ.rrfi:te J'J.nd the dit.f erene;e is 
divided by the Table 85 i'igureei o !Private hospi.tal emplo~ent is ·t.he1 St11.1U 
of tw0i figures. "l'hr® firart <a:Blt:Lna:ti5:s a:t'~ dei:rived when fig11:res: for ''Hospitalsrr 
in Tablie 85 are multiplied b:, tlbJe p~x"<:::e,rut o:t tQltal pri·vately controlled 
hospital beds in the areao Th® h©lspi.tal b®d rate :i.~ c©Jmputed from 
!JQ!&i™s,, ppo 184=18.So The second estimate :li.s di$:rived ~:;,y multipl;ying the 
first estimat1e by the rate d~rivedl wheirn 53/240 i~ multiplied by the per= 
cent cha.ng~ in medical employment, 1950=19600 The percent change is ob= 
tained by subtractlng .figures for 11Medical a)Tud oth~r health sertlc:e~n of 
Table 43 from the Table 84 figures f{l)r 11M~diical and other health workers" 
and dividlng the dif'.ferenc~ by the Table 84 figureso 
l.39The fi.gures !0>r 11'(Jlt'i.ieimployedJ.11 .froim ijandbgok, M ~~ ~ Q~~~!) 
pp., 8=50@ 
140Derived b;;r s<!slt:ti.!('llg thli.\J Jf.ig'Ur'6is d®scls"'ibed in footnotes 1.30 through 
138 into the uriim:;plgyrn~nt iest,:imating equation ,equal to the data in Col'll!Dn 
Ut of Appendix Table 13. 
l41The figureai .f'1Jr n19.5gn from 'l'able Il 9 .Q_S]hfill, ~.,eJ~J!!;!!t-, D.at~9 
Q_~!fl©l~.1, ~~~ pp~ 4c,6 9 m11ltipli<edl by the rate c:onstr·1H::ted when the 
figures in Colwnn E,nw·~ <1Jt A]pip\illnd:ix Table 8 are divid~d b;y the figuresi in 
Column ELriMS of Appt~ndh Table 4 fir)!" th~ ra1l,~l1~.n=ali'.'eia group .et!ild Column Enws 
of Appelr!,dix Table 5 for the ~ig!trt,~area grrDJUJ!)o 
143The .figu.rl!a!ls for Column Eirirw·s '1iil Appiend:ix itable 9 multipl1lf3d b;y the 
rates constructed when th~ .t:tgmriei to.Jc" Colum ElD!ws <C!lf Appel!ldix. Table 8 
are divid~d by tlhe figures :i.irn IJ@l\\J!l!ll.ru R:iws aif Appendix Table 4 f'o.ir tlh\«i; 
el~ven=area group and! C©Jlrunn Eiri:CiW~ of Appendlix '?'able 5 r~r th~ reight=area 
groupo 
l44The figures .i'l@r Column Ed ot Appell'lldi.x •rable 9 plus those figure!El 
multiplied by raties c@nstI"l.llctedl fc:r t,lbi1t ®iglrA"t"-'arrea gr,@·J:llp and the eleven= 
area group., The elght=area gr1(Yillp :rrihS: ,&!'~ obitained b:, fireit 8\Ubtracti:ng 
the figures f@r Cro>lwnn Edi, or Appellllctl:1!:: Tabl~ ; fI<:"®m tbCllse :iEJl Colwnn Ed of 
Appendix Table B and dh·iding 'lt:,he dii.ff"erenc\\'!liB· by the Appeli1dix Table 5 
.figures. The resulting percent, ls mmltiplied!. by 197 /2/,..0o Th~ eleven= 
area group rates are obtained by first :subtrac;ting th~ .r:tg'lll!"es !oJr Col1W'll1tll 
Ect or Appendix Table /4- from those of Col~ Ed @f Appendix Table 8 a.nd 
dividing the dif':f~rences by tbe App~ndix T1a1ble ,4. tigurEi:r:q then the rti= 
sulting percent iei multiplied by 197 /2.400 
145The figure5i .t'@:r Col'U1Xlll'Jl Esu (l)f Applf.H1:d:L1t Table 9 plU61 those tignres 
multiplied by rates rcgnstructed i"©JE" the eight,=areiffil. gr©u.p and the el@'Well'1= 
area gr©lupo The eight=area gr@up rat~s ai"'e :tibtailrlled \<Jlhen first the 
figures in ():((.))lmrm E:8 u ©Jf Appendi::ic Table 5 a,re smbtracted i'r©Jm th@se iRll 
Col:wnn E:su of Appendix 'I'able $ 1:illr.1d the dLifferenc~s a:t>e dirld~d b:, the 
lh5 
Append:i.x 'l'able 5 figures e 'l'he:n t,h<e: 1·esultlng prircerJtt is multiplied by 
197 /2400 Th(e </lllleven=GJ."'<ea grou.p rats:rn are obtained whe1rn first the :figures 
from Colu.rrrn E1;1l! of Appendix: ·rable 4 are aubt.racted from those in Colwrm 
E5 u of Appendix Table 8 and the di:ffeir"{,m!'.es are divided by the Appeniiix 
'fabl~ 4 figures" Th~ resul:t,ing percient is then multiplied by 197 /2400 
146The fig1U!l"eeJ f©>r Colwnn Eg @f Appendix Table 9 multiplied by rates 
c0>n5·tructedl for thie <S:iglht=are.a group alnd the: elev~tn=area groupo The 
rates are obtain(f;,d when th<61 f:lgure~ f ©r C<0>lumn Eg of Appendix Table 8 are 
divided by those from Golumm. Eg o!'l Appendix. Table 5 f(@r the ei.ght=a.rea 
group and Col1/.ll!Ill11 Eg or .appe:ndu Table 4 for t,he: eleven=a.!"('Ht groupo 
l47The figrnres in Go~l:!!.lJ:lfi Eaws of Appendix Table 9 multiplied by the 
rate obtained when t,he figures in Ct'ilurruC! Eaws of ApptBlnd:ix. Table 8 are di= 
vided by the :fig'lllreB h'1 Column E,;""w~ of Append:L"t Table 4o 
148The f:igur®s m C;glrunn Ea.su @f' AppeJ,,1d.ix 'I'able 9 multipli.ed by the 
rate obtained when the f igure1E1 in Colr..11Jm'!! E,,imt o;f Appendix. Table 8 are 
divided by the tigureB in Cohtmn E1:1.i:.Hll <JJf .11.ppendtt Table 4o 
149The f:i.gur®s in Colu.m:n E. of Appendix Table 9 rn11ltiplied by a 
rate constructed when the .f'igur~ for UQ.oiviemme:nt workers 0 in Table 84, 
PC(l)=38C, pp. 217=222, are divided by the figures i.n Column Eg of 
Appendix !able . 5 fc»r the, eight=area group and the figures in Col.U\!Iln Eg 
of Appendu Table 4 for the eleven=a;t"t3b.. griQJup. 
150ner.i vedl by setti:ng the da/1:,a d(!llsc.r.:1bed .in !ootnot,es 86 thr'Clugh 94 
into the annual BES unemployi:oon:t, esti:iraatlt~g er.rm,,,i.ti.ori ,ejqu.al t,,o the f'igur~s 
in Column Dlt (Jlf Apptmdi,c 'l'able 9 0 
15Lrhe figui.rt'illfffi f@r "19591' f'lt'om '.!."8,ble II~ f:£>~t't.-~E1-..2¥lf!l:.R~, .l?.{!:t,~9 
Okla~,e, ~ 12.?.;_~li22, pp~ 4·""6 ~ m,mlt,iplied by the rate construc:t,ed when 
the figures in CrcJlumn :&~nws o.f Appendix. 'I'able 8 are d:iy:J.ded by the fig1ires in 
Column Enws of'. Appendix Table 4 tor the e:l.evein.=area grcrnJ.p andl t:ol.wnn Enws 
of Appendix Table 5 fen! the ed.ght=artea gNup. 
l52'I'he sum of tlrie 1'igmres d~sc::r.ibeid in foot:notes 153 thrQl'!llgh 159. 
l53The figwe8 for· C:olumrrn E1mirs of AppelJ:'ldi.x: Table 10 multiplied b;;r 
the rat~e:s constru(cted wh@n the tigu:f:"es ;f(QJr Coluunn En'Mfs of Appendix T,able 
g are d.ivid®d by ·i:i,hie,. :t.ig11LreEJ iR'):. Cglmt!lil Enws; of Appendix: TabLe 4 for the 
eleven=area griO>up and C'2lltitmirn Enws 01t Append.ix: 'f\abl.ie.: 5 for thie ed..glrn;,=a:rea, 
group. 
154The .figures f.@r !J((;)ll.lJ.lillil Ed o.f A:ppend..h Table 10 plus thos,e fign1res 
multiplied by rate!lJ coRil~,tl'm@ted fcair the 19!ight,"-'area gro1mp and the elevefil\= 
area group. •rne eight=area gr,t0JU!.p r::i.ta:a ar1P..J i::i1btailnlii";c/i by fiir:at S'@.btractmg 
the figures for, G!:;ll\ll.l'lm Ed of Appendix '.ra,hle '.:i t:r,,m thm~e in C())lUI!'ml\ Ect l()Jf 
Appendix Table 8 Wi1d di1rldi.r1g thl(l) clit'l1& .. ?1;mceis bt the A,ppe:nd::bt '.t"able 5 
figu;N~s. 'l'hei :res·l!)ll'ting per,cilflnt 101 muiH';,ipl:ied by 221/240. The elev~.irl"" 
area group ra.t,f!s are o,btainedl by :1f:\L:r.·s1~ SU1bt:rac:t:tr1g f'ig'llt'tes .f\v>r G©Jlwnt!. 
Ed o.t Appendix Table 4 f'ritlm Q)t C:C»l.Wllltli Ra IQ)f App<1o1nol:ix Table 8 &lid 
dividing the difterenceJs by the .a:ppemiix To~,bLe 4 f':i.gurr'es" The 1~sulting 
percent is muUipliedl b;r 221/2400 
1.46 
15 5The figures for Column Esu of Appendix Table 10 plus those figures 
multiplied. by rates constructed for the ei,ght=a.rea group and the eleven= 
area group. The eight=area group rates are obtained when first the 
figures in Column E5 u of Table 5 are subtracted from those in Column Esu 
of Appendix Table 8 and the differences are divided by the Appendix Table 
5 figures~ The resulting percent i~ multiplied by 221/240. The eleven= 
area. group rates are ob't,ained when first tlb.e figures f'rom Column Esu of 
Appendix Table 4 are subtracted from those in Column Eau of Appendix. Table 
8 and the differences are divided by the Appendix. Table 4 figurese The 
resulting percent is multiplied by 221/240. 
156The figures tor ColtlJ.llllll Eg of Appendix Table 10 multiplied by rates 
constructed :for the @ight=area. gr'oup and the eleven=area group.. The rates 
are obtained when the figmres for Colt'l.llln Eg of Appendix Table 8 are di= 
vided by those from C@lUl.l'll.n E. o:t Appendix Table 5 for the eight=area 
group and Column Eg of Appen~ix Table 4 for the eleven-area group. 
157The figures in Coltm'ln Eaws ~f Appendix Table 10 multiplied b7 the 
rate obtained when the .figures in Colmnm Eaws ot Appendix Table 8 are di= 
vided by the .figure:e in Column Ea.ws of Appendix. Table 4o 
158rhe figures in Column Easu of Appendix Table 10 multiplied by the 
rate obtained when the figures in Colwnn Ea.au c.f ,Appendix Table 8 are di= 
vided by the figures in Column Easn of Appendix Table 4,. 
159The figures in Column Enp of Appendix '!'able 10 multiplied by a. 
rate constructed when the tigure.\'11 tror ''Gowernment workers" ill Table 84, 
PC(l)=J8C, ppo 217=222, are divided by the figares in Column Eg of 
Appendix Table 5 for the eight=area gr~up and the figures in Column Eg of 
Appendix Table 4 for the eleve:n=area group$ 
160Derived by setting the data described in footnotes 97 through 105 
into the annual BES unemployment estimating equation equal to the figures 
in Column Ut or Appendix. Table lOo 
161.rhe .figures for "196011 .from Table I, Q_ount( Employme% .P!.~9 
Oklahoma: 1960=1961, pp,, 3=5, multiplied by the rate constructed when 
the figures in Colwnn Enws of' Appendix Table 8 are divided. by the figures 
in Cc»lumn Enw5 of' Append.i."'I{ Table 4 for the eleven=area group and Column 
Enws of Appendix Table 5 f'©>r the ~ight=area group o 
162The awn ot the figures d$scribed. in tCJot:n~tes 163 thr~·,tlih 169. 
163The figure~ f©lr Column Enws @f' Appendix Table 11 f~r the eight= 
area. group and Column Enws of' Appendix Ta.ble 3 for the elewn=area group 
multiplied by the rates cons,tructed when the figures tor Column Emirs of 
Appendix. Table 8 are divided!. by the figure:s .in Colwnn. Enws of Appendix. 
Table 4 for the eleven=area. gX"oup Bl'!d Colwrm Enws of Appendix. Table 5 foir 
the eight=area groupo 
164The figures for Column Ed ~r Appendix Table 11 for the eight=area 
group and Column. Ea o.f' Appendix Table 3 f'tn· the eleven=a.rea group plus 
those figures multiplied by rate~ constructed for the @ight=area group and 
the eleven=area gl"tlt1p.. The eight=area grQJUP rates are obtained by .first 
11+7 
subtracting t,he figures for Colu!Il.!!1 I~ci o:t" Appli:llndix Table 5 from those in 
Column Ed of Appendix Table 8 and i:Uvlding the differences by the Appendix 
Table 5 figu.re:,i:l. The re:aultlrig percent is multiplied by 245/240. The 
eleven-area grciup rates are obtaine:d by f:.lt'B't subtracting the !igu.res for 
Column Ed of Appendix Table 4 from those of C~lW1ID1 Ed of Appendix Table 8 
and dividing the differences by the Appendix:. Table 4 figures. The re= 
sulting percent is multiplied by 245/2400 
165The figures for Column E8 u of Appendix Table 11 for the eight=area 
group and Collll!Iln Esu of Appendix Table 3 tor the eleven=area group plus 
those figures multiplied by rates constru~ted for the eight=area group 
and the eleven=area groupo Th.re eight=area group r;:i,tes are obtained when 
first the figures in Colwnn Eau of Appendix Table 5 are subtracted from 
those in Column Esu of Append:i;it: Table 8 axsd the differences are divided 
by the Appendix: 'l'able 5 figures. The resulting percent is multiplied by 
245/240. The eleven=area group rates are obtained when first the figures 
from Column Esu i:!J.f Appendix Table 4 are subtracted from those in Column 
Esu of Appendb;, 'l'able 8 and the c:tiffertmc:ie is di videid by the Apper.dix 
Table 4 figures; the resulting perceLilt i.s mult,iplied by 245/240,, 
166The fi.gures :for Column Eg o:t App,r.i1nd:iil 'r'able 11 f,or tirM'i, eight=area 
group and Column Eg of Appendix Table 3 for thee eLewn=area group multi= 
plied by rates constrmc:ted for the eight=a,rea group and the eleven-area 
group. The rates are obtained ·when the figures for Column Eg of Appendix 
Table 8 are divided by those from C(lllwnn Eg of Appendix Table 5 for the 
eight=area group and Coluunn Eg of Appendix Table 4 for the elevert=area 
grou.p. 
l67The figures in Colu.m.n Eaws oi' App1e!11dix, Table 3 mv1lt:tplied by the 
rat,e obtained when the. :tigutre.s in C10Jlmtll'1 Eaws «:>it Appe~.d:l"lC, Table 8 are di"" 
vided by the figuN&:ll in IO©Jl1.mnn Eaw's ot Appeindix Ta,blra 4G 
16Si_,he figureli\l in Columm Il~a,5u 1of Appendix Table 3 multiplied. by the 
rate obtained when the figures in Column Easu of Appendix Table 8 are di= 
vided by the figures in C:olwnn Easu o:f Appendix Table 4e 
l69The figures in Column Enp of. Appendix Table J muU,iplied by a rate 
constructed when the figures :for 11Gover:runent w\Clrkers'' in Table 84, PC(l)= 
38C, pp. 217=222, are divided by the figures in Column Eg of Appendix 
Table 5 for the eight=area group and the figures in Colwmll Eg of Appendix 
Table 4 f~r the eleven-area group. 
17°'fhe data ar•e obtained by setting the f'igure;:s d~scr:lbed in foot.= 
notes 108 thrcn1gh 116 of Appendi.1e 'I'a:ble 11 for the eightc,area group and 
footnotes 25 through Jl of Appexid:ix 'fable 3 for the e:lev-en=ar· ... ~a group 
into the a.rmual unemployment e:stimat,ing equation equal to the :figures in 
Column Ut of Appendix Table 11 for the l,;)ight=ar,ea group and. in Column Ut, 
ot Appendix Table 3 for the eleve:n=area gr·oup0 
171The figures for 11196111 from 'I'able I, J'.:oJdln;t! ~!l.!£19~ Ql}'~,j&, 
Oklahoma: 1,2~.Q,,JJ6Jb, pp. 3~5 .~ multipl:11:;d by the rates constracted whe:n the 
figures in Column Enws of' Appendix Table 8 are di.vi.ded by the figures in 
Column Enws of Apperidix. '!'able 4 f'or the eleven=a.rea group &1d the figures 
in Column E:nws of Appe!Dld:ix. Tablre 5 for th<e eight=area gr@'1!p. 
172•rhe su ot the f:lLgu.res des,cribed in f//:Jot.notes 173 th:reugh 1790 
l73The :figures for Column Einws of Append:ix Table 12 multiplied by the 
rates constructed when the figures for Column Enws of AppeRdix Table 8 are 
divided by the .figures in Column Enws of' Appendix Table 4 for the eleven= 
area group and Column Enws of Appendix Table 5 .f'0>r the eight=area group. 
174The figures fo:r Column Ect of' Appendix: Table 12 plus those figures 
multiplied by rates constructed for the eight=area group and the eleven-
area group. The eight=area group rat,es are obtained by .first subtracting 
the figures f@r Column Ect of Append:ix Table 5 .from those in Column Ect of 
Appendix Table 8 and dividing the dif'fere:nces by the Appendix 'fabl:e 5 
figures. The resuUing percent is multiplied by 269/240. The eleven= 
area group rates are obtained by first subtracting the figures for Column 
Ect of Appendix Table 4 from those of Column Ect of Appendix Table 8 and 
dividing the differences by the 4ppendix Table 4 figures. The resulting 
percent is multiplied by 269/240. 
175The figures for Colwnn Esu of Appendix 'I'able 12 plus those figures 
multiplied by ratE:s constr11cted for the e1ght=area gr~up am the eleven= 
area group, The eight~=al"ea. group rates /:i,re obtained when first the 
figures in Column E6 u of Appendix Table 5 are subtra.cted from those in 
Column Esu of Appendix Table 8 am the dir:f'erences are divided by the 
Appendix Table 5 figurese The resulting percent is multiplied by 269/240. 
The eleven=a.rea gr@llup rates are obtained 'when first the !.i.gtllres from 
Column Esu of Appendix Table 4 are ff!llbtr,a.ct,ed from t,hoillle in Column Eau o! 
Appe11dix Table 8 am t,h,e dif'fe:t>~nce[!I a.r'e d:brid\!!Jd by the Appendix 'J;lable 4 
figures; the re:sul.tbig percent. is multiplb1d by 269/2400 
l 76The figuries for C:l!!lumn Eg ())f Appendix "fable ]2 multiplied by rates 
constructed f@r the @iglht=area gr,<)tll.p ,91'l!.d the: e leven=a1•ea groupo The rates 
are obtained when t;,)he tigur,es !©Jr Col1ll.Illlfi Eg of Appendix Table 8 are di= 
videid by those f'Ji"(@m i(}olwrun Eg of Appe)ll\d:ix. Tabl® .5 .f'\QJr t.he eiglht=area gromp 
and Column Eg of Appendix Table 4 fr::ir the eleven=area groupo 
177The .figures in Column Eaws o:f' Appendix Tabl~ 12 multiplied by the 
rate obtained when the .figul'€H:ll in Cl10>ltmLin Ea,ws w:!t' Appendix •rable 8 are di= 
vided by the figUl:"e!:! in ColUJ.rrWJ. Eawi:; of Appendix Table 4o 
178Tne figure/ill in Columl!l\ EaBu of Appendix. Table 12 muUi.p,lied by the 
rate obtained when the :f.'igures in Colmmi n;a.S\ll\ of Appendix. Table 8 are di= 
vided by the figures i:n Column Ea.su ot Appendix Table 4o 
179The figt11res ln Column ERJ\ of' App1end:bc Table ]2 multiplied. 'by a 
rate constructed whe&1 the flgure~ f.or UGJove:r:rorent workers" m Table 84, 
PC( 1)=38Cll pp. 217=22,2, are divided by. the .figures in Column Eg @f 
Appendix. Table 5 for the eight=a;rea group .iS!lld the i'igUJres in Golwnn Eg of 
Appendix. Table 4 far the ~l1H'en.=t:1,1~ea g:t"1:iJ,lcllPc 
180:oerived by setting the figwtes dl~s,c:ribed. in f'oot:nQltes 119 t;hrough 
128 into the annual BES unemplo;rn~nt equatiori equal to the figm".'es in 
Column Ut of Append5.x Table 120 
181Th® annual a:ve:t>age of area insm0 ed errrployment monthly totals pre= 
sented in Oklahoma Labor M.9.!"kieit, Table VII (October, 1962), pp .. 31=35; 
Table VII ·ure~mb;x:, l96?2Y: 7i;x;; 31=35; Table IX (March, 1963), ppo 33=37i 
and Table IX (June, 1963), ppo 33=37., These initial figures are then 
multiplied by the rates c~nstructed when tlr.!e figures in Col'!l!lil.1rll Enws of 
Appendix. Table 8 are dbridl'3d by the tigure:ei in Cciluunn Enws l.}f Appendix 
Table 4 for the ele'Wem=ai.rea g:it'\QJ'tl!.p and the ti.gtJJ.ree; in. C@ltl.l.IIln Em,8 o:t 
Appendix Table 5 f(())I' the eight=a.rea groiupo 
182The swn of the f'igurieiS> d~:s:c:iriood in f'oiC!tnQte:s 183 through 189 o 
18.3The figures fl.Jr Golmnn Enws (Q)f Appendn Table 1.3 for the eight= 
area group and Colwnn Enws of Appendix Table l for the eleven=area group 
multiplied by the rates constructed when the figmres tor Column E:nws o:t 
Appendix 8 are divided by the fig!llre:s iri. COllwnn Enws of Appendix Table 4 
for the eleven-area group and Column Enws of Appendix Table 5 for the 
eight-area groupe 
184The figm"es for Colinnirn Ea rC1f' Appendix Ta:ble 13 for the eight=area. 
group and AppeITTdix Table 1 toir• t,he elenrm1=a.:r.ea group plus those .figures 
multipli.ed by rat,el::! conf,tr·uct,1:'id tor the eJ.ght=area group and the eleven"" 
area. group. The eight=area. grou.p r,;;1.tes are ob'tained by first subtracting 
the figures for Column Ea of Appendix Table 5 from those in Colwnn Ed of 
Appendix Table 8 and d:ividing the d.i!'ferences by the Appendix Table 5 
figures.. The res'l.tlting percent is multiplied by 293/2400 The eleven= 
area group rates are obtained by first £1uibtra.cting -the figures .for Column 
Ed of Appendix. Table 4 r:r(P)m thoi:ie ~f' Colwin Ed of Appe:rid.i:x. Table 8 and di.= 
viding the diff'erie:nees by t:.he 11.pp~ndix "fable 4 figures o 'l'he r®JsuU,ing 
percent is multiplied by 293/21+00 
185The f'ig@.resi f'!CjJr (Ji))li/.11.llOO. Es1m ot Appe:tid:i:x; Table 13 f'ii,r t~he eight,= 
area group and ColtllWl Es;u of Appit'llndix Table l fo>r the elevenc:oarea. group 
plus those .figure6 multiplied by rates c.©JP1.stro,~t.ed f,t)):r.· t,he ..eighi~"''s.rea 
group and the elevern.=area g:r\@l,ll!Pc The eight.=&!X'ea gr(c»up rates are obtained 
when first, the f.igures in (}glumn Esu of .A.ppend:i'ii: Table 5 are fHllbtracted 
from those ii:i Column Estt of Appendix Table 8 and the d.if':f'erences are di= 
vided by the Appendix Table 5 !:lgures o The r<:efJUlting percent is multi= 
plied by 293/240. 1'.h<ffJ elenren=area gr((ll'U:p rates a.re obtaiwed when first 
the figures from C~lwnn E81ll o.t Appendix. •rab.le 4 are s'!llbtracted fr~m those 
in Column Esu 0f Appendix Table 8 a.:rrnd the dif!e:renc<eis are di'ldded by the 
Appendix Table 4 f'igures0 'I'he :t·~ai.111:ting ,Pe1"(1e111.t i~ mU1lt.i.pli.e)d by 293/2400 
lS6The flgu:res f'ox·· (J<olwn:n E:g ~f .Appe1ir:idix. ·.r.~blf.i 1) f©Jr the ei.ght=aJ:'f.'Hl 
group and Column Eg o:f Appendtx: 'r.'ahle 1 fer the e1lr::1vetl!=area, group multi= 
plied by rates construct®d tor the eight=a.rea, g:ro1.1p and the eleven=a.r.ea 
group. The ra:tes are obtained when the :t:'i.gtl!l"es fort' Colum Eg of Appendix 
Table 8 are divided by ·those from Golmnn. Eg of Appendix. Table .5 for the 
eigh:t=a.rea griQlup and Column Eg of Appendix Table 4 for the el®Wn=area 
groupo 
187The figttr\es in Cc»lumn Eaws: of Appendix: 'Jt~able l rnu.ltipliied by the 
rate obtained when the figurea'J in ColUIJ!l!ri Eaws of' .append±x: 't:'a.bl\':, 8 a.re di= 
vided by the figures in Colvmm Eaws o.t" Appendix. Table 4o 
150 
188The figures in Column Ea.su ot Appendix Table l multiplied by the 
rate obtained when the figures in C~lumn Easu of Appendix Table 8 are di-
vided by the figures in Column Easu of Appendix Table 4o 
189The figures in Column EX'll.p o:t Append.ix Table l multiplied by a. 
rate constructed when the .tigurefll for HQovernment workers" in Table 84, 
PC(l)-38C, ppo 217=222, are divided by th~ figures in Column Eg ot 
Appendix Table 5 tor the eight=a:rea gro~p and the figures in. Colu:mn Eg 
of Appendix Table 4 for the elev~n=area gr~upo 
190The data are obtained by setting the figures described in foort-
notes 1.30 through 138 or Appendix. Table 1.3 tor the eight=area. group and 1 
through 9 of' Appendix Table l :for the eleven=aNa group intG the annual 
unemployment estimating eqilation eqnal to the figures in Column Ut of 
Appendix Table 1.3 for the eight=area group and ~ those in Colwnn Ut of 
Appendix Table 1 for the eleven=area group0 
l91The figure5 for 111958" from Table II 9 ~t:l, Em.plozme .... nt Data, 
Oklahom.a.g ~1.221, ppe -4=6o. 
192.rhe sum of the figures described in footnotes 193 through 199. 
193The .f'igves £or HW-a.ge and sala:rj.ed workers'' in Ha.ndbo2)s 2' Labor 
Force ~' pp. S-89, minus the .tigures in Columns Eg and. Enp o:t Appendix 
Table 9, 
l9~he figures in Colwnn Ed of' Appendix. Table 9 multiplied. b7 the 
rate constructed when the swn of' the figures in Columns Enws, E1 and Enp 
of Appendix Table 19 are divided by the sums of the .figures in columias 
Enws, Eg, and Enp of Appendix Table 9© 
l95The figures in .Column Eau of Append.ix Table 9 multiplied by the 
rate constructed when t.he sum c:i.f' the f.igm'es .in Ciolu.mn!i Enwe, lg, &nd 
Enp of Appendix Ta'ole 19 are div·id~d. by the stin of the figu.res in Colwnn1 
Enws, Eg, and Enp ot Appendi."K: 'fa'bli, 9© 
l96The figures .tor "Government worker~it in Table 43, Vol. II,11 Part 
36, PP• 91=100. 
197The rate f'or nait"ed workers 11 .t"rom !J~gbg.2}5 2! lo ment. ~ l~fi..£ 
Labor Market t;:g.tf~t:.!2£! £.~t .Slf\l.U !~l~h p,, 2b, muilt.i ed by a rate 
constructed w en t -· ei figure9 fol"' "Privat.e w.a.ge ar:i.d ealar;r workers" of 
HEmployed in agricultu:re 11 from Table S,3il V~l. II., Part .36., :p .. 22S., are 
divided 'by the figures tor 0 Hired ·worker111" f1r r•i1.p:t~il l, l.950i" .from 
St.ate Table 7, Vol. I, Part. 25,. Pe 3le '.fhei deriired ra;t.e is then multi= 
plied. by the figures for the column hte1ad.ed. n111red" from the table 11Annua.l 
average number of workers on farms:, l'15S, by- :regions .. and ;,w<elected states, 
with comparisons,'' l'A~ ~...B.t (,Jaxi.ual':1, 1959L p .. 7" The 03<atima:t.e 
which results is then diTided by the fi.ga:res tor 11Priv.ate wa.ge ad. salary 
workers n from 'fable 8.3 $ The r.ate which res'lll.H.s i:s multiplied by the area. 
f'igures obtained. when the area figures for ''Farmers and fa.rm managers'' 
and "Farm laborers, unpaid family workersn from Table 43, Vol.. II, Part. 
36, pp. 91=100, are subtracted from the 'l'able 43 area. i'iglll.:i-0 es for 
"Agricu.l·ture." 
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l98'The rate for 11Self=employeci and unpaid .family workers 11 from B@.£""' 
book ga P.!velo12meg~, £! ~ ~ !4iar!s~t )[.afgLID#·J:..~O.,ll !'9.£, Small ~~!'!~, P• 
i2b, is multiplied by a ratf:l c:Olnstr'/2!.cted when the smn of state figures 
for nself"-"E!mployed work~Ts" and ''Uripai.d family workers'' who are ''Em.ployed 
in agriculturett from Table. 83, Vol~ II.!!! Part 36,. Po 228» i.s di.vidl!ld by 
the figures for 11:ti'amily workers, i.nclud.i.ll'.!g o:perators 11 .for "April 1, 1950n 
from State Table 7, V'©lc I, Part 25., Po .3lo 'l'he de:rived rat,e is then 
multiplied by the .fi.gure:s f':cir the colwnn headed °Family'' from the table 
0 Annual avel"age number or workers @!I .farms~ 1958.~ by regions and selected 
states with r.:omparisons, 11 f--~~ ~£ (Januar;r@ 1959), p0 7., The estimate 
which results iis t.hen divi.d~d by the Stl.fil of the s !.ate Table 8.3 figures 
!'or "Self-employed. worke:l;"sn and 1'Unpaid famizy wrk:ersn who are 1'Empl()yed 
in agriculture~ n The rate which .reisults i:IY this:X'll multiplied b;r the SWll of 
the area figure:e: f'@r ''Farmel?"s and .farm m~nager:6 n air'ld "Fal"m lab©Jreirsj un= 
paid family worlrersJ> u b(()ith frrorm Table 4J;i! Voilo II 9 Part .36, ppo 91=1000 
l99The s:um. CJf the .figures for "Edu~ational services 9 private,/' 50 
percent of the figtID'."eall for ''Medical. and l(»ther health servic®3, n and 50 
percent ~r nother pro.fess lolrilal aind rel.at®Jd services, n all of Table 43 J> 
Vol. II 9 Part 36, ppw 91=1000 
200neri'ved by :setting the d,s.ta d~scrlbed :in .fo~tnotes 86 through 94 
into the annual BES unemployment e:s'/;,imatiXJg equation equal to the figures 
in Column Ut of Appendix. Table 9e 
201The f'igure:B f'c»r "195911 .fr©Jm Table II 9 QQ,,~.J,X, ~plOYlilf!U,t, J.l~,!,,§'!., 9 
Okl~hom.a~ ;J;25~122_~~ PP@ 4=6o 
.20.2The sum of the fig1.J1.res described :til f ©<C'fGnot,es 203 thro·llgh 209" 
203The figures .tor uwa,ge a111d e.alar::l.1,Ml workers'' in [~,2,.1;?99..~ .9!, ~~~Qi},: 
f2~ ~' pp. 8=89, mi.nu.a the fi.g11:rreS1 :ln Columns Eg and E11p of · 
Appendix Table 10. 
204'l'he figures in Column Ed of' Appendtx Table 10 multiplied b;y the 
rate construc~ed w~en the swu of. the :lf'.igurea 1:n C~lumns E:ows' Eg! aind 
Enp. of AppendlX. Table 20 are di v1.d.e~ by the smns of the f1.gures in 
Columns Enws, Eg, and Enp of Appendix Table l.Og 
205The figures in Column Esu 0>! Appe!ld:ix Table 1.0 111llltiplied by the 
rate constructed when the swns of the figm"·e~ i.n 1)::lil·wm'ls Enws,~ Eg, and 
Enp of Appe~dix ''ra~le 20.· cU'e cU~.· :1.d.®~ by the smns of the tiguires 1.n 
Columns Eriws~ Eg, <lll,li,'lld E:np of Apprendn Tabl~ lOe 
Z06,rhe .f.igures f'or 11Gove:r.rnri~:1nt wo:r.lkeirB 11 in 'f.!J1,b,le 43/i) Volo Il: 9 Put 
36, PP• 9lwlOO .. 
207The :rate f(Qr nH:1.red W«:!l:r.k,(~:r,s" f'rrnn Urt~~'b':\.);St~ 5')\l ~.'!J"!tl.<ff&~~ :Pl, 
Basic La.bor ~~Jt~!, l,~qi:rn._va;~!_~~ K(J;X .~ffe.;'Mat ~!Ii' Po 26, multipl.i@d by a 
rate constructed when t,h.e figw•es for 1!Priwatce wage and Bal.ary 'WD>rlk@r.sn 
of "Employed in agriiculturlillu from Tab1a 83, Volo II 9 Part 36~ Po 2,'2.89 
are divided by the figures .f'oi:r. 11Hb•,edl ~·g,r"]\tJn"sn fitH'." nAp:ril l.!> 1950,, 11 frrQlm 
State Table 7, VoL, I, Part 25;, p,, 3,lo 'rh<ei derived ra.te fa then m.1111'1:i,i= 
plied by the figtll'<e:S fo:r 110klahuma,U fI"bm the. C(lJlllUI®l headed 11Av@ra.ge" from 
the tabl~ "i:Iired workers !Cln .farms" 19599 n ~ J,~b,9.f, (January, 1960), Po 
11. The estimate which results i6 then divided by the figtl!.res fc,r 
"Private wage and salary workers" .t'rom Table 8.3., The rate which results 
is III11ltiplied by the area figures obtained when the area figures for 
"Farmers and farm managers" and ''Fann laborers, unpaid family workers" 
from Table 43» Vol., II 9 Part 36, pp~ 91=100., a.re s·!ibtra.cted from the 
Table 43 area. figures f'or ''Agrictl!.lture on 
208The rate f@r "Sel.f=employed a:nd unpaid f'amil.y workers n from Hand= 
book 2n Develppment. ~!~,.,sic~~ l[__n:formati91! ~ Small Ar,~'s;p., 
126, is multiplied by a. rate constrnct,ed when the sum of state f'i.gures for 
"Self=employed. workers" and tlij:npaid .family workers" who a.re '1Employed in 
agriculture" from Table 83, Velo II9 Pa:i:-t 36, p., 228~ is divided by the 
figures for 1:ffa.mi.ly workers, including opera.torsn for ''April 1, 19509 " 
from State Table 7, Vol.. I, Part 25, p .. JL The derived rate is then 
multiplied by the figures :for "Oklahoman .from the column headed "Average" 
from the table "Family workers on .farms9 1959," ~ Labor (January, 
1960), p. 9° The estimate whfoh reeults i~ then divided. by the sum of 
the Table 83 figures fi:!lr "SeU'=empfoyed. wrkers" and "Unpaid .family' 
workersn who are 'fEmployed in agriculture o" The rate which results is 
then multipli~d by the sum of the area figures for HFarmers and farm 
managers" and '''Fann laborers, unpa,id f'amil,y workers, n both from Table 43, 
Vol. II, Part 36, PP• 91=100G, 
209The awn o:r the figures for ''Educational !f'Ser'rlces, private 9 n 50 
percent of the f'igares for '"Medical and ot,har health services fl 11 a.nd 50 
percent, of' "Other professional and rela:ted ser'rlreesi, n all Gf Table 43 9 
Vol. II~ Part 36, pp~ 91=100~ 
210oerived by setting the data d~scribed in footnotes 97 through 105 
into the annual BES unemployment estimating equation equal to the .f i,gures 
in Column Ut of Appendix. Table lOo 
2l1The figures for "1960" from Table I, $l~tl ~ pata.JJ 
Oklahomag liQQ,=}-2§1.~ PP~ 3=5o 
2l2The sum or the .figures described i:n focrtnotes 213 throug.,h. 219 o 
213'fhe figures for "Wage and salaried workers n in ~-~bQ.Q,_k ~ k~,!?,2£ 
Force pata, pp5 S-,89, minus the figures in ColU!.!Ilne Eg and Enp of Appendix 
Table 11 for the eight=a.rea group .and the figures in Columin.s Eg and Enp 
of Appendix Table 3 .for the ~l~ven=area, group. 
214The figures in Column Ed, of. App.eridix. Tablei 3 multipli,e<i by the 
rate constructed when the :sum at the f'tglll,r·es in Colmn.ne Enw, Eg, and 
Enp of Appendix Table 21 ara dindtid by the sum of the fi,gu_res f':r.om 
Columns Enws, Eg, and Enp of Append.ix Table 3 for the eleven=araa. group 
and by the surn of the figures tr-om Col'lllmlO..$ EX'!Ws, Eg, a.nd E:np of Appendix 
Table 11 tor the ei.ght=area group0 
215The figures in Col'!l!Jil.r.t. Esu of Appendix Table J :multiplied by the 
rate constructed when the sum of the figures in Coltlllmli,s Enw~s Eg, a~d Enp 
of Appendix Tabl~ 21 are divid®d by the swn ot the figures from Column~ 
Emrs, Eg, and Erap of Appendix Table 3 for the eleven=area group and the 
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sum of the fi.gU.1'."iei!'l from C:olwnns En~ffs.!I Eg, and Elnp of Appendi.".iC Table 11 
for the ®ight=ariea gri(J)up., · 
216The figures :tor 0Governroont W((l)rJkers 11 from Table 43/P Volo II 9 Part 
36, ppo 91=100. 
217The rate f0>r nHi:red worklers'' from !:!~'l'Jd.b_~ £E:, PJllJrelQ.£~};:, 2! ~ 
I,,g.'Q,or Market .J)Jj;'o~t!9J! ~ .S,,rna,,J.J; !;r~~J;_i?9 Po 26, multiplied by. a rate con= 
structed when the figures for nprivate wage and salary workerstt of fl.Em= 
ployed in agriculturerr from Table 83 9 VoL II 9 Part J6, po 228, are di= 
vided by the figures for nHired workars" for 111!.pril l, 1950, 11 from State 
Table 7, Vol. I, Part 25, po JL The derived rate is then multiplied by 
the figures for 110klahoma 11 from the colrurm headed 0 Average'' in the table 
0 Hired workers on farms, 1960v 11 ~ (Jai111ary, 1961), po lL The 
estimate which results is then divided by the figures for r1Private wage 
and salary workers 0 from Table 83. The rate which results is multiplied 
by the area figures ©>btained when the area figu.res for "Farmers and farm 
managers" and "Farm laborers, unpald family workersn from Table 4.3j,) VoL 
II 9 Part 36, pp. 91=100, are subtracted from the Table 43 area figures 
for ''Agriculture o 11 
218The rate f©r 0 Self=employed and unpaid family workersu from Hand= 
book 2a Developmeut, £.! ~~ kabot M.arket JJl!_qrma.tion fQK §;na,11 Areas,p" 
126, is multiplied by a rate constructed when the sum of state figures 
for 11Self'-employed workersn and 1'Unpald family workers'' who are rt.Employed 
in agri.culture'' i'rom Table 83, Vt".11~ II;9 Part 36, Po 228, is divided by 
the figures for nFa.rnily· workeii•s 9 including operators II i\)r uApril 1, 1950'' 
from State Table 7, Vol. I, Pa.rt ,25i p~ JL The derived rat.e is then 
multiplied by the figures f,@r noklahomar'l from the c©Jlumn headed rr1tverage 11 
in the table flFamily wo:doors 01r2 .f'arm:s~ 196oju f__~-1t~9.2!: (January~ 1961), 
p. 9. The estimate which results fa thG(!l divided by the sum or the Table 
83 figures for nself~employed 'iillllrkersn a.nd UUJnpai.d family workers 11 who 
are "Employed in agriculture on 'rhe rate wh.ich rie&Hltlts is then m'U.ltiplied 
by the sum. c:f the area figures fll)r 11:F'armers and farm ma:nagers 11 and 11Farm 
laborers, unpaid family workers ,/1 hl2lth fr'Om Table 43~ Volo II, Part 36, 
pp. 91=100. 
219The sum of the figures for 1'Ed·mc,at,ional i:Hn°vic$5 private, u 50 
percent of the figures for 11Medical and oth(er he:e,1.th serirfoes, n and 50 
percent of 110ther prof'es:sional and rela:t edl se:r,rices, 11 all o.f Table 4.3, 
Vol. II, Part 36, pp. 91""1000 
22°'rhe eight=area group data are derived by sertti.ng the flg11:res des= 
cribed in f ocrtnotes 108 ·through 116 in the ·anemploymen:t estimating 
equation equal to the figures in Column Ut of Appendix Table 11. The 
eleven-area group data are derived by setting tht:\\ f.tgm'es described in 
footnotes 23 through 31 equal to the fi.g11res in Column 1(J.t of Appendi.x 
Table J. 
221,rhe figures for n196111 from Table I, PR.Y~ ;§IBPJJlYme:g!i; ~~ 
~~ 122Q=l961, PP• 3=5 • 
222The sum of' the figures described in fcioit:notes 223 through 2,29. 
223 The figures for nwage and salarle,d ·workers 11 in B.<W.dboQ}f gJt !e.QQ,?: 
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Force Data, pp~ &-,89, minus Lhe figures in Columns Eg &.nd Enp or Appendix 
Table IT:= 
224.irhe figures in Column Ed of Appendix Tabla 12 multiplied by the 
rate constructed when the sum of the f'igu.res in Columns Enws, Eg, and. Enp 
of Appendix. Table 22 &:!NI divid~d by the smn ot the figmres in Columns 
Enws, Eg, and Enp o:f Appendix Table l2o 
225The figures in Colu.mn E~u ~t Appendix Table 12 multiplied by the 
rate constructed!. when the sum ot t,lb.e figU!J'."ea in ColtlLlllns ~' Eg, and Enp 
of Appendix Table 22 are div.id~d by t,he s'Ulm of the figures in Columns 
Enws, Eg9 and Enp o:t Appendix Taba l,;,,1o 
226The figures f'or "Gove:.rmnent wrkars n in Table 43, Vebl. II, Part 
.36, PP• 91=100., 
227The rate for ''Hired worke:rsn from fl?J!lbq.Q,! ~ !>J!Yelopm.ent ~ Basic 
Labor Market ~ormatio! ~ .§ffeJl-11 ~~ po26, multiplied by a rate con= 
structed when the :figures :for "Private wage and salary wrkers 0 o;f ''Em= 
ployed in agriculture" fr~m Tabl.re! 8J, Volo II, Part 36, p~ 228, a.re di= 
vided by the figures .for "Hired!. workers" for nApril 1, 1950.," from State 
Table 7, Vole I, Part 25,1) <Po Jl0 TM derived. ,rate is then multiplied by 
the figures for "Oklahoma." from the column headed "Average" in the table 
"Hired workers on farms, 1961," ~ :kq.!\l.q!: (January, 1962), p. ll. The 
estimate which result$ is then did.ded by ·the figures for "Private wage 
and salary workers" from Table 8J~ The rate which results is multiplied 
by the area. figures obtained when thiei aNa. figures f@r "Farmers and farm 
managers" and 11Fa.rm laborers, unpaid .famizy workers" from Table 43, Volo 
II, Part 36, ppa 91=100, are subtracted from the Table 43 area figures 
for "Agricultureo" 
228The rate f~r "Sel.f.,,,emplo;yed. and unpaid .fam.ily workers" from ~= 
book 2ll Qe,J!!,lO,P!!.lU:, g! L~ ~.£ ~AlmTu., lnlitm!:tion i,\@.,t ~malt !t~, po 
1.26, is multiplied by a. rate co:nstruoted w.ht•n t,be sum of state figures 
tor r1self'...employed workers" and 'tifl'npe"id f'am111' workeratt who are 1'.Empl";yed 
in agriculture" from. Table .. S.3, Volo, 1.Ia Part J6, po 2.28, iJ:1 divid.~d. 'b;y 
the figures for "Family WOI'.'kere, mclu.ding ~perator:sn tor "Aprill, 1950i,n 
.from State Table 1, Vol. I, Part 25, Po Jlo The ol.~ri.ved rate is then. 
multiplied by the figures for ''Oklahoms,'·1 .from the col'UJ.mn headed "Average" 
in the table ''Family workers on f.ums.11 1961," ll.l, ~~ .. ~:r, (Januaey.11 1962) » 
P• 9. The estimate which results is then div ed bf' the Sllllll. ot the state 
Table 8.3 figures for "Sie;lf=empleyed worlmrs" and t't!fnpaid family' work~rs" 
who are ''Employed in agriculture .. n The rate which re!:llmlts ie then m-mlti"" 
plied by the S'll!m Gi.f' t,he area f'ig'l:ires .f ©l:r 11Fs.:rm.era i'lll\d t,a:rm managers n md 
"Farm labo:r•ers., unpaid f'runily wo:rb1:rs 9 t1 both from Table 43.'P Volo II:. Part 
.36, pp. 91, •• 100 .. 
229The swn o:t the figures f~r 1".Edueatione.l seirviic:es, priva;te 9 n 50 
percent of the .figures .f'or "Medical and. ll)t,her health servi1..1as, « and 50 
percent of "Other pr(!J)fessional and relatad services," all of Table 43i 
Vol. II, Pa.rt 36, pp0 91=1000 
230nerived b;y setting the figures descr.ibed in f'@@tnotes 119 throu.gh 
128 into the annual BES unemployment, equation equal to the figures in 
Column Ut of Table l2o 
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2,JlThe annual average: of airea insured @mployment monthly totals pre= 
sented in Qk~~I}p!]p,:..,t,gl,)_2,r ))1p,,:t~(t\)Ji.ll Table 'HI (October)) 1962) 9 PPG 31=35~ 
Table VII(Dec~mbe~, 1962), PP~ 31=.35, T'able IX (Marchi; 1963) j pp. 33=37; 
and Table IX {June, 1963), PP• JJ=J7. 
232The swn of the figure:Bl described :ixL f©otnotes 233 through 2.39G 
23.3The figures for 11Wage ainid salaried ~iroirkeirs" i.n £Ig£tdJ:iook ££ Labor 
!2!:£! ~, pp, 8=89, miirl!.'lllS t.he figures in Coilwnns Eg and Enp of Appendix 
Table 1.3 f'©r the eight=area grClup and the figures in Golurrms Eg and Enp 
of Appendix Table 1 for the eleven=area gr~up. 
234The figm-es in Column Ect of Append:ix: Table l multiplied by the 
rate constructed when the sum of the: .figui.re:s iin Columns Enw, E~., and 
Enp of .Append.ix. Table 23 are divided by the sum of the .figures !rom 
Columns Enws, Eg, and Enp ot Appendix. Table 1 for the eleve:n=area group 
and by the swn of the fig111res tr~m C@lunOOJ.B Enws, Eg~ allld Enp of Appendix 
Table 13 f{l)r the eJight=area group" 
2.35The :f'igW"<&lS in C@l1tl!.Illll E,~:u ot App~iiilil'J.ix Ta.ble 1 multiplied by the 
rate constructed when t,he s1!l!Il. (()Jf the figal'."es in Columns Enws, Eg, and 
E:np of Appendix Table 23 are di tld®d by tb~ stm1 of the figures from 
Columns Enws, Eg, and Eir1p of Apperidu Table 1 for the eleven=area. group 
and the sum of the figures from Colunms Enws, Eg, and Enp of Appendix 
Table 13 for the eight=a:rea group. 
236'.rhe figures for t1G,oi,wemment worke:csn from Tabl<~ 43 9 Volo II 9 Part 
36, PP• 91=100., 
237T'he rate f(;')r "Hired workers 1t from Har:1~11:)p._g,k 21f! fl~lQE!J!Eli~, £!, !filt.1:cl'.:, 
~bor ~£,1:, l!:ff ormat:l~l] f.9X:, ~ ~!:$;.~ll p"'; ~,~6, multiplied by a r8,t,e con= 
structed when the figures for "Private wage and salary workersn of 11Em= 
ployed :in agriculture'' from Table 83j) '\rel. lI 9 Pa.rt 36)1 pe 228, are di= 
vided by the figµres for 11Hiri'J;!ld wo1"lrers 11 for ''April 11 19509 n from St.ate 
Table 7, Vol. I 1 Part 25,i po JL, The deri.ved rate is then multiplied by 
the figures !IQ>r noklah(!)ma 11 i'riom the column head~d "Average" in the table 
''Hired W\Qlrkers on farmsJ) 1962," f:a£El ~~~ (January, 1963)~ Po 7o The 
estimate which results is then divided by the fig111r~s for ''Private wa,ge 
and salary workersn from Table 83 o The rate which results is multiplied 
by the area figures obtained wher1 the area figures f©>J::" 11Famers aIDid farm. 
managers" and "Farm laborers, unpaid family worker:s" :t:rom Ta,ble .43, Volo 
II, Part J6, pp. 91=100, a1"'e subtrac:ted from the TabLe 4J area f'igut:re,s 
for "Agriculture o u 
23&rhe rate tor risel!=employed and timpaid f'amily W(Q)rkers n fro;m [~= 
book 2 £evelopm~~ 2! ~ !:2.991: ~ IEJ:9r~i,Q,U ~ ~~ll A!~~~' P .. 
126, is multiplied by a rate const,r·ucted wh,en tb® swn of' 5:,t,ate figures 
for 11Self=employed workersn and irunpaid family workersn ,;rho are ''Em= 
ployed in agr:iculturen from Table 83, VoL !Ii, Part J6, po 228, iz :ii= 
vided by the. figures for "Family wco:rkers, m.cludi.:ng oper<'.l:tl\ilrsn f>/JJr "April 
1, 1950, u from State ·rable 7 1 Vol0 Ill PaJ."t 25 9 Po JL The d®Jrived rate 
is then multiplied by the f'ig1Jres f'gr noklahQima" fr'l,m the tl(l>lurrm headed 
nAverage 1' in the table ''Family workers 012 !°arms, 1962, n f];.:rtm Laber 
(January, 1963) ~ pe 6. The estimat~ iJ"h:'Ldh r®ff!ll.lts is t,hen dlYided by the 
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sum of the state 'rable 8J fi,gu.t"es !'or ns~l.f=empl.oyecl workersn and ''On= 
paid family workers" whiOl a:re ''Employ(;)d. in agri.ctl!.ltu:re Q 11 '£he rate which 
results is then multiplied by the s1llll. of' the area figures .t'~r "Farmers 
and farm. managers'' and ''Farm laborers.:. unpaid family workers/' both from 
Table 43, Vol. II, Pa.rt.36, PP• 91=1000 
2.39The sum of the figures f Qlr 1l'Educat.ional services, private," 50 
percent of the .figures for ''Medical. and other health services, n and 50 
percent or ''Other professional and related services,,'·' all of Table 43, 
Vol. II, Part 36, pp. 91=100. 
240The eight=area group data are d~ri.ved. by setting the fi.gu.res 
described in footnotes 131 through 139 into the unemployment estimating 
equaticm equal to the figures in Column 'l.lft of Appendix Table 13. The 
eleven=area group data are derived by setting the figures described in 
footnotes 1 through 9 equal to the figures in Column Ut of Appendix Table 
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